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EDITORIAL

Queenie Seah
(Collegian Editor)

It’s amazing how time flies. 1997 is coming close to

important event has been celebrated in many ways, the

an end and believe it or not, for Year 12’s, it heralds

most prominent being MLC Open Day and International

the end of an era in our lives - the end of school.

Food and Music Festival.

No doubt many of us will be moving on to more

As they say, time brings about change and changes

‘excitement’ and a totally different lifestyle out of school;

certainly came in a big way for MLC this year, with, for

but it is still most nostalgic, even sad, that we have to

instance, the implementation of the new timetable (to

leave what has been a ‘second home’ to many of us over

which I am sure everyone got used quickly as it meant

the years.

For some of us two years, like yours truly,

not having to see the same teachers EVERY day!); the

and for others 12 years. MLC has been a ‘home’ where

merging of boarding houses from Walton, Wesley and

we lived, loved, laughed and learnt, with tears and smiles

Burnside Flouses to Upper and Lower Walton and

alike, sharing endless hours with friends and (yes...) even

Burnside Flouses; the new prefectorial system among

teachers (we still love you! REALLY!), poring over our

many, many others.

books, discussing the Year 12 Ball (I?!?), gossiping about

Orange Ribbon Movement, promoting unity in diversity,

There was also the start of the

the previous weekend and planning for the next, debating

as well as our first Gertrude Walton Scholar in Residence,

over who the cutest guy from over the fence is,

the learned Dr Veronica Brady, whose insight and

complaining about the amount of homework we have to

experience and wit opened our eyes to the world and

trudge through everyday .... basically just sharing the

opened our minds, urging us on towards self discovery.

heartaches and joys of life with those we love and cherish.

Moving on
Moments to cherish

Yet while various things have changed, many things

Nevertheless, we leave MLC with very special memories

haven’t (sigh...another list too long to describe.,.1 should

of experiences unique to each and everyone of us, even

be ending this soon!). Students continue to excel in every

the simplest, most ‘natural’ things like sitting out on the

area - social, academic, musical and sporting - by

lawn, or just going through the paces of putting our books

representing the college in the many disciplines, or by

into the wonderful and unforgettable blue lockers, to the

simply making the most of their education, striving for

more significant events in our school lives. All this we

the highest in whatever they do. All this of course, would

take with us, amalgamated with the very knowledge that

not be possible if not for the teachers and staff who so

we have grown and matured as women of stature and

diligently give of their most to facilitate and encourage

grace, filled with that certain special and extraordinary

the students, arming us with skills essential for living

MLC-factor in each and every one of us.

graciously as women who can make a difference, giving
us a quality education and preparing us for bigger things.

At the same time, 1997 marks the start of many new
This year has been a most spectacular year for one and

challenges and experiences for the tiny Year 8’s who have
chosen to spend the rest or part of their school-life at

all, and the 1997 COLLEGIAN aims to encapsulate life

MLC.

Their time at MLC will be an experience to

at the college, recorded through pictures and print,

remember and cherish; where they will discover their

bearing testimony to the extent to which “striving for the

talents and be ‘stretched’ to their fullest potential, where

highest” is reflected in all aspects of school life. And as

they will discover new things every day; and not only

we continue to move forward towards bigger and better

gain knowledge, but also wisdom - a full well-rounded

things, may we keep this document with us, a treasure

education.

to cherish and hold as a reminder of a significant part of
our lives. Indeed, life is a learning experience and what

A special year

we learn at MLC is truly invaluable. It is my fervent prayer

This year was most certainly a super-special one -1997

that we will all continue to shine and grow in wisdom and

being the 90th year since the foundation of the college.

stature, giving to the world our very best!

The College’s 90th Anniversary celebrations have been
one of the many highlights of 1997, and this great,

Queenie Seah

COLLEGIAN COMMITTEE
Second row:
Heather Millar, Sarah Lord,
Kate Downie, Amy Piesse, Mrs
Joy Shepherd, Claire
McGregor, Pei-Yin Hsu, Alivia
Chamberlain, Annabel Gray
Front row:
Sarah Derrett, Danae
Christensen, Rusa Kong,
Queenie Seah (Editor), Eva
Tam, Anushre Arumugaswamy,
Nurjehan Mohamed
Absent:

Tin Lau, Harriet Staniford
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PRINCIPAL
I hope that everyone who has been involved with the college in this 90th anniversary year will
have experienced the feeling of being part of a year in which the “extra” has been added to the
“ordinary” in so many ways by the past and the present being brought together.
Open Day, linked to the International Food and Music

pleasure

Festival, attracted hundreds of families, including former

audiences.

to

capacity

and prospective students. Events during the day, like
the opening of the 90th anniversary archival display, to

Dr Veronica Brady, the

which many former students had contributed, and the

inaugural Gertrude Walton

naming of the new rowing shell, Amy Shepherd, with Mrs

Scholar-in-Ft esidence,

Shepherd present to crack the champagne over its bows,

made

were particularly significant.

a

particularly

significant contribution to
our 90th
FI . >-2

Dr Veronica Brady

year.

Fler

approachability, scho

Margaret Nadebaum
(Principal)

larship, humanity and
insights into the social and
ethical issues of import with which Australians, young
and old, are faced at present, enriched all our lives.

There are many other observations that I could make

Amy Shepherd addresses the large crowed gathered for the
launch of the college's new rowing shell, the
"Amy Shepherd" during Open Day in May.

about this special year in the college’s history, but it is
far more appropriate for this 90th anniversary edition of

The reunion of former students who had left the college

Collegian to convey these through picture and word.

50 or more years ago was another highlight. More than

Just as during this year we have looked back through

100 were our special guests on this day. They renewed

the editions of Collegian from the early years of the

acquaintances, sang the original school song, answered

college to reestablish

a roll call, and had the opportunity to see the changes in

links between former

the college since they had last visited, which, for some

students and staff

was many years ago. The Year 2 students, who will be

members

and

to

the graduating students in our centenary year, entertained

appreciate

our guests and gave each a flower. Seeing how readily

genesis of many of

these two groups were able to bridge the gap of time

the college's hal

and age and enjoy each other’s company was very

lmarks and traditions,

gratifying and bore testimony to the strength of the bond

so too will this year’s

that is forged by being part of Methodist Ladies' College

edition of

with its enduring values and traditions.

become a particularly

the

CoMegnain
JH/thoihst

la&ire" Coll«jt
Slamorat. HI.J.

Collegian

significant historic
record of college life
to be referred to for
many purposes in
future years.

^941 edition of
"Collegian"

It is likely, given the present ever-accelerating rate and
magnitude of change, that some of the photographs will
quite quickly become curiosities and that some of the
articles will be rendered quaint.

But hopefully, the

essence and spirit of a Methodist Ladies’ College
education which have prevailed for 90 years, and which

Each of the one hundred guests at the special
reunion for old girls, who left the college
more than 50 years ago, was
presented with flowers.

have been reflected through different manifestations in
successive editions of

Collegian,

will remain valid,

relevant and engaging for many decades to come.
The production of Oliver! was another highlight of our
anniversary year, with the huge cast, including students

Margaret Nadebaum
Principal

from Christ Church Grammar School, bringing enormous
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HEAD GIRL
This year has passed more quickly than I thought possible.

I also found it quite strange that I kept

having to remind myself on numerous occasions that I was in Year 12 and this was the dreaded final
year. All I can think of is how fast my time at MLC has gone.
I remember clearly my first day here nearly five years

events and functions throughout the year. Some of these

ago.

MLC was a new and unfamiliar place, I was

include the Commonwealth Day Service at Government

surrounded by people I didn't know and large buildings

House, leadership courses, youth rallies, supervising Year

that I thought I’d always be lost in. I used to wonder how

10 socials, which was great fun, and our continuing role

everyone could tell their school bags apart and remember

of the uniform police.

who they sat with in the ever changing classes. Now

Eleanor Matson
(Head Girl)
Jane Claringbold
(Deputy Head Girl)

MLC has become a comfort zone and a place where we

The Arts Prefects worked extremely hard to introduce us

have had the chance to experience many different and

to Arts’ Week. It was a great success and we hope that

unforgettable occasions with friends that we have formed

it will stay as a regular feature in the MLC calendar.

over the years.

Another introduction this year was portable detention
slips. The effectiveness of these I’m sure would improve

Similarly, the beginning of this year seems only days ago,

if we had a pen in our pockets.

as the Year 12’s and prefects set out on our final year
mission. We’ve been counting the years, months and

We have tried to increase the interaction between MLC

then days go by and amazingly now, they are all nearly

and neighbouring schools. We have had prefects from

over. This year has definitely been the highlight of our

Christ Church Grammar, Scotch and Wesley College visit

time at MLC.

for assembly and lunch and we have attended PLC and

It has been the hardest year where

expectations of ourselves are tested and because of this,

Christ Church assemblies.

the friendships that we have formed are stronger than
ever. There have been many highlights for Year 12’s

This year has been a very rewarding year for the prefects

this year. One of the biggest, of course, was the ball!

and we are grateful that we have been given the

This gave us the chance to see everyone out of the bottle

opportunity to work together. I know I will never forget

green and was definitely a night to remember.

the group and am thankful to all of them, especially Jane
who has been fantastic all throughout the year. Thanks

This year especially, being the 90th anniversary of the

must also go to Mrs Shepherd, Ms Nadebaum and

college, we have been given the chance to think about

especially Mrs Rigden for their continuous support

the school’s strong traditions and what the school means

throughout the year. Also a big thanks must go to all our

to us. It became a huge part of all our lives and we seem

teachers who have worked so hard over the years. It is

to have formed a loyalty that I’m sure will stay with us

much appreciated by all.

forever.
Sadly the year is nearly over. The memories of our time
The prefect group this year has been fantastic to work

here will I’m sure be some of the best in our lives. As

with and I feel very honoured to be a part of this. We

well as looking forward to starting another stage of my

were left to carry on past years' responsibilities starting

life next year, I am sorry to be leaving the life and place

at the Valedictory Dinner, and we were given hints on

I’ve gotten to know so well. I am sure all the memories

how to survive the year. Last year’s prefect group left a

of our time at MLC will be cherished and never forgotten

high standard to follow and we have worked hard to fulfil

and I wish all Year 12’s the best of luck wherever they

our own aims as a group, as well as everyone else’s

choose to go.

expectations. We have attended and been a part of many

Eleanor Matson

PREFECTS 1997
Second row:
Front row:
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Rebecca Yik, Pei-Yin Hsu, Anna Slowiak, Sally Jasper, Rachel Reynolds, Emily Dawson, Bronwen Clements
Clare Southee, Corrina Teakle, Sally Warren, Eleanor Matson, Jane Claringbold, Jemma Holt, Kirsty Robertson
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MLC STAFF
1997

ACADEMIC STAFF
Fifth row:

Andrew Bushell, Wayne Spindler, John Oxnam, Dennis Ireland, Mark Graber, Belinda Jack, Hollis Wilson, Anne Lewis, Chris Warne, Nancy

Fourth row:

Rhodes, Sarah Fletcher
Ian Ford, Lynne Hughes, Jenny Haselhurst, Peggy Hutchinson, Wendy Kirwan, Nicola Ridsdill-Smith, Brian Taylor, Nicola Davis, Fiona Rodwell,

Third row:

Hanneke Rekelhof, Elizabeth Scott, Margaret Glenister
Sue Stein, Su-Lyn Ooi, Allison Gould, Jan Skidmore, Helen Feutrill, Sue Shaw, Ruth Jones, Rita Purnell, Veronica Guidera, Diane Spina, Kate

Padman, Jenny Borrill
Second row: Leonie Drew (Head of Barclay), Jan Hutchison, Mike Comber, Marilyn Tsolakis, Camille Lord, Sue Miller, Jan Guilfoyle, Amanda Loss, Megan
Caporn, Justine Freeman, Cherie Lewis, Wendie McKenzie, Gary Thomas
Monique Benier, Mandy Hudon, Natalie White, Yvonne Palmer, Derrick Row, Margaret Nadebaum (Principal), Barbara Tonkin, Bev Hollyock,
Front row:
Absent:

Myrlwynn Sonntag, Sylvia Watson, Joy Shepherd (Deputy Principal)
Margaret Calder, Jan Hollingworth, Mary Telfer, Sheryl Ashdown, Judy Bartlett, Elizabeth Hardy, Janet Rigden, Ray Forma, Julie Gibson, Chris
Leather, Bruce Stanton, Elizabeth Davenport, Adele Boyce, Kerris Moffat, Pat Wadsworth, Leonie Jongenelis, Mary Hill, Maggie Fisher, Carolyn
La Grange, Robyn Wager, Pam Flaherty, Beth Larkins, Marilyn Daventry

ADMINISTRATION AND NON-TEACHING STAFF
Fourth row:

Geoff Howell, Brian Mason, Narelle Beebe, Phil Brown, Sarah Dawkins, Keith Banwell, Ron Hodgetts, Les Newton, Kerry Coates

Third row:

Bev Kittel, Kim Roe, Dianne Mann, Airlie Williams, Barbara Wyatt, Leigh Thomas, Yuki Nagashima, Margaret Haydon, Pat Watson, Allan

McRae
Second row: Jean Hornsby, Susan O’Neill, Susie Culley, Elizabeth Williams, Donna Rooney, Julie Dare, Joan Robbie, Joan MacGuire, Kevin Hothersall,
Deanne Newman, Sue Hales, Judith Twine
Pam Denton, Sue May, Maxine Mack, Anna Leadbetter, Ann Willis, Sylvia Hahn, Barbara Starzynski, Fiona Fletcher, Stuart McDonough
Front row:
Maria Megia de Molina, Mike Higgins, Barrie Nugent, Peter Harvey, Richard Bartlett, Jenny Pratley, Suzanne Martin, Janet Turbett, Claire
Absent:
Drake-Brockman, Nola Riddell, Nathan Ruan, Sureshpal Sandhu, Bob Thompson, Simon Coates, Pat Corey, Kathleen Oshea, Laurina
Faid, Jan Mapley, Melinda Buckingham, Shirley Allerton, Angela Booth, Denise Spencer, Owen Giersch, Suzanne Hood, Val Di Giusto
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MLC STAFF
1997
In the Senior School this year we welcomed Mandy Hudson (Economics / Social studies), Fiona Rodwell and
Alison Gould (Mathematics), Maggie Fisher (Art Department) and Natalie White (Theatre Arts) to the teaching
staff along with a number of other staff members replacing those on leave for all or part of 1997. These have
included Christine Rose (History), Ian Sydney-Smith (Science), Sue Biddles and Ken Rowley (English), Susan
Downing (English/French) and Linda Richards (English).
Curriculum review
Professional development undertaken in
1997, our 90th year, has been more
extensive than ever with members of the
Mathematics, Science and Language staff
attending conferences in the Eastern States
whilst

others

have

participated

in

conferences, workshops and programmes
within our own state or held here at the
college. We are currently undertaking an
intensive review of the curriculum and hope
our contribution will be of some significance.

Fun and games
Socially we have enjoyed our chance to mix

Mr Stanton
The whole purpose of Chemistry is to ruin your social life and keep you off the streets.

with Barclay House at both venues when we

g-

can, after a hard week, engage in

r

conversation which is not work related. Of
course during terms two and three this often turns to
football and a fiercely contested football tipping

As we celebrate the 90th year of the college one obvious

competition saw Sue Hales of Barclay emerge the winner!

change is the increase in staff numbers and their diversity.

Congratulations.

An interesting aspect is the healthy ratio of female to

PLC invited us along with Scotch and Christ Church to

the college employed only two male staff, one of whom

enjoy their hospitality on the first Friday in September

was the principal.

male staff in contrast to forty years ago for example when

and an enjoyable time was had by all. This also gave us
the opportunity to meet their new principal.

Farewell
This year we farewell Joy Shepherd who will be taking

A small group of staff has been working on the

up the position of Principal at St. Hilda’s Anglican Girls'

refurbishing of the staffroom in conjunction with the

School, Pat Corey who is heading for Sydney, Barbara

Business Manager. Our staffroom affords a majestic view

Tonkin who is retiring to enjoy a more relaxed lifestyle

of the river and a much needed facelift is needed. We

and her house at Eagle Bay and Masa Sumura.

appreciate the efforts of the Business Manager and the
Council for recognising our needs.

I wish the new committee and staff a successful year in
1998 during a time of major leadership change.

The stamina of the staff was put to the test on Athletics
Day when the staff won the annual tug-of-war competition
Mary Telfer
President of the Staff Association

against Year 12 opposition. (Photos of this event have
been circulated around the college!)

is
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Mr Ireland
Hey, just because I am a
teacher doesn’t mean that I am
W'com"dvV«5’°'’!"'e'W"
smart!

Mr Row
If you toss, you’ll have back problems
for the rest of your life.
Mrs Calder
No, I wasn’t
to
/ike9“y
busy. We
.’9ofnreQ//y
teachers only
pretend to
look busy
Mrs Jack
Who kicked your cages?
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Teachers'
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°>*Mr Row
I’m an immigrant belly
dancer from Russia.

Quotes
Mrs Palmer
I’m not a reindeer, I’m an elephant
(demonstrating the concept of SA/vol
in terrestrial organisms).

90TH
ANNIVERSARY
Open Day and Food Festival
MLC's 90th anniversary celebrations were launched in May at the college's Open Day and International Food
and Music Festival.
The day was a showcase for the musical, dramatic, sporting and artistic talents of MLC students. It also provided an
opportunity for former students and staff and prospective parents and their daughters to visit the college.

Despite heavy rain, large numbers arrived at the college to enjoy the
day. Parents and members of college support groups contributed a
great deal of time and effort to ensure there was an exciting range of
local and international foods, while the Rowing Association organised
the drinks.

Through their efforts, the Food and Music Festival was

able to make a significant donation towards the purchase of a new
grand piano for the college.
Flower garlands and
fairy floss were two of the
most popular
attractions at the
Food Festival

Students and staff provided a wide range of activities including debating,
drama, poetry readings as well as opportunities to explore the Internet.

Debating was held in the Resource Centre

For the more adventurous, there was abseiling.

mm

A highlight of the day was the blessing and
naming ceremony of the new MLC rowing
shell, the Amy Shepherd.

Many visitors explored the college's Archival
display room which was set up to mark the 90th
w

Anniversary.

The

display

included

photographs dating from the early 1900's and
a~T~r~V

uniforms from each decade.

Painting was a favourite with children

BADGE MAKING^
Students and visitors
were invited to
paint a section
of the 90 th
annivesary mural
in the Junior school
art room

ar i
^

1 . .SC

■dSN'fc

(left to right)
The Rowing Association
ran the bar

The popidar flower garland stall

MLC ROWING
ASSOCIATION

ROWING

The MLC memorabilia
stand

Parents of boarders
sold out of country
produce
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Students made badges in a language of your
choice

90TH
ANNIVERSARY
Celebrating the past, looking to the future
|jJ.ethoAfs/
A series of special reunions for former students was held throughout the year, culminating in Back to College
Day on Sunday 2 November and the launch of The Quiet Revolution.

Published by the college as part of its celebrations, the book,
The Quiet Revolution, Gertrude Walton at Methodist Ladies'
College, 1917-1945, was written by the Deputy Principal,
Mrs Joy Shepherd.

One of the aims of the anniversary celebrations was to
recognise those people whose contribution to the college
since its foundation has been significant and long-lasting,

Gertrude Walton, the longest-serving principal of the college,
has received special recognition in the book and also in
various displays and programmes throughout the year,

ft

including the inaugural "Gertrude Walton Scholar-inResidence" programme.

Sfc <,e

More than 550 Collegians gathered for Back to College Day
which commenced with everyone joining in the college song
and then each woman stood as her name was called during
the roll call. Also attending the reunion were more than 40
former teachers.

Author of The Quiet Revolution, Joy Shepherd, at
the lauch of the book.

After lunch, most guests took the opportunity to tour the
college facilities.

The boarding houses were a popular

destination for former boarders.

Many also visited the Collegians' Association's Art Exhibition in the foyer of Hadley
Hall. The Exhibition had as its theme, a quote by Gertrude Walton, ''..beauty is
to be seen in the sight of everyday things...."

Students in the 1920's

A special reunion for women who left MLC fifty or more years ago was attended
by almost 100 former students in June.
Two Collegians also celebrating
their 90th birthday were (front l
to r) Edna Trethowan and Marj
Harvey of the Class of 1925.
They are with Dame Rachel
Evans (Class of 1921)

After morning tea in the college dining doom, the women were entertained by
the Year 2 students who presented ballet and poetry pieces and then gave each
guest a flower.

Janet Hall of the
Class of 1976 (far
left) wore her
college hat to Back
to College Day

Students in the
junior school
celebrated MLC's
birthday ivith a
giant cake (centre)

The Collegians'
Art Exhibtion was
officially opened by
the college
chaplain, The Revd
Hollis Wilson.

YEAR 8
The Agony of Year Eight

tk<2\
Kate Padman
(Head of Year 8)

In ninety years things have changed at the college
In Year eight you meet new friends and learn about MLC
MLC is close to the river and what beautiful scenery I see
Year eight is different to any other year

' ■

The class rooms are hot, the days are long
Year eight is lots of work and so far it has been hot,
I also meet lots of friends,
'■J? »

School is cool and so is the pool
It is nice to have a pool because on hot days it is really cool
The bell sounds and I groan
Freezing swimming in the pool, straight to maths, no wagging school
The days are grey and boring inside the old school walls
Eating lunch on the large green lawn,
Dodging the seagulls as they swarm
Studying for the tests we get no rest
I work by the full moon, trying to finish homework which is due really soon
the teachers are in a good mood
So they give us lots of homework that is due really soon
The work is harder, the homework more........
Each new day we learn a brand new thing
School is cool and so are the days of our lives
The breath taking view, overlooking Peppermint Cove
With the boats along the river flowing by the sand bank
Year eight is fun when you homework is done,
The days are grey when you forget your bathers,
Lose your hat and forget your locker key,
Lockers are frustrating, they break, stick and jam And get you in trouble with unnoticed teachers
Who are lurking behind the corner, listening to you throw
The buildings are big, the people are new,
The weeks are too long, the weekends too short,
Camp and school is fun, but definitely not in the blazing sun,
The days are long and hot and sunny.
This literary piece was
composed by a large
number of Year 8
students who offered
their perceptions
of the year in a single
line of prose.

Hail the school bell that ends the day
When the day is gone I must hurry to catch the incoming bus
Catching the train gives me a pain
The weekends rule because it’s the end of school.

Kathryn Watts and
Jenny Archer then
arranged the lines to
‘tell the story' of Year
Eight. They read a
longer version of this at
the Year 8 Assembly.
Thanks go to the Year 8
SRC representatives
Yuna Lee, Adele
Meagher and Pia
Prendiville
for helping compile
this version.
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YEAR 9
We are well into 1997 and have found Year 9 to be a very busy year and not so much of a
nightmare as we may have expected. Year 9’s have been involved in many activities which
have ail combined to make a successfulyear.
The first challenge was swimming and diving, and both

Our cake stalls in Term 1 were a success, with $349

were rewarding.

raised for our chosen charities. We look forward to our

Candice Schalit was our champion

- y-’

all-important social, which is being planned, and our

swimmer and Nicola Ranshaw our champion diver.

contribution to community service including the Good
Sammy's visits and clothing collection.

Many sports followed soon after - tennis, rowing and
netball, to name a few.

Our top gymnast was Nicola

Ranshaw. Callie Fleay came first in the Inter-House cross

Maths challenge

country and was also selected to be part of the state team.

In the academic sphere, a maths challenge programme

There were many other individual achievements, some

has been developed with Christ Church Grammar

of which were Yu-ann Chen being selected for the state

School, to allow selected Year 9 students the opportunity

Under 17 badminton squad, Miranda Smith for the

to extend their mathematical skills.

Nicola Ridsdill-Smith
(Head of Year 9)

women’s Under 16 state cricket team and Katherine
Williams for the state youth women’s soccer team.

Achievers
Year 9 has also been involved in the arts - debating,
Oliver, mime, music and the dance festival. In this respect
there were some individual achievements by Year 9
students: Michelle Calkin was chosen to be part of the
dance production Bring Down the House and Emma
Rohrlach and Lucy Young have taken part in Midnite Youth
M

Theatre productions.

Outdoor Ed

Good Sammy

Three Year 9 outdoor education programmes have come
and gone with girls coming back ready to take on the

,

>A

world. Their vivid recollections are enough to turn the

CENTRE

rest of us green with envy!

Student reps have a go
Lastly, the Year 9 student representatives - Taryn Chua,
Sarah Ward and Lucy Young - have attempted (without
much luck so far!) to improve many things, for example
the rather closet-like situation of the Year 9 lockers, the
location of our notice board and the condition of our
toilets/changerooms.
Much is left to be discovered of this year, and we look
forward to it, in hope that the much appreciated support
we have received from Mrs Ridsdill-Smith will help us to
make the Year 9 of 1997 a year to be remembered.

3||9§i
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YEAR 10
1997 has been a great year. We have been involved in many activities such as our camp to New Norcia, the social,
work experience, as well as the swimming and athletics carnivals. We have had a very busy and happy year.

Our camp to New Norcia was a great way to
start off the year. It gave us all a chance to
become a “community”. The camp included
a tour of New Norcia, a workshop with Glenn
Capelli, plays performed by tutorial groups,
group trust activities and also a talk by Dom
Chris, one of the local Benedictine monks.
Everyone really enjoyed the camp, but it was

Belinda Jack
(Head of Year 10)

a shame we couldn’t stay longer. When we
returned to Perth, we had a presentation by
Youth for Christ that focused on the need for
self-respect and a healthy self-esteem!
The swimming and athletic carnivals were a
chance for some of the Year 10’s to show off
their talents, and the rest of us to have a day
>■

off from the classroom! Champion swimmer

•

was Alison Chinnery, champion diver was
Danae Gregory, Year 10's champion athlete
was Emily Kuhaupt. Our champion gymnasts
were Renae Meagher and Renee Garner, and
our top cross country runner was Renae
Meagher.

- <* »
Work experience was a great opportunity for
all of us to experience the realities of the
workplace and it was nice to have a visit from
a teacher to see how we were going. Some
girls were fortunate enough to complete their
week's work experience at Fortinum Gold
Mine, 170 km north east of Meekatharra,
thanks to the recently formed relationship
between MLC and the mine. To help us with
our skills before we went on work experience
we had a workshop with Chris Maxwell.
Everyone found him very amusing and most
helpful and the chance to come to school in
“business dress” was a nice change.
The Year 10 social, early in fourth term, was
a huge success. We all had a great time
dancing the night away with boys from Christ
Church, Hale and Wesley, as well as boys
who had been invited privately. The parents,
teachers and senior girls were happy to help
out and deserve our thanks as the social could
not have happened without them.
Overall, 1997 has been a wonderful
experience and Mrs Jack has been a great
Head of Year. We would like to thank her
and everyone else who contributed to making
this such a memorable year.
(JjoLLEGIAN 97
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YEAR 11
Our first all-year event was the Year 11

successful, with the marketing of fake fur products, such

Orientation weekend at Fairbridge. Highlights

as fur-covered books and pencil cases.

of the trip were: belly dancing, having to walk

successful at their Trade Fair, and will hopefully receive

They were

a maze blindfolded, cooking our own meals

an award. Daffodil Day was a huge success because it

and seeing Mr Comber fall in the pool.

was organised by us! $1400 was raised for the Cancer
Foundation through the sale of daffodil items. This year’s

As soon as we got back we started training for the inter-

Dance Festival has had huge Year 11 input, being

House swimming, which was great fun. Year 11’s also

choreographed by two Year 11 students and with many
others in it.

swam well at the inter-school swimming later on that term.
INSTEP is one of the Year 11/12 courses offered and the
Year 11’s participating in the programme have gained

There have been many international exchanges this year;

lots of hands-on experience on the work place. This year

at the beginning of the year we welcomed two Japanese

three teams of Year 11’s participated in the United Nations

students, Keiko and Chiiko, and their company has been

Hammerskjold Trophy Competition; all gained a lot from

enjoyed. A study tour visited Reunion Island, and another

this experience, in their inter-House Singing and Drama

is shortly due to visit Kobe College. Many exchanges

festival, Year 11’s had their turn to direct their House

have also occurred with Germany.

mimes; their talents shone through in these excellent
productions. Year 11’s also participated in their House

This year’s 50 mile walk was a gruelling event

choirs and plays.

(understatement!) and we showed our woman-power with
all girls completing the walk. We

There

were

many

musical

all

found

it

a

worthwhile

activities with Christ Church this

experience. Inter-House athletics

year: the first being a music camp

was good, again with many Year

at Point Walter for College Strings

11 successes, and we are looking

and the newly-formed MLC and

forward to the inter-schools. Year

CCGS Symphonic Winds; then a

11 rowers showed their prowess

joint concert, where combined

this year, with many rowing in the

orchestras and choirs performed

1st 8 crew which won the Head

Haydn’s Nelson Mass. In term 2,

of River yet again.

the Melbourne Girls’ Grammar
School

and we

Many individual Year 11’s have

performed another joint concert

visited

us,

been high-flyers in their own

with them and Christ Church.

separate fields. Many have gone,
and will go, to Canberra for things

Year 11 ’s also participated in many

such as: hockey, National Youth

of the activities on Open Day,

Parliament, the National Youth

including music, Oliver, public

Science forum, and the Queen's

speaking and rowing. Before we

Trust forum.

knew it exams had hit us, but
thanks to Mrs Skidmore’s helpful

Others have also competed

Study Skills courses we were well

nationally in hockey, swimming,

prepared and got through the

basketball, and cross-country;

exams with no major hitches. Year

and one student received a sailing

11’s contributed to the annual

scholarship to Europe.

Social Services Week by putting

student received her AMusA in

on a sausage sizzle for the movie

piano, and another travelled

night.

internationally to compete in

One

athletics.
The inaugural Arts week soon
followed,

with

Year

11’s

With Heather Lamont looming, a

participating in theatre

music tour about to depart,

sports, Speakers' Corner,

and prefects results soon to

Big Band and Barbershop,

be announced, we are all

and an entertaining social

looking forward to the end

debate with Christ Church.

of the year, and beginning

Year 11 participation in this

to dread the coming of the

year’s school production of

big year ahead of us.

Oliver shone through in
cast, crew and orchestra,

Many thanks to Mrs

with several playing key

Skidmore for guiding us

roles.

through our penultimate
year of school.

this

Young Achievers
year

was

very
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Jan Skidmore
(Head of Year 11)

YEAR 12

Sf

Looking back over the years we have spent in MLC, the main concerns of our school life included
getting to Year 12, being called the Leavers of 1997 (how positively ‘cool’!), receiving those
special badges and wearing those beautiful green ties, taking over the common room (which
was VERY well utilised...) and of course, attending the Year 12 Ball.
All these aspects, though, are a part of the bigger picture
of school life - the entirely stimulating and intriguing
learning experience, with the joys and heartaches, the
achievements and disappointments, amidst the smiles
and tears.

Janet Rigden
(Head of Year 12)

i
For all the Year 12’s, 1997 has been full of exciting events
that have been part of the school calendar every year,
but which bear more meaning and significance to each
of us, as they will be our last as we prepare ourselves to
embark on a new journey, braving the world outside the
MLC gates. The first term saw us as ‘fresh’ Year 12’s,
still quite stunned and overwhelmed that we had actually
made it that far and also quite nervous of what lay ahead.
Nevertheless, we took on our responsibilities as ‘the
bigger girls', organizing and preparing for various events

wfessESK:

such as the inter-House Singing and Drama, as well as
the inter-House Swimming Carnival among others. The

many teams and ensembles.

events all went smoothly as planned and we were able

We have also excelled

academically, all working together - a well rounded and

to relax and enjoy them, keeping in our hearts the fact

absolutely solid team - and striving for the highest in

that they would be our last as students of MLC.

whatever we did.

Many other events took place over the next few terms,

Great team

for example the

EXAMS (among others of course!).

Special thank you’s and huge bear hugs go to our great

Despite being ‘left all alone’, with Mrs Rigden jetting off

team of prefects, House officials and Form Captains who

to Europe on long-service leave, we hope that you had a

have done such a wonderful job of keeping things in order

great time, Mrs Rigden! Thank you so much for thinking

and for cheerfully taking up most of the ‘dirty jobs’, and

of us during your trip and sending us beautiful postcards!

whose leadership we could not have done without.

The Year 12’s still managed to cope, being wonderfully

Congratulations and a "WELL DONE!” too, go to each
and every one of the Year 12’s for we have all made it

■«# «■*»

thus far!

Foundations for the future
Reflecting upon Year 12 later in life, many of us will
remember it as a year of one long countdown (How many
days till we finish school?), endless numbers of exams
and heaps of work (although we did actually manage to
fit in some fun!). As the exams draw nearer, we all dream
about the freedom we will have after the TEE and it is
without a doubt that all of us will look back upon our time
at MLC with many, many fond memories. All we need to
do now is to take that big step together into the next phase
of our lives, spurring one another on to greater heights
and preparing ourselves to be women of influence as we

looked after by Mrs Shepherd who took over for Mrs
Rigden while she was away.

approach the next millennium! Thanks must go to Mrs

We continued moving

Rigden and Mrs Shepherd for all their help this year and

forward, actively participating in the events and setting

naturally also, all the teachers who have taught us

good examples for ‘the younger girls’.

throughout our time at MLC, laying the foundation stones

((JoLLEGIAN 97

Many laurels were won in all areas, with Year 12’s leading

*or our future and making the Leavers of 1997a success

the way in sport and the arts, representing the college in

story!
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BURNSIDE
The year started off with a full house, rowdy as ever. This year the Burnsiders were faced with a huge change
within the boarding house. Instead of having 33 girls in Burnside we increased our number to 50.
and probably the most important of all (for the Year 12’s

Boarding House
Officials

anyway!) was the school ball.
■ ssa

(from left)

Everyone has been extremely busy all through the year
and to support each one of us there were always four

Kezia Pontifex
(Deputy Head Girl)

special people. Thanks Mrs Nugent, Jean, Chelsea and
Nicky.

Jocelyn Scott
(Head Girl)

Ptipf

Lee Nugent
(Head of Burnside)

.|,l MH

For some of us it was a bit stressful and at time awkward
(especially trying to squeeze everyone into the common
room for meetings), but we all survived!

■o 'eyi

What were ‘new faces’ have now become very much part
of the boarding house and to familiarise the girls with the
boarding house community the year began with our
traditional closed weekend.
The weekend started off with the swimming carnival and
then the new girls’ concert which once again turned out
to be a huge success.
Throughout the year there have been many activities that
girls have been involved in, from socials to surfing lessons

‘if*. -v$i

hi

,M
BURNSIDE HOUSE

Nurjehan Mohamed, Stephanie Chai, Rebecca Yik, Vicki Kor, Ann Kirkby, Elizabeth Imrie, Joanne Hooper, Jessika McMullen, Hayley
Crabtree, Emily Winterburn, Jocelyn Scott, Kezia Pontifex, Jodi Herbert
Sarah Paulin, Caren Tan, Cherie Trant, Barbara Abbott, Kathryn Bricknell, Anya Rasmussen, Kylie Moore, Stacey Dwyer, Emma Neal, Mia
Third row:
Morley, Jade Winterburn, Juliana Ng
Second row: Gemma Bridges, Sylvia Ng, Asta Hariady, Fiona Taylor, Gemma Wilson, Yvette Pethybridge, Krystal Fowler, Jacinta Scanlon, Kate Bridges,
Sylvia Ong, Jenny Heng, Katie Lie, Shilo Moore
Emily Glass, Katrina Carnicelli, Jocelyn Low, Katrina King, Kate McDougall, Joanne McMorrow, Mrs Lee Nugent, Tina Newman, Miranda
Front row:
Murray, Melissa Herbert, Prue Reynolds, Adin Sukardi, Astra Bridges
Fourth row:
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LANGSFORD
1997 has been a very exciting year in Langsford House, beginning with the annual inter-House
swimming carnival on the first weekend of the year. We fought off strong competition to
claim the trophy, setting a high standard for the rest of the year.
This was followed by the new girls' concert that night,
where each Year group put their acting and dancing skills

Boarding House
Officials

V

to use. All items were very amusing, with the Year 12’s
topping it off by performing a very interesting dance

Ria James
(Deputy Head Girl)

number to Prince’s "Cream”.
Boarder’s weekend activities increased dramatically this

Jan van der Straaten
(Head of Langsford)

year through Mr Spindler being appointed as Recreational
Officer.

He organised outings which included a Years

10-12 river cruise, shopping trips to Fremantle, movies

'nun

and Sizzler nights and socials, just to name a few.
For the first time in a few years, the MLC and Christ

(three in particular) girls amused for quite some months

Church boarders had a most successful dinner swap.

which added a bit of excitement to their lives, as they

The Year 11’s and 12’s from Christ Church joined the

became quite comfortably acquainted with the builders.

MLC Year 11 ’s and 12’s in the MLC dining hall, while the
Year 8 -10’s gathered at the Christ Church dining hall. It

Langsford House is made up of 40 girls from as far as

was a great opportunity to mix with the boys from over

Abu Dhabi to as close as Fremantle! This adds to the

the fence.

multi-cultural environment helping us to understand and
learn about different cultures.

An annual highlight is always the preview of the Year 12
ball dresses for the younger years. This year was as

A special thank to Mrs V, Ms Mac and Miss Moore for all

fantastic as ever with a wide variety of styles throughout

the help and support they have given us throughout the

the 15 Langsford Year 12’s.

year.

The rebuilding of Walters House at Christ Church kept

Linda Bolt and Ria James

J WT \Wr

__
LANGSFORD HOUSE
Fourth row:

Olivia Jowono, Joey Leong, Ria James, Sharlyn Kang, Fiona Bolas, Pauline Loecker, Sacha Pettigrew, Faye Tsui, Queenie Seah, Kali
Wellington, Maggie Honoris, Corrina Teakle
Third row:
Jesse Pearse, Daneill Stokes, Fleur Willett, Emma Davies, Melanie Angel, Natasha Teakle, Kym Hannah, Ellen Della Bosca, Sally White
Second row: Ocea Sellar, Bridgette Poulton, Pia Turner, Jane West, Samantha Davies, Chelsea Page, Noo Songwatana, Katherine Campbell, Julie
Palm, Mary West
Front row:
Gina Rohaeny, Kate Sykes, Naomi Fotheringhame, Linda Bolt, Mrs van der Straaten, Kim Hoogerwaard, Erin Pearse, Kate Della Bosca,
Sarah Powell
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Linda Bolt
(Head Girl)

WALTON
Boarding House
Officials

Walton House started off bigger and better than ever this year with more than 50 girls calling the pink palace
home. We welcomed many new students, as well as the girls joining us from the disbanded Wesley House.
they’ve done, whether competing in any inter-school or

As usual, the first weekend
was closed, with organised

House competitions or even just trying to finish the

activities as an incentive for

dreaded Math-o-Quest. All in all they’ve done themselves

us all to get to know each

proud.

other, as well as have a

^ /

great time. So we donned

Socially this year it’s also been great with Mr Spindler

the blue paint and screamed

taking the role of social activities co-ordinator. There

our smurf chant as we

have been many outings to the movies, Fremantle,

cheered our swimmers

bowling, shopping, surfing and, of course, the much

the

loved, much talked about socials. One of the highlights

morning swimming carnival,

of the boarders’ social calendar for the Years 10-12

then we were released for

would have had to be the river cruise in May where we

down

Shannae Whisson
(Head Girl)
Leonie Jongenelis
(Head of Walton)
Brooke Sounness
Mai Varoonthepruska
(Deputy Head Girls)

the

pool

in

an afternoon's “practice” of our items for that evening’s

all dressed up beautifully and had a great time with our

concert.

friends and invited partners. We sure rocked that boat
from the minute we got on until the minute we left. Thanks
to all who helped organise the night.

This year’s new girls’ concert was no different from any
other with the Walton girls putting on a fine show of skits,
songs and dances. Each act was performed with such

Of course none of this would have been possible without

originality and enthusiasm it made the night an enjoyment

the help of our mistresses. Where would we be without

for all. Our set of acts finished with the Year 12's giving

Toni, Gemma, Robi, Emma, Miss Taylor and, of course,

their interpretation of each Year group, we all thought

Mrs J to help us out through the year and basically keep

they were pretty accurate (right Year 10’s !?!?!)

us under control. They have been a great support to us
all and they certainly make boarding life a little easier
and a lot more fun.

That weekend aside, we all settled quickly into the school
year with the new students gaining help from the Peer
Support Leaders, Jenny Pritchard and Sharon Oberoi.

Sadly my life as a Walton boarder, as for the other Year

1997 as any year has had its share of ups and downs

been my home away from home for three years, but I

12’s, is drawing to a close. I’ll certainly miss what has
(although I hope more successes!). We've all had those

would like to wish the future head and deputy head and

days where you just wish you didn’t have to get out of

the rest of Walton House all the best for next year and

bed, but it’s all been inspiring and I can honestly say that

the future.

the mighty Waltonites have given their best in everything
Shannae Whisson

WALTON HOUSE
Fourth row:

Susanna Tjandra, Tarn Manusphaibool, Amy Piesse, Shannae Whisson, Lorraine Buntaran, Juliane de Pierres, Ivon Alianto, Brooke
Sounness, Rachel Reynolds, Alivia Chamberlain, Bree Burke, Mai Varoonthepruksa, Amir Khan Zahira
Third row:
Sarah Mazza, Jo Stewart, Annie Carson, Alicia Manolas, Carmen Heitman, Mariska Greenham, Claire Chamberlain, Joni Fleay, Larissa
Kowalczuk, Rika Alianto, Catherine Price, Jo Baker
Second row: Briony Elliott, Renee Wagland, Judy Chang, Katharine Martin, Rosalyn Limaroo, Carly Dolton, Camille Fry, Katharine Marsh, Tricia Lum,
Erin Blundell, Jenny Pritchard, Kristy Mead, Sally Lay, Chelsea Gillam
Front row:
Fransisca Santoso, Yvonne Ho, Clara Ng, Sharon Oberoi, Mink Varoonthepruksa, Monica Tanmizi, Ms Jongenelis, Jessie Walia, Caroline
Lindsey, Elice Loe, Angie Buntaran, Callie Fleay, Felicia Fong
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ORIGINALS
The Gap

Painting at Nanny's

I stumble through the dark dank tunnel. The darkness
is so thick it envelops me, twisting my soul. There is
light though, a sacred light, one that is so pure that we
cannot see it, much less comprehend its strange and wild
qualities.

When I need a break from the world around me, the

Finally I come out of the tunnel feeling relief that once
again I have survived its cruel magic. The land around
me is barren and fruitless. Grey rocks are all I can see.
The only other additions to the land are silver-green
shrubs growing in the crevices between the flat, harsh
rocks and the distant glimpse of the blue ribbon which
throws itself against the rocks creating white lace as it
reaches for the sky. The sky too is unwelcoming, a bitter
grey warning of the danger ahead.

her studio that she once escaped to as I now do.

bustling traffic, squabbling voices of people and the
stress that lingers in the air, I escape to my grandma's
laundry. Before she lost almost all of her sight Nanny
was a wonderful china painter. In the laundry she had

The "studio" has a special feel to it. It is all mine now.
My desk with my paints and brushes. My ideas, my
inspiration, my works of art. I love the musty air in
the laundry. There is a constant, harsh smell of
turpentine and paint that I can almost taste.
As I sit, waiting for inspiration, I listen to the silence

Above me, white gulls soar, crying, tearing my heart
away. I can taste the salty tang in the air and it makes
me shiver and almost cry. I can also detect the salt by
scent and that sensation spreads through my body
creating feelings that I have never experienced anywhere
else. Finally I gather my thoughts together and trek
precariously across the flat rocks to my destination.

that isn't quite silent. The radio plays quietly as Nanny
shuffles around the house doing the daily chores. Over
the soft humming of the air conditioner I hear the
occasional car roll past.
My eyes travel around the old room. It seems to be
just the little things that make this place so special.
The neat piles of clean clothes and the old, discarded
sewing box collecting dust on the shelves. The big
cardboard box that was supposed to be thrown away

Thankfully, just as I am tiring, 1 glimpse the bridge which
I am to cross. Like the rest of the landscape, it is
constructed of grey rocks with no protection on either
side. I will have to face a deathly drop if I lose my footing.
I pause for a moment to catch my breath and gaze at the
frightening abyss which slashes the ground in two. It is
a black and unwelcoming warning to those who are not
familiar with the perils of this place. The gap seems to
stretch on forever, a never ending separation of two parts
of the world only joined by the bridge. Slowly and
cautiously I advance across the bridge. As I finally set
foot on the other side of the gash, I rest for a moment
allowing the exhilaration of my perilous trek to die away.

a long time ago but is now a favourite cubby for my
little cousins. Everything, even the red, plastic bucket
in the sink, seems to have its place.
I reach to open the window and brush my fingers over
the wide, jarrah sill that is covered with painted and
to-be-painted jars and boxes. With a loud moan the
window opens letting a gust of fresh, crisp air into the
room. The smell of freshly cut lawn enters the room
with many new sounds. I can now hear the rumble of
lawn mowers and the buzz of people talking in the
street. I look out of the window and at the side garden,

I then glance across the country which I still have to pass
through before reaching my goal. It does not differ much
from the country I have just left, the only change being
in the absence of all life. Even the gulls do not dare
venture here. There is a coldness about this place which
is not caused by temperature. It is the stillness and silence
of this place which makes it as cold as nothing earthly
could be. With only my spirit accompanying me, I begin
the final leg of my journey to my future.

lush with green foliage. Over the side fence are more
plants and giant trees that create a beautiful outlook.
The carol of a magpie makes me turn to the back door
where I see a flock of magpies crying to be fed. I can
tell by a loud, low croak that the crows are fighting for

I have at last reached my journey's conclusion. Again
there is a gap separating me from the rest of the land but
there is no bridge to cross it for this place is our
dreamland and we can only strive to build a path in our
minds to it. On the other side is a place stranger and
more beautiful than anyone could conceive. I cannot
describe this place to you for it is my imagination which
conjures up this wondrous place. I cannot describe to
you my deepest feelings and needs, just as I cannot fly.

a place on the lawn while the kookaburra's laugh at
the whole idea.
I glance around my desk, cluttered with objects longing
to be painted. I run my hand over the soft, textured
paper. The sun is now pouring through the window
and dancing on my page. The smell of Nanny's home
made scones cooking in the kitchen drifts through the
open laundry door as I am suddenly inspired. I reach
for a paintbrush and run my fingertips over the

If you can, look into that world, the world which is you,
and aspire to one day travel there like I did. Perhaps
there will be a bridge there, perhaps not, but you can
only hope that your love and mind-power can be strong
enough to build that connection, the connection between
fantasy and reality.

smooth, wooden handle and soft bristles. I squeeze
the cold paint tube and a glossy dollop of paint comes
out. My hand moves automatically as I close out the
world around me and create my next masterpiece.

Emily Collin (Year 8)

Pippa Robb (Year 8)
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ATHENS
House Officials

1997 has been a rewarding year for Athens where a combination of House spirit and talent has led to our
success. We started off the year by coming fifth in the swimming and second in the diving - a great achievement.

Special thanks must go to Mayii and Lucie. Outstanding
efforts by Sarah Doyle (Year 10), Adele Meagher (Year
8), Tiffany Goh (Year 9) and Danae Gregory (Year 10)
contributed to our achievement on the day.
For the remainder of term one we were kept extremely
busy organising the inter-House singing and drama
competition. Well done Vicki Kor and Jodi Herbert who
Sue Shaiv
(Head of Athens)

directed the play and Chermaine Chua and Bree Foley
who directed the magnificent mime. In the end, it was
our charismatic choir who prevailed on the night. Under

gained us first place in tennis and
second in the volleyball. Similarly,
all Athenians showed their skill in
hockey, netball, basketball and
softball.

the excellent guidance of Lisa Irvine, we were awarded
second place. I will never forget your enthusiasm and
your wonderful actions on the night!
Artistic flair

As term one came to a close, we launched into term two

Athens continued to shine in term
three, particularly in the
athletics. A combined House effort with
enthusiastic cheer leaders and a willingness by
all Athenians to give it a go proved to be the
deciding factor in our brilliant second placing on
the day. However, outstanding performances
by the Meagher sisters (Renae, Year 10, Adele,
Year 8), Tiffany Goh (Year 9), Emily Kuhaupt

with the same zeal.
Our dedicated and
talented gym team
were rewarded with
second place and
Samantha Allan
(Sports Captain)
Kirsten Robertson
(Captain)
Mayli Footig
(Arts Captain)

our intrepid cross
countries came to a
flying finish. Arts’

(Year 10) contributed to our fine display of

Week was imple
mented for the first time this year and proved to be

sportsmanship and excellence.

satisfying to all who were involved. Many Athenians
demonstrated their artistic skill through theatre sports,

Chelsea for your really loud cheers.

chalk art and the magnificent banner which featured
Athena, our patron goddess. Thank you to Lucie Morley
and Rebecca Yik who displayed their artistic flair and
gave up much of their valuable time to produce this work
of art.

Thank you so much

Thanks, Lisa and

Finally, I have so many “thank yous” that it is impossible
to know where to start. One thing is for sure, Mrs Shaw
- in her first year as Head of Athens - was terrific and I
will always be grateful for her continuous support. Many
thanks must go to school prefects, Rebecca Yik and
Rachel Reynolds for their help and enthusiasm.

Outstanding sportsmanship

Homage must be paid to all Athenians for their
outstanding sportsmanship throughout the year which

But most of all, thank you to the House officials for their
relentless support. Without Sam's remarkable feat in
single handedly organising the swimming
and aths and Mayli, who fantastically
represented the arts, I would have been
lost. I must not forget to mention the form
tutors, especially Ms Scott who was so
helpful in the sewing of our banner.
Last but not least, thank you to all the
dedicated and spirited Athenians for their
tremendous support that enabled the
smooth running of House meetings and
events. Thank you for this wonderful
experience of being House captain. I shall
never forget it. Best of luck to next year’s
prefects and House officials.

year

12 ATHENS

May the spirit of Athens live on!

Third row:
Lorraine Buntaran, Rebecca Rae, Jessica McMullen, Sacha Pettigrew, Rachel Reynolds, Emilee McDonald
Second row: Mayli Foong, Catherine Menon, Rebecca Yik, Zoe Loader, Vicki Kor, Samantha Allan, Alexia Pinakis
Front row:
Eveline Soepriadi, Lucie Morley, Lisa Irvine, Kirsten Robertson, Danae Christensen
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Kirsten Robertson
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YEAR 8 ATHENS
Callie Batt, Kobi Jack, Julia
Gorham, Kate McQueen, Lara
Beech
Second row: Adele Meagher, Lucy
Bochenek, Jennifer Archer,
Samantha Pearce, Jessica
Humphrys, Mary-Ann Giles,
Holly Harman, Pia Prendiville,
Joanna Siopis
Front row:
Jessica Loo, Lucy Gunzburg,
Fiona Plaisted, Tiffanny
Soepriadi, Sam Moran,
Jasmine Fisher, Claire
Reinecke, Dana Rosendorff,
Holly Zilko
Absent:
Tamsin Duckworth, Emma Dye

Third row:

YEAR 9 ATHENS
Natalie Wroth, Karina Allen,
Siobhan Andersen, Ingrid
Paxton, Caitlin Ward, Fiona
Smith, Jennifer Barcham
Second row: Carly Bertolino-Green, Kara
Pinakis, Luch Bothwell, Sophie
Hamdorf, Kathryn Shaw,
Soraya Shears, Anne
Davenport, Rienne Buck
Front row:
Louise Harris, Nicole Best,
Jessica Alcock, Julia Jackman,
Prudence Reynolds, Miranda
Smith

Third row:

YEAR 10 ATHENS
Lisa Day, Renae Meagher,
Sarah Doyle, Edwina Rickard,
Stacey Dwyer, Genevieve
Sadleir, Sally Carlton
Second row: Miss P Wadsworth, Jessie
Birrell, Georgina Good,
Catherine Broetjes, Jessie
Black, Michelle Barcham,
Rosie Plaisted, Sarita Slater
Front row:
Angie Buntaran, Miriam Allen,
Bree Foley, Jane Gartrell,
Penny Lam, Danae Gregory,
Sara Woodcock, Chermaine
Chua
Absent:
Miss Elizabeth Davenport,
Emily Kuhaupt, Conor O’Neill,
Heidi Petroff

Third row:

YEAR 11 ATHENS
Jade Winterburn, Tammy
Petroff, Carmen Heitman,
Elizabeth Onley, Tracey Brown,
Emma Neal, Hayley Murdoch
Second row: Jane Bochenek, Emily
Williams, Sophie Taylor, Caren
Tan, Juliana Ng, Rosalyn
Limardo, Claire Paxton, Jacinta
Scanlon, Jo Baker
Front row:
Chizuru Ando, Jocelyn Low,
Nelly Yeo, Caroline Lindsey,
Yen Huey Eng, Naomi Fudge,
Penny Wong, Erin Kavanagh,
Fransisca Santoso

Third row:
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CORINTH
CORINTH

Corinth’s achievements in the 1996 Heather Lamont

9’s

perhaps foreshadowed what was to come in 1997:

Buttsworth

-

Arabella

all years had put in a huge effort to raise our placing

Nicola Ranshaw

from 6th in 1995 to a fabulous 4th!!

were placed in the

and

top three for their

House Officials

Corinth’s enthusiasm continued into 1997 with full force.

division and in the

The beginning of Term 1 saw preparations for House

rhythmic

singing and drama commence. The Corinth choir worked

Catherine Cook

extremely hard during rehearsals and sounded more and

was placed third in
her division.

more impressive as the day approached. Amy Ward and

gym,

Helen Hassell led a talented cast in Death by Cupboard
with Emily Dawson and Hannah Etherington shining as

We shocked ourselves in the 1997 cross country by not

the leads. The mime was directed superbly by Andrea Byrne

coming last (we Corinthians after all, are not known for

and Jodie Lewis. Both the play and the choir made it into

our athletic ability!!) and, surprisingly, we had full

the finals with the choir eventually gaining 3rd place and

attendance in every Year group - such Corinth spirit!

the play placed an amazing 1st! Congratulations to all.
The ability of Corinth to work together as a team was
Susan Miller
(Head of Corinth)

m.

Our sporting year began terrifically with Corinth showing

highlighted by the amazing win of our tug-of-war team in

diligence in all areas. The first competition was the inter-

the inter-House athletics. Armed with footy-boots and

House swimming and diving. Corinth performed very well

Corinth cheerleaders screaming

in the swimming, with super-fish Jane Mack and Helen

from the sidelines, the team won

Andrews gaining 3rd place in Year 12 and 2nd place in

the event without any noticeable

Year 8 respectively.

competition

Our Corinth divers were also

from

the

other

successful. Corinth came 5th overall with Jane Mack

Houses. Corinth came 5th overall

gaining 3rd place in the Year 12 division and Nicola

at the end of the day, but led by

Ranshaw and Nikki Houston placed 1st and 3rd

Year 12’s Xena and Shera,
Corinth’s enthusiasm overwhelmed

respectively in the Year 9 division.

the crowd. Congratulations to the
U

The introduction of Arts’ Week

Year 10’s who came runner-up for

this year was very successful,

their pennant and to Cara Finch
who came 2nd in the Year 10 individual pennant.

with all years, especially the
Year 11’s, putting in fantastic

Anna Wagner
(Sports Captain)
Amy Ward
(Arts Captain)
Sally Jasper
(Captain)

effort towards making the

With the 1997 Heather Lamont still to come, let’s hope

Corinth banner and chalk art.

that Corinth sets a new high standard and continues

When completed, they both

aiming high into 1998. I would like to thank Mrs Miller,

looked brilliant! Our talented

Anna Wagner, Jane Mack and Amy Ward for all their help

theatre sports team walked

throughout the year and a special thank you to all

away with the trophy!

Corinthians, because without your talent and especially
your enthusiasm, such a memorable year would not have

Our next major inter-House competition was the artistic

been possible. Best of luck to the 1998 House officials

and rhythmic gym in Term 2, where we placed 4th and

and Corinthians. Remember.... SMILE!!!
Sally Jasper

equal 4th respectively. In the artistic section, two Year

YEAR 12 CORINTH
Third row:
Jane Mack, Amanda Hos, Sally Jasper, Anna Wagner, Joanne Hooper, Liesl Ellies, Helen Hassell
Second row: Shaila Moodley, Alivia Chamberlain, Emily Dawson, Ivan Alianto, Catherine Speed, Kate Downie, Elizabeth Imrie, Genevieve Hodge
Front row:
Candice Kuok, Maggie Honoris, Linda Bolt, Tarryn Bentley, Sharlyn Kang, Tina Lau, Amy Ward
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YEAR 8 CORINTH
Second row: Sarah-Jayne Harris, Kathryn
Watson, Claire Blight,

I

Elizabeth Schneider, Arabella

afc

Phillips, Helen Andrews,
Lisette Turkington, Audry Lau
Front row:

Astra Bridges, Jodie Stotter,
Kate llbery, Shilpa Pullela,

1 Ai . .

Jennifer Christianson, Kate
Kelly, Judy Ho, Kate Briant,
Elizabeth Jewkes

YEAR 9 CORINTH
Josie Littlewood, Joanna
Rawlins, Sally McLaren,
Joanna Hos, Karina Karel,
Lorinda Loh, Samantha
Davies, liana Horovitz
Second row: Emma Green, Briony Elliott,
Chloe Bradley-Meyers, Kate
Tarala, Lauren Arnold,
Arabella Buttsworth, Nikki
Houston, Claire Hutchison
Front row:
Shuk Tein Fong, Yu-Ann
Chen, Lydia Etherington, Erin
Cox, Nicola Ranshaw,
Katrina Carnicelli, Holly
Kimmons
Absent:
Jayne Dudney, Gina Maher
Third row:

YEAR 10 CORINTH
Catherine Price, Lisa
Davidson, Jacqueline
Kennedy, Clare Rothery,
Cara Finch, Claire
Chamberlain, Renee
Langley, Bethany Conway,
Olivia Del Piano
Second row: Mrs Leonie Jongenelis, Kate
Gilbey, Catherine Cook, Sara
Kelly, Jasmon Crabb, Rachel
Gribbon, Noreen Lao, Jenny
Ho, Emily Lunt, Sayshie
Poynton
Front row:
Belinda Stotter, Asta Hariady,
Gemma Bridges, Melissa
Herbert, Emilie Gray, Yutyn
Jonathan, Bridgette Poulton,
Margaret Loftus-Hills
Absent:
Ariel Barker
Third row:

-«

Til

YEAR 11 CORINTH
Jessica Reid, Hannah
Etherington, Jemma Green,
Melanie Angel, Erica
Schneider, Anneliese Carson
Second row: Mrs Hollyock, Jenny Heng,
Rika Alianto, Kate Martin,
Maija Kins, Taya Grinsell,
Nikki Jackson, Kate Bridges,
Andrea Byrne, Annabel
Evans, Mr Row
Front row:
Katrina King, Marsella
Tjanyadikarta, Amber Tauten,
Jodie Lewis, Allison Speed,
April Cox, Finny Liem, Sylvia
Ng, Sarah Chia
Absent:
Rosalind Byrne
Third row:

T:ii .wili
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OLYMPIA
To prepare for a spectacular Olympian year ahead, the 1997 House executive busily
planned to make our year as the leaders of Olympia - a memorable one.
We concentrated our energies on Olympia’s House spirit

Olympia made an impact in

and the must to have fun! In all of Olympia's conquests,

the inter-House rhythmic and

we might not have won - but we were all victorious in

artistic gym gaining 4th and

ourselves and remained hopeful!

6th places.

Well done to

Genevieve Jamieson. The

House Officials

"We always come first - at the wrong end!"
- Harriet Stamford

cross country-ers also did an
unbelievable job coming 4th
- well done to Sarah Yates,

The year began with Olympia making a splash in the interHouse swimming and diving.

Dianne Caruso and Carly

With outstanding

Dolton. In House activities,

contributions from all involved, especially the Year 9’s

Olympia had the greatest

and 12’s, Olympia came a startling 4th place. The sugar-

attendance, loyalty and spirit.

burst from our Minties made sure we were all hyperactive
and very loud on the day. Congrats to our House sports

"Being an Olympian is great practice for all those
Uni toga parties!" - Mrs Caporn

captains, Toni and Nat, our swimming captain, Camille
Cooper and to the talented divers, especially
Wayne Spindler
(Head of Olympia)

With lollies and sausage sizzles devoured

Rhonda Meyerowitz who came in 3rd place.

on inter-House aths day - we thought we
couldn't go wrong! But Olympia’s attempts

Olympia’s efforts in the inter-House singing
and drama were definitely to be recognised

at over-feeding and foiling the other House

with the very ‘technical’ “Haunting of

was in vain! (Oh well - we tried!)

Hathaway House” under the superb
“Freddos go off!"

direction of Sarah ‘Oh-***!-the-sound-fx!’ Derrett.
' .i’Wi

- Hayley Crabtree

The Olympian choir sang outstanding renditions of
Captaining Olympia this year was an extraordinary

Everybody Hurts and Drive My Car. Lots of thanks
must go to our very patient conductress, Saschy

experience - my utmost favourite task was getting

Singh. Well done and thanks must also go to Beth

to know people as individuals and being able to

Lord and Beccy Kevill as the mime directors and

| work with you all I Thanks must go to the excitable
Year 8’s, the devoted Year 9’s, the ‘pay me and

for doing so well in getting into the finals with their

I’ll do it’ Year 10’s, the enthused Year 11 ’s and of course

In the Head of the Night!

the very ‘wise’ Year 12’s! To my future Olympian leaders
- you must believe in yourself and in the abilities of others.

“White is a versatile colour!’’ - Emily Winterburn

Work together - the House is an important part of MLC
Olympia

and the ‘whities’ to me will always be remembered!

performed memorably competing in the inter-House

Thanks to Toni, Nat and Sarah for their never ending

theatre sports and came together each helping to

support, gossip and humour and to Mr Spindler for always

With 1997, came the formation of Arts’ Week.

Rear:
Natalie Benson
(Sports Captain)

Sarah Derrett
(Arts Captain)

contribute to the chalk board art. The Olympian banner

believing in the potential and abilities of Olympia. Best

was triumphantly displayed (after we finally finished!) in

wishes to Carly Dolton for 98. “LONG LIVE THE HOUSE

Hadley Hall, allowing the school to be subtly reminded

OF THE GODS!”
Jemma Holt

who the House of the Gods was.

Front:
Jemma Holt
(Captain)
Toni Ciffolilli
(Sports Captain)

Jg.
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YEAR 12 OLYMPIA
Third row:
Kathy Sinclair, Frances George, Catherine Finch, Jo Greenway, Saschy Singh, Hannah Beveridge
Second row: Camille Cooper, Sarah Lord, Olivia Hunt, Antoinette Ciffolilli, Ann Kirkby, Harriet Staniford, Hayley Crabtree
Sarah Derrett, Natalie Benson, Stephanie Chai, Jemma Holt, Mai Varoonthrepska, Sarah Maddern, Tarn
Front row:
Manusphaibool
Absent: Olivia Jowono, Anushree Arumugaswamy
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YEAR 8 OLYMPIA
Hannah Rule, Leanne Stewart,
Bronte McConnell, Kate Shaw,
Brooke Gray, Amanda Carson,
Sarah Yates
Second row: Mrs Mandy Hudson, Julie
Palm, Anne-Marie Lord, Natalie
Tew, Felicity McKeever, Judith
Talbot, Elizabeth Stevens,
Amelia D'Orsogna, Adiaan
Purich, Mr Wayne Spindler
Jeanette Chew, Annie Rosser,
Front row:
Emily Buck, Deborah Gale,
Jane Tudor-Owen, Kate Sykes,
Adin Sukardi, Kirsten Maley,
Stephenie McHenry

Third row:
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YEAR 9 OLYMPIA
Judy Chang, Camille Fry,
Sarah Mazza, Melaney Brans,
Eleanor Johnson, Luana Main,
Julia Robinson, Sherry Limanta
Second row: Nikki van Rhyn, Caroline
Marshall, Katherine Marsh, Niki
Carter, Katie Lie, Genevieve
Jamieson, Melissa Benson,
Dianne Caruso, Michelle
Calkin, Miss W Kirwan
Front row:
Tini Mincher, Caitlin Slatter,
Naomi Fotheringhame, Claudia
McLeod, Danielle Hewitt,
Ashwini Arumugaswamy,
Kimiyo Lee, Eugenie Singleton
Absent:
Connie Tsang, Mrs R
Blackburn
Third row:

YEAR 10 OLYMPIA
Fiona Suttie, Nichole Gale,
Jess Rule, Natalie Brans,
Stephanie Marsh, Beth
George, Sophie Considine
Second row: Heather Anderson, Lisa Cole,
Renee Wagland, Renee Arnett,
Li-Shien Tan, Louise Sullivan,
Yu-Kuan Lao, Hayley Naisbitt
Front row:
Anastasia Grundy, Genevieve
Algie, Clara Ng, Freyja van
Oyen, Jessamy Pridmore,
Sarah Booth, Melissa Chantry,
Yvonne Ho
Absent:
Katie Bovell, Rebecca Tsang,
Louise McGown
Third row

i
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YEAR 11 OLYMPIA
Pia Carter, Mary Hoang, Carly
Dolton, Jessica Salter, Anja
Rasmussen, Katherine
Creeper, Jayne McPherson,
Georgia Werner, Simone
Campbell-Pope
Second row: Sylvia Ong, Bethany Lord,
Rebecca Kevill, Rebecca
Bauert, Rhonda Meyerowitz,
Anna Macoboy, Amanda
Clifton, Yvette Pethybridge,
Sally-Anne Cox
Front row:
Mink Varoonthepruksa, Yvette
Landels, CatherineWilliams,
Vanessa Roberts, Rebecca
Stewart, Eleanor Brewer,
Bryoni Baker, Dewie Beck,
Keiko Mori

Third row:
\r.‘>
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ROME
Rome celebrated another year of great House competitions and achievements. With a new venue and new blood
replacing that of the past leavers, Rome was revitalised and ready for action. I can safely say that we may not have
won every sporting competition we entered or massacred our competition in the arena of the
arts, but one thing was constantly achieved amongst all and that was to enjoy the challenges.

House Officials

Rome traditionally has been strong in swimming and

a first in the games trophy for the

when this February arrived and with it the aquatic season,

second year and an overall first

Rome was prepared. Participation was high once more

placing.

and the results, a second placing in swimming and a fifth

individual performances of

in diving reflected the fun that was had on the day.

Tammy Ryan (Year 11/12) - 2nd

With the sporting side of Rome life under way Romans

were greatly cheered yet it was

delved into their artistic talent in preparation for the annual

the united front the House put

inter-House singing & drama festival.

on that won the day.

The outstanding

and Kristen White (Year 9) - 3rd,

The hours of

practice paying off for all three areas with the choir and
House spirit

Mark Graber

mime both gaining deserved births in the finals and the

(Head of Rome)

piay, directed by Georgia, just missing out by a place.

Preparations are in full swing for

Under the skilful hand of Jess Vis and Pei-Yin Hsu at the

the Heather Lamont Festival in

piano, the choir, with a beautiful rendition of two songs,

which Rome will be a force. Yet,

broke the four year stint of Troy’s dominance with a first

this arts festival is the reminder

place. The mime was placed a credible second topping

that the year is at a close for the

off a wonderful festival for Rome.

Rome Year 12 body.

Olivia Ker
(Sports Captain)
Clare Southee
(Captain)
Georgia Malone
(Arts Captain)

Friendly competition

Rome has a fantastic House

Arts’ Week in second term offered Rome the opportunity

spirit which can be attributed to

to join as a House to create a piece of chalk art and a

positive attitude, deft hands and

House banner. This was a friendly competition in which

a fantastic support base. Rome

the talent that Rome possessed was visible. Thanks must

is not a stagnant pool but a fast

go to Trudy Moore who designed the banner. The inter-

moving river with many new

House winter sports were also being played out with

concepts and ideas passing

Rome being placed first in hockey and placed in the top

through and being trialled this

three for netball and basketball.

year. House Secretary, Tammy

f

Ryan’s new look certificates and
Athletics dominated the agenda for third term. Following

House points system allowed a

up the tradition of last year’s bid to rebel against buying

more even acknowledgement

House hats with the catch phrase “Rome, Rome, we wear

for all members, while the House video, filmed by our

no hats!’’, the individuality and creative streaks of Rome

House photographer Kirsty Martino, captured many

shone through again.

kodak moments.

After initiating a cheer leading

Oliver Ker (Sports Captain) battled

squad consisting of Eleanor, Kim and Ria, the House

through the organisational paperwork and merged our

decided to adopt the theme of devils which proved a very

five years into a lean mean fighting machine while

visual success. The day was a triumph for Rome and

Georgia Malone (Arts Captain) was cultivating the arts

the ever constant House spirit stood tall and proud with

side of Rome.

Mention must go to Mr Graber whose
continuing enthusiasm buoyed any
flagging spirits and thanks also must
go to all the tutors.

Yet on close

analysis the most important people
in this House are the individual
Romans who by their dedication and
selfless participation transformed
Rome from a good House to an
amazing combat force.
Rome’s performance this year, like
our mascot, the eagle, is one of
strength, cohesion and power
through belief. If the sky is the limit
Rome, then we nearly touched the
horizon. May the officials of next year
enjoy guiding and fulfilling the
massive potential which makes

YEAR 12 ROME
Third row:
Second row:
Front row:
Absent:

Pei Yin Hsu, Clare Southee, Brooke Sounness, Pauline Loecker, Bryany Abbott, Emma Doyle, Eleanor Matson, Georgia Malone
Tenley Gilmore, Elissa Stewart, Trudy Moore, Amy Piesse, Queenie Seah, Olivia Ker, Ria James, Ms Monique Benier
Bronwen Clements, Jessica Vis, Tanya Hardie, Rochelle Ransom, Georgina Bassett, Zahira Amir Khan, Nurjehan Mohamed
Francesca Ruello
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Rome.
Clare Southee

YEAR 8 ROME
Davina Oates, Alex Maskiell,
Cherie Graziotti, Annabel
Hay, Cara Salmeri, Jana
Berzins, Aleksia Barron
Second row: Mrs Natalie White, Kate
Leslie, Kristen Bruce, Tina
Newman, Philippa Robb,
Minoshi De Silva, Louise
Fenbury, Katherine
Campbell, Debra Hendrie,
Mrs Sally Madin
Front row:
Jocelyn Ong, Claire Brooke,
Asako Kawano, Sabeena
Selvarajah, Jen
McCutcheon, Katherine
Archibald, Claire Hall,
Cassie White, Emily Collin
Absent:
Farah Raimee
Third row:
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YEAR 9 ROME
Kate McDougall, Megan
Prestage, Lauren
O'Shannessy, Teagan
Rourke, Veronica McCann,
Jess Hodge, Kate Dalton,
Nicole Boyce
Second row: Ms Kelly Tsalikis, Emily
Jefferson, Candice Schalit,
Shannon Philippides, Eden
Ridgeway, Sarah Ong, Alex
Grauaug, Chloe Barnes
Front row:
Polly Billing, Kylie Plummer,
Kristen White, Erin Pearse,
Jo McMorrow, Victoria
Moore, Holly O'Connell
Absent:
Natasha Monks, Catherine
McRostie, Siobhan Finn
Third row:

YEAR 10 ROME
Mr Mark Graber, Satori
Healy, Jessamine Downes,
Jessica Jenkins, Cherie
Trant, Alex Cummings, Sara
Raynsford, Heather Wilson,
Claire Hollingsworth, Sylvia
Telford
Second row: Gemma Stuart, Jesse
Pearce, Suriya Vij, Johanna
Lockhart, Rebecca Ovens,
Sally White, Cynthia Telfort,
Felicity Smith
Front row:
Nina Talford, Kylie Coufos,
Daphne Chan, Kate Stokes,
Maria Wong, Emily Ritchie,
Beth Johnson, Alison Murie

Third row:

YEAR 11 ROME
Pam McCutcheon, Tammy
Ryan, Mariska Greenham,
Jaime Chambers, Kirsty
Nugent, Gemma Dove,
Kathryn Moore
Second row: Amber Marshall, Louise
Troy, Libby Hodge, Kirsty
Martino, Katie Maskiell,
Angela O’Connell, Lauren
Robb, Holly Barnes, Rebekah
Stewart, Mr Ray Forma
Front row:
Johanna Thompson, Monica
Tanmizi, Sally Lay, Lauren
Balfour, Susanna Hanger,
Katherine Dean, Jenny
Pritchard, Bonnie Townsend,
Sarah Powell

Third row:
■
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SPARTA
In the tradition of the great Spartan warriors, who were one of the great powers of Ancient
Greece, 1997 has consisted of an almighty Spartan strength and spirit.

42af2!
HouseOfficials

at

In both sporting and arts events we have shown true talent

gym. In the gym and rhythmic

as our ancient heroes did with their numerous victories

gym our stars were Allana

at Olympia. It is said that originally the ancient city of

Slater (Year 8), Naomi Stokes

Sparta had no walls - this is symbolised by the fact that

(Year 11), Alison Copeland

today our House can be held by no boundaries as we

(Year 11) and Fiona Koski

rise to all challenges. Prepare for our stars!

(Year 8).

Term 1 began fantastically with a tremendous third in the

This year an arts event was

pool and on the diving board. Here we were all amazed

initiated

by champion girl - Amanda Chellew (Year 11) for her

Although no results were put

-

Arts’

Week.

towards Champion

speed in the pool, while other Year
11's - Naomi Stokes (1 st) and Jess

House all Spartans

Watson-Galbraith (2nd) dazzled

had an enjoyable week as they showed their

us with their grace in the diving.

talents in theatre sports, debating and art. A

Sheryl Ashdown

Other sporting events this term

special thank you must go to Jessica Racklyeft

(Head of Sparta)

also proved to be successful with

(Year 12) for designing the banner.

our fourth place in tennis and a

ysyr

victory in volleyball.
Arts events were very exciting in

Anna Sloiviak
(Captain)

Adele Sinclair
(Sports Captains)
Marilyn Longwood
(Arts Captain)

The main event here was the

the inter-House singing & drama

inter-House athletics.

festival. Sam Wong conducted the

majority of the carnival Sparta was

choir, while Eko Pam and Lisa

winning, however, in the end we

Hughes directed the mime. Both

were just pipped by Rome and

these

events

entertaining.

For the

very

Athens with an extremely close

However, the

third. In this event we were filled

were

with champions - Sophie Crisp - 3rd and Pia Naughton -

House’s true talent was displayed in the dramatic
Asha ]ames

Finally we come to Term 3 which
has proved to be very exciting.

production of Child’s Play directed by Kali Wellington and

1st (Year 8), Melanie Smith - 1st (Year 9) and Adele

Jane Claringbold.

Sinclair -1 st (Year 12). A highlight for the year was the

This was awarded a close second

Sparta vs Rome soccer match. This was heaps of fun with

place.

the result ending in a tie.
During Term 2 our talent rose to new heights as we saw
four firsts and a second. We began with a 1st in cross

This year’s success would not be possible without the

country with outstanding performances by Cally Fleay

guidance of a variety of Heads of House. Mrs Ashdown

(Year 9), Lisa Crawford (Year 10) and Adele Sinclair (Year

enthused us all in Term 1 while in Term 2 Ms Watson and

12). Then as the term progressed we went on to win the

Ms Hill kept up a similar effect.

basketball, netball rhythmic gym and came second in the

grateful to Ms Freeman who was an immense help for

I am also extremely

the rest of the year. Her fresh new
ideas, dedication and inspiration were
greatly appreciated as it began to
become more stressful being a Year
12. My job has also been made very
easy by the tremendous work of our
arts captain, Marilyn Longwood and
sports captains, Asha James and
Adele Sinclair.
The real stars of the House, however,
are all Spartans. This year there have
been immense enthusiasm and
dedication from all those involved.
Our spirits are high and as I say
farewell to my Spartan warriors, I wish
you all the best of luck for next year
as our stars will continue to rise to
year

12 Sparta

even greater heights!

Third row:
Anna Slowiak, Marilyn Longwood, Hayley Robertson, Nicole Gregory, Jessica Racklyeft, Asha James, Lisa Donaldson
Second row: Roshan Kaur-Parmar, Kate Morgan, Faye Tsui, Adele Sinclair, Jane Claringbold, Har Kwon Chow, Jasmine Barrett, Kali Wellington
Front row:
Caroline Wyber, Joey Leong, Stephanie Musk, Corrina Teakle, Samantha Wong, Michelle Kong
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Anna Sloiviak

YEAR 8 SPARTA
Suzanne Rofe, Caroline
Rhodes, Donna Bye, Jenni
Bishop, Fiona Koski, Sophie
Crisp
Second row: Shila Moore, Gemma
Anderson, Kate Holt, Kate
Le Souef, Elizabeth Holt,
Mikhaela Smith, Sabrina
Wong
Front row:
Kathryn Cannon, Pia
Naughton, Katherine
Jarman, Sarah Hassell, Kate
Della Bosca, Maria Noakes,
Allana Slater

Third row:
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YEAR 9 SPARTA
Nika Swan, Katherine
Williams, Zoe Dyas, Tracy
Gregory, Emma Bacher,
Victoria Allbrook, Claire
Campbell, Clancie Shorter
Second row: Claire Ives, Eslynn Su,
Laura Broadbent, Annaliese
Todd, Amelia McPhee,
Victoria Tait, Blanca
Symons, Imogen Edeson
Front row:
Kathryn Cutler, Callie Fleay,
Tricia Kao, Sarah Ward,
Ariel Slavin, Melanie Smith,
Anna Stockley
Absent:
Amanda Meldrum, Claire
Somerville-Brown

Third row:

YEAR 10 SPARTA
Ellen Della Bosca, Alice
Jackson, Hannah Crisp,
Michelle Wright-Baker,
Leanne Hassell, Jacqui
Dinsdale, Elaine Hopwood,
Larissa Kowalczuk
Second row: Robyn Koski, Philia Kailis,
Lisa Crawford, Chelsea
Gallash, Helen Wyber,
Louise Jarrett, Jessica
Saleeba, Yan Cui
Front row:
Vishml De Silva, Kate
Rainey, Nichole Morgan,
Erin Blundell, Joanne Teng,
Anna Racklyeft, Phillipa Lilly,
Belinda Wong
Absent:
Natasha Teakle, Mia Morley,
Kylie Moore

Third row:
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YEAR 11 SPARTA
Yvette Pointon, Joni Fleay,
Eko Pam, Lisa Hughes,
Kerry Shields, Jodi Snashall,
Alex Lee, Anna Le Souef,
Zoe Saleeba, Naomi Stokes
Second row: Anthea Connor, Fleur Willett,
Winsome Glover, Alison
Copeland, Emma Archer,
Wallis Hearn, Amanda
Chellew, Rebecca Watt,
Daneill Stokes
Front row:
Gina Rohaeny, Hazlyn
Wahab, Jessyka WatsonGalbraith, Emily Dyas, Ms
Freeman, Jemma Stanton,
Lisa Caspall, Chantawan
Songwatana, Catherine
Nelson
Absent:
Louise Rofe

Third row:
• •;
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TROY
TROY

House Officials

Katherine Tamminga
(Head of Troy)

Adele Winteridge
(Sports Captain)
Sally Warren
(Captain)
Annabel Gray
(Arts Captain)
Jocelyn Scott
(Sports Captain)

1997 has been yet another exciting and successful year for Troy. House meetings took on a
slightly different turn, as we moved venues to Bosisto Hall, enabling us all to fit in comfortably.
and strong performances by Philippa Preuss (Year 8),
Renee Garner and Melanie Shorter (Year 10), Nicole Sly
(Year 11), Penny Lane and Adele Winteridge (Year 12)
ensured Troy a third place in both events.

The year kicked off to an excellent start with a win in
both the swimming and the diving; a very pleasant
surprise. Troy spirit really shone through as we were the
only House to have someone in every event, which I’m
sure contributed to our success. It
also could not have been achieved
without the enthusiasm of our
fantastic cheerers, as well as special
performances by Yuna Lee (Year 8),
Alison Chinnery (Year 10) and Bron
Ferguson (Year 11) who achieved
places in their Year groups for
swimming and Philippa Preuss (Year
8), Leah Hutchison (Year 9) Melanie
Shorter (Year 10), Penny Lane (Year
12) and Adele Winteridge (Year 12) for
the diving.

Deranged fairies
Inter-House athletics day was a lot of
fun, especially with deranged fairies
as cheerleaders. A highlight of the
day was our well-deserved win in the
march past, which I’m sure can be
credited to our new “wings”. Thanks
must go to all those who spent their
time and energy making them. We
achieved fourth place overall, and
special congratulations to Amanda Haber
for achieving third place in her Year group.
The results of inter-House activities has
shown a slight improvement from last year,
especially the basketball, gaining second
place. Let’s hope everyone’s constant
participation can continue.

Stunning new banner
Next came the chance to display our
artistic talents, with the House singing
and drama festival, and the introduction
of Arts’ Week. With Arts’ Week came
the creation of a stunning new banner
for Troy, a very creative board, and some
talented performances in the theatre sports.
The House singing and drama festival was
again a success, the play gaining equal second
place (directed by Emily Hurley and Chelsea
Parker), the mime achieving a well-deserved
first place (directed by Bron Ferguson and
Chloe Keller) and an excellent performance
finally coming together on the day by the choir
(conducted by Annabel Gray).

The House spirit and togetherness of Troy
has made this year very enjoyable for all Troy
officials and I wish all Trojans the best for next
year.
A huge thank you must go to our hardworking
officials - Adele and Joss as sports captains,
Annabel as arts captain and Taryn as House
secretary, without whom many of the year’s
events would not have been possible. Special
thanks also to Ms Tamminga whose organisation and

Our sporting achievements were continued with the
gruelling cross country. Thanks to all those who
participated for Troy, and well done on being awarded
third place overall.

support was greatly appreciated.
Troy is such a well-rounded House with so much
enthusiasm, so best Trojan wishes for the future!
Sally Warren

Both the artistic and rhythmic gym followed soon after

YEAR 12 TROY
Third row:
Juliane De Pierres, Heather Millar, Taryn Hutchison, Jenelle Ritchie, Emily Hurley, Kate Thompson, Sally Warren, Shannae Whisson
Second row: Janice Lim, Felicity Hamzah, Bree Burke, Fiona Bolas, Annabel Gray, Claire McGregor, Kristen Simmonds, Jocelyn Scott, Rusa Kong,
Kataraina Anaru
Front row:
Mrs Barbara Tonkin, Susanna Tjandra, Kezia Pontifex, Eva Tam, Kate Yap, Penny Lane, Adele Winteridge Mr Andrew Bushell
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YEAR 8 TROY
Jane West, Sally Banfield,
Katherine Stokes, Sophie
Fryer-Smith
Second row: Sarah Ford, Jenna
Kruiskamp, Deborah
Flewton, Flannah Chilli,
Yuna Lee, Lindsay Wall,
Alicia Aitken, Ocea Sellar
Front row:
Caitlin Woods, Philippa
Preuss, Elizabeth Gray,
Jackie Oates, Miranda
Murray, Luci Steinhardt,
Sarah Borrill, Saba
Salman, Kimberley
Woodliff

Third row:
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YEAR 9 TROY
Chelsea Page, Lanna
Winstanley, Allison
Townsend, Lucy Young,
Lauren Copley, Catherine
Flealy, Julie Ann Robinson
Second row: Nichola Ferguson, Amy
Wong, Kristy Del Borrello,
Simone Welsh, Mrs
Maggie Fisher, Christina
Yang, Emma Watts, Taryn
Chua, Leah Hutchison
Front row:
Wendy White, Elizabeth
Utting, Kathryn Evans,
Alexandra Desebrock,
Prudence Lane, Lauren
Ferrer, Roxanna Loveland

Third row:

YEAR 10 TROY
Gabby Scott, Jo Stewart,
Alison Copley, Caroline
Preuss, Amanda Ireland,
Alison Chinnery, Barbara
Abbott
Second row: Holly McComish, Alice
Cargeeg, Melanie Shorter,
Paula Wade, Renee
Garner, Clare Fuller, Alese
Davies, Melissa Utting
Front row:
Mary West, Rebecca
Steinhardt, Jessie Walia,
Amitha Preetham, Vicki
Leung, Stacey Utting,
Jeannie Robertson, Nicole
Khangure
Third row:

■

YEAR 11 TROY
Julie Saunders, Emma
Davies, Nicole Sly, Sophie
Woods, Lara Norman,
Kathryn Bricknell, Amanda
Haber, Anne Sylvester,
Bronwyn Ferguson
Second row: Mrs Palmer, Emma
Harvey, Tricia Lum, Sholeh
Jones, Victoria Roberts,
Sarah Paulin, Meina Lee,
Gemma Wilson, Jane
Macdonald, Miss Ooi
Front row:
Elice Loe, Elisabeth
Sobon, Chloe Keller, Clare
Evans, Kym Hannah,
Janet Newnham, Cameille
Goucke, Sharon Oberoi,
Davinia Kulaendra
Third row:
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ARTS
THE ARTS
Confronted with horror stories about some of the jobs and responsibilities of arts prefects, both Corrina and I
were slightly apprehensive but excited about the year that lay ahead.
From the outset, the arts portfolio seemed like the biggest one - and the most varied one - with connections to the five
areas of music, drama, art, debating and public speaking (in no preferential order of course!). Variety has certainly
been the essence of our jobs and both of us have had a really enjoyable year putting our organisational and leadership
skills into use for events such as the House Singing and Drama Concert, the MLC/CCGS Music Concert, debating and
public speaking on Open Day, the school production and, of course, Arts’ Week.
One of the most special things about the arts is the diversity of people who embrace it, and we've found our jobs to be
rewarding and especially easy because of the support and enthusiasm we have received from both staff and students.
Good luck to next year's Arts Prefects and remember, life is better played without a script!
Pei-Yin Hsu

Art
Well, since Mrs Fisher joined the MLC art staff, as Head of the Art Department, at the beginning of
the year, the department has become an entirely women-run operation.
in a semi-upright position. But the department has also

Although the Year 12's were initially disappointed on
hearing that they would not be going on art camp this

become awash with visitors as Mrs Leadbetter and

year, this feeling soon dissipated on
introduction to their first still-life
subjects - a plate of semi-frozen fish

Mrs Mack bring prospective students and their parents
to check out the "best view in the school” - both outside
and inside. This continual flow of people has caused

that were to be regulars in the art
room for the entire first term.

problems for many art students as they frantically
struggle to look as though they are doing something
on the sudden appearance of Mrs Leadbetter, not

As amazing as it may sound, this was

mentioning any names (Rebecca Yik).

not the highlight of "Art ’97". There
were two displays of artworks earlier

Burning the
midnight oil

in the year in the foyer of Hadley Hall
- for Open Day and Arts Week. Not

As fun as it may

to mention the all-important

sound, this year

end of the year art exhibition

has been a lot of

which was held from 16-19
October. It featured Year 12

hard work for the
Year
12
art
students. I'm sure
we will take the
image of Ann Kirby
"burning
the
midnight oil" with
Mrs Fisher in a

studio work as well as some
of the outstanding works from
other Year groups.

Quest for Excellence
This year, six Year 12 art
students had works selected

desperate attempt
to finish each brief

for the "Quest for Excellence"
art exhibition, held at the Art

on time, as well as

Gallery of Western Australia

the

and which opened on 4

ourselves doing

October. This made MLC the

the same thing,

most highly represented

when we leave .

school, after St Mary's, which
had seven works selected. The six MLC students whose
works were selected were Hannah Beveridge, Pauline
Loecker, Lucie Morley, Sarah Maddern, Sumonta (Mai)
Varoonthepruska and Rebecca Yik.
Pauline, Sarah,

image

of

My only advice to
Year 12 art students
1998 is to pace your
selves and to avoid
finding yourself at the

Mai and Rebecca were finalists. Pauline and Sarah also
received "Honourable Mention" medals and certificates
as further recognition of their achievements.

end of the year with
not one but two briefs
to finish in two days

Many visitors

while studying for

Throughout the year the art department has become

mocks.

awash with art works, such as the Year 8 prints that
Hannah Beveridge

consume the Printline and force everyone to walk around
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Corinna Teakle
and Pei-Yin Hsu
(Arts Prefects)

Arts' Week

the Christ Church
rock band could not

(23 - 26 June 1997)

join us as originally

As part of the 90th anniversary celebrations, the first
ever MLC Arts’ Week was held during the second
last week of Term 2.

planned, everyone
had a good time
grooving
sounds

The purpose of Arts’ Week was threefold:
1.

2.
3.

to
of

the
our

talented musicians.

To gain wider recognition for each of the five arts
departments by organising activities that involve

On

the whole school community.

debates were held

To provide a week where the whole school could

simultaneously in the

Friday,

two

have some fun and enjoy what the arts has to offer.

Resource Centre-the

To encourage co-operation and enthusiasm

students versus staff

between the Year groups.

debate and the MLC
versus Christ Church

Planning for Arts’ Week was not an easy task as there

debate. The topic for the students versus staff debate

were scores of arts related activities that were just waiting

was that “Homer Simpson is the perfect partner’’, staff

to be organised and each department had their own ideas

affirmative and students negative. The highlight of this

(not surprisingly) about how they want to be presented

debate was Mr Wilson's over-the-top preacher

during Arts’ Week. Liaising with each of the departments

performance about the virtues of Homer J. Simpson, but

became a daily social event for the busy arts prefects

many observed that it was the student side which gave a

and

solid performance by actually presenting a sound

many

useful

lessons were

learnt about

communication and the pitfalls of triple-booking yourself

argument. Both debates were extremely entertaining and

with three meetings in a single lunch time!

the audience participation was great to see. Arts’ Week
culminated with Concerto Night that night.

Arts’ Week was launched on Monday with a
> 's.,

Speakers’ Corner, held in the Great Court. The

Arts’ Week was a huge success and thanks must go to

main topics of discussion centred around the

each of the heads of the arts departments, the heads of

Year 8’s discontent with their bush dance, the

Houses, the House arts captains, the House captains

Year 11 ’s discontent with their non-existent river

and all the students for participating. Hopefully Arts’ Week

cruise and the Year 12’s discontent with, well,

will become a permanent event on the school calendar.

being Year 12’s. There were a lot of complaints
and general grumbling about things but in the

Pei-Yin Hsu

end everyone went off to period 4 feeling much better.
Such are the therapeutic benefits of Speakers’ Corner.
On Tuesday, the Theatre Arts department was

Debating

showcased with Oliver skits and theatre sports in Hadley

1997 has been a very successful year for debating at
MLC, due to the enthusiasm and participation of all
students involved.

Hall. Each House entered two theatre sports teams who
then battled it out with two staff teams and the prefects'
team.

Many memorable performances were given,

especially by the brave staff members and the hilarious
The first competition of the year was the WA Debating

prefects. Congratulations to Corinth who walked off with
the 1997 Theatre Sports Shield (read: Corrina’s

League. Students from all years debated in five rounds

decorated cake tin lid).

in Year 8, Junior and Senior teams.

Diverse and

interesting topics were debated successfully and the
senior years participated in several highly challenging

On Wednesday, there was chalk art on the lawn in front
of the music department and the products were several

impromptu debates. One of the Year 8 teams won its

artistic masterpieces.

Some Houses also took the

division and was presented with an award. They went

opportunity to use this lunchtime to finish their House
banners. From the start, the banners had been giving

on to do very well in the finals. The overwhelming
enthusiasm and number of Year 8's bodes well for the

severe stress to the various House captains and House

future of debating at MLC.

arts captains, as no one knew where to start and what to
do. However, thanks to Mrs Fisher’s guidance and the

The AHISA competition was held in the last weeks of

emergency formation of House banner committees, the

Term 3 and MLC was represented in all of the divisions.

banners looked set for completion ready to be unveiled

Girls who had not debated before were given the

to the whole school at assembly that Friday.

opportunity and the competition enabled all to gain
experience and have a lot of fun.

The sounds of music engulfed the school on Thursday

Co LLEGIAN 97

lunch time with Big Band and the Barbershop members

The highlights of the debating year were the social

strutting their stuff on the steps of Hadley Hall. Although

debates.
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Debates with Hale and Christ Church

strengthened ties between the
schools and the entertaining
debates during Arts’ Week did much
to promote debating within the
school.

All girls debated at a consistently
high standard throughout the year,
and if this standard is maintained
the future of debating at MLC is
certainly promising. Thanks to Ms
Freeman for her tireless effort and
patience and to my ever-reliable
vice-captain Andrea for her help and
support.
Kate Thompson

DEBATING TEAM
Allison Townsend, Asha James, Siobhan Andersen, Jaime Chambers, Lucy Young, Elizabeth
Onley, Renae Meagher Olivia del Piano
Third row:
Sarah Yates, Louise Jarrett, Kate Le Souef, Catherine Broertjes, Amelia McPhee, Kobi Jack,
Paula Chinnery, Christina Yang, Kate Morgan, Davina Oates, Pia Prendiville
Second row: Nurjehan Mohamed, Sarah Ong, Miranda Murray, Tina Newman, Rebecca Yik, Jodie Lewis,
Katherine Campbell, Ashwini Arumugaswamy, Aleksia Barron, Danielle Hewitt
Front row:
Emily Collin, Holly Zilko, Annie Rosser, Taryn Chua, Kate Thompson, Andrea Byrne, Libby
Jewkes, Catherine Jarman, Adele Meagher
Absent:
Kate Archibald, Cherie Graziotti, Julie Palm, Judith Talbot, Caroline Marshall, Jo Hos, Connie
Tsang.
Fourth row:

Drama

1997 has been a very exciting
year for the theatrical side of life
at MLC. Many students from
Years 8 to 12 have been enjoying
different aspects of the theatre and have
the added bonus of being able to use our
professional facilities.

at musical theatre with performances of the
classic musical

Grease.

outstanding comedies for their Year 12

Year 10 has

production, The Real Inspector Hound

studied Greek theatre and Shakespeare,

directed by Sally Jasper and Chelsea

while also preparing monologues for

Parker and Black Comedy directed by Zoe

Innovative theatre

performance. Year 11’s have worked on

Loader and Kate Thompson. The night was

Year 8’s agenda this year has included

costume design for Summer of the

an enormous success and all our hard work

workshops in mime and clowning, Aboriginal

Seventeenth Doll, and have also included

and dedication paid off.

theatre - mask, movement and storytelling,

script interpretation of A Midsummer’s Night

and script work with Hating Alison Ashley.

Dream, playbuilding and Australian theatre

The event of House Singing and Drama day

Year 9 has been working with the

before 1960 in their studies.

was enjoyed by all. Each House director

Body Image which were performed to

Year 12 have had the exciting task of

first place with Death by Cupboard directed

parents and friends. They have also looked

directing, producing and performing two

techniques of self-devised scripts based on

produced a brilliant play and Corinth took
by Amy Ward and Helen Hassell. All of the
choirs performed beautifully on the day with
Rome taking first place. The mime section
was outstanding with very talented Year 8

’-Si? ■

J

to 10 students directed by Year 11’s.

Six superb performances
However, the biggest event on the drama
: i'.;w *

calendar was yet to come. The production
of Oliver culminated in six superb

i i

performances.

ft

Involving nearly two

hundred people, each performance was

f,WW

filled with energy and

excitement.

Congratulations to all involved in a fantastic
show.
fr*
>

*
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Special thanks must go to Mrs White and
4+

ft

Miss Kirwan for all their constant
encouragement and help that they have

Wv*

provided for all drama students in 1997.
Sarah Derrett
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House Singing, Drama and
Mime

Media
1997 has been an exciting year for everyone involved
in the Media Department.

House Singing, Drama and Mime Day
1997 was a fantastic day full of

It has been the first whole year that we have been able

House spirit and the culmination of

to take advantage of the excellent new facilities in Sumner

a lot of hard work from everyone.

House which have provided an increasingly flexible and
valuable venue for creative and relevant production

As usual, people were having mad

assignments.

panic attacks that their performances
would not be ready for the day, but then

The Year 8's have had

again, as usual, everything came

tremendous fun whilst

together extremely well at the end.
Well, almost everything; unfortunately

using the very old, but

71 ;>

useful Super 8 cameras

for Athens, the intricate set for their

that were donated by the

drama fell apart halfway through, but

‘Friends of the College'.

nevertheless after the initial shock, they

They have also worked on

finished the play unhindered like true

spooky music, sets and

professionals.

animation issues in the

by Kate Archibald
(Year 8)

Disney film, Snow White.

The plays were all fantastic without exception - with a
mixture of a haunted House, mad scientists, schoolgirls,

The Year 9’s have been

dead bodies, drunken wedding guests and children taking
law into their own hands. After tough competition between

working

the Houses and difficult decisions for the judges, Corinth’s

successful programme

on

a

very

comedy Death by Cupboard took the title, with Sparta's

'Persuasive Techniques in

Child’s Play and Troy’s So Much to Tell You coming in

the Media’. They used
many techniques to see

equal second.

Jesska L’0 (Year 8)

what the ‘truth’ is in a
variety of programmes. They used shows such as the

The mimes, directed by the Year 11's were a variety of

news, documentaries and even Friends.

specky lighting and sound effects, and interesting themes,
al conveyed exceptionally well in true mime style. Going
into the finals were the mime teams from Athens, Rome
and Olympia, finishing in that sequence, with Bhnger of

They also

created black and white photographic images which
included selection and omission tactics to persuade the
viewing audience that what they are watching is the ‘truth’.

Bad News, The Green Bag and In the Head of the Night.
The Year 10’s have explored how our culture is finding it
difficult to find heros in the media upon whom we can

Being an inter-House event, all the girls from their
respective Houses participated in the competition, if not
in the mimes or in the plays, then in the House choirs
which all performed superbly, under the fantastic
leadership of their conductresses. Much hard
work and organisation was put in by the
conductresses in choosing the songs, arranging
some of the music and ‘worst’ of all, trying to put
their choirs together within a period of about 6/7
weeks. Nevertheless, coupled with the
enthusiasm and discipline of the girls, the choirs
all looked and sounded fabulous, much to the
delight of everyone. Congratulations go to the

model our behaviour. They created a design series of
practical objects for a modern day hero such as, a
laminated mouse pad full of heroic women images which
can be used to inspire our everyday workplace, they also
created an interactive multimedia CUD which helps new
boarders at MLC to get to know their new environment.
They
managed

to

include in their
busy course - a
make-up session
to learn how to

Rome choir with Jessica Vis as conductress for
their rendition of The Boxer and Happy Together
coming in first, to Lisa Irvine and the Athens choir for the

create

skin

effects.

version of My Lady Greensleeves and In the
Summertime for their second position, as well as Sally
Jasper and the Corinth choir for their third placing in the

Needless to say,
the
ghastly
sores
and
wounds were
very popular!
Also included

competition with Waterloo and No Need to Argue. Well
done and thank you to all the accompanists too for their
brilliant playing.

was a tour of
Channel Seven

The festival was really great, everyone had a lot of fun.
The high standard of the performances of everyone truly
reflected the amount of work that everyone put in.

studios and an
"Time Spent"
by Mariska Greenham (Year 11)

Corrina Teakle and Jessica Vis

(IJoLLEGIAN 97
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excursion

to

Omni Theatre.

The Year 11’s have demonstrated what

Mock Trials

who is provided by the Law Society of

young people can do with some help of the

Mock Trials is an extra-curricular activity
involving students from Years 10 to 12.

Western Australia. It is their job to rule on

history, some structure and skills to create
final photographic productions.

the outcome of the case, as well as allocate
points to the students on their performance

After

Political

and

Legal

Studies

in undertaking their roles.

The winning

school is not the one who wins the case,

While using computer software and normal

commenced as a TEE subject in 1996, it

darkroom facilities they also created

has been made compulsory for Year 11

but the one which has the most points.

features, interactive M.M. products, 3D

students who take the course, to participate

Three compulsory rounds must first be

Media structures and stunning portraits.

in Mock Trials.

completed before teams can be selected for
the finals.

The Year 11 ’s have developed skills to video
the important college events for the ninetieth

The Mock Trials competition, run by the

year celebrations.

Francis Burt Law Education Centre, enables

This year, each case varied greatly from the

school students to participate in a version

others. In round 1 the case was about the

of the judicial system.

theft of a fishing rod from K-Mart. Round 2

Plaintiff and prosecution

the defendant having been sacked from his

Hollywood film companies when promoting

Schools compete against each other - one

job at an abattoir. The final case in Round

a ‘blockbuster’ film.

takes the side of the plaintiff/prosecution
depending on whether it is a civil or criminal

3 involved an armed robbery of a Quick-EMart.

The Year 12 course has focused on film and

dealt with the issue of unfair dismissal, with

television. The year began with students
researching the marketing strategies of
Those with artistic

talents were given the opportunity to 'show
off’ when we produced our own original film
advertising posters.
Montage, which is one of film’s unique
qualities, was the focus of our first film
production, which resulted in some very
original work.

case) and the other the defendant.

Three competing teams
There are six roles for each team which can

We had three teams this consisting of girls

be undertaken.

who all performed extremely well -

These consist of two

barristers who plead their case; two

especially those participating in Mock Trials

witnesses who give evidence to the court;

for the first time. It certainly is a different

a solicitor who assists the barristers but

but fascinating activity for students to

does not address the court; and a

receive an insight into court rooms and how
they function.

We made a couple of trips to the cinema to

magistrate’s clerk for the defence/court
orderly for the prosecution who assists the

study the medium in context and we visited

judge by recording information, as well as

many

helping to run the court.

interesting

web

sites

when

Mr Spindler, and our designated lawyer for
advice, Ms Felicity House.

researching film history on the world wide
web.

Many thanks to our co-ordinating teacher

The judge is a practising barrister/solicitor
Linda Bolt

There

were

some

outstanding

performances (Oscars’ material) for the next
production - a short film. Themes includes,
the life of a $2 coin, a drama about a young
girl who tries to change her destiny.
The last few weeks of the year provided us
with the opportunity to finalise our portfolios.
In the form of a case study, we began our
final production work.
Some chose to do B/W photography, others
used the digital editing system to assemble
a video production and the particularly
adventurous produced an Interactive
Multimedia presentation using the latest
software in the Media Department.
Several Year 12’s were involved in the
production of a Year 12 memory video which
will certainly bring lots of laughter and
maybe a few tears when we look back on it
in years to come.
1997 has certainly been an interesting,
rewarding and valuable year for both media
students and staff.

MOCK TRIALS
Third row:

Kathryn Moore, Jemma Green, Jo Greenway, Jo Hooper, Jaime Chambers, Juliane de Pierres, Tracy
Brown
Second row: Sally Cox, Rebekah Stewart, Jade Winterburn, Angela O’Connell, Nikki Jackson, Juliana Ng, Sholeh
Jones, Emma Ryan-Brain
Front row:
Katrina King, Vanessa Roberts, Linda Bolt (Captain), Mr Wayne Spindler, Bryoni Baker, Caroline Lindsey,
Sharon Oberoi
Absent:
Annabel Evans, Amber Marshall, Kate Martin, Hazlyn Wahab
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THE ARTS
Music
It is always a difficult job when one is asked to write about the year in brief concerning a department, whether it

Music

be drama, sport or music. It is especially hard for a department as diverse and personal as the music department
because for every tangible event, for every concerto, there lies untold stories of hard work, friendship and success.

Pei-Yin Hsu with
Andrew Bushell

To sum up the essence of the MLC music department is

to see on the night the presence of so many teachers

simply not possible. The music department has always

and past MLC students. Bach’s Brandenburg Concerto

been there; for some, it is pleasant part of the school

No 3 was the curtain raiser, directed by Roy Rimmer,

backdrop whilst for others, it plays a major role in our

the Head of Music at Christ Church. This was followed

lives - just think about the amount of time you've spent

by one of the most popular concertos of all time -

wandering the hall way downstairs. Perhaps most of us

Rachmaninoffs Second Piano Concerto in C minor. The

could really manoeuvre ourselves blindfolded around the

soloist was Pei-Yin Hsu and the solo part, with its

department! It has always been there for each and every

combination of grand, impassioned melodies and bravura

one of us - as a refuge, as a playground, as a place of

passages, was played with great flair. The Rachmaninoff

inspiration and self discovery. One of the most special

orchestra, greatly enlarged to create the big romantic

things about the music department is that not only does

sound, is to be thoroughly congratulated on the way they

it offer endless musical possibilities, but its relaxed and

tackled such a challenging orchestral part.

friendly atmosphere has led to many friendships across

especially to the winds and the brass sections for their

the Year groups.

Bouquets

The intermingling and

familiarity between the older and younger
members and the role of staff as both friends
and mentors gives music-making an informal
element.

New additions to the music department
The year started with high expectations with
the formation of the MLC/CCGS Symphonic
The Big Band performing
at Open Day

Winds, the MLC/CCGS Chamber Choir and
the MLC/CCGS Orchestra. Rehearsals were
soon under way and the comings and goings of the Christ

contributions.

Church boys became a familiar (not to mention

Nelson Mass which featured four vocal soloists and the

reassuring!) sight.

The finale of the concert was Haydn’s

massed orchestra and choir of both schools. The work
was conducted by Mr Bushell and was stylishly brought

The Music Committee

off. The night was definitely a huge success and will be

The Music Committee was officially formed at the end of

remembered by many for its sheer musical and social

last year, thanks to the initiative of this year's Year 12

experience. The music from the night was professionally

TEE musicians.

recorded and is to be made into a CD for sale. Copies

The committee consists of music

students from Years 10-12 and each meeting is chaired

are now available through the Music Department.

by Mr Bushell. The purpose of such a committee is to

Music students and staff
from Melbourne Girls
Grammar School
visited in June.

provide a forum for a group of interested and dedicated

Visit from Melbourne Girls’ Grammar School

music students to dicsuss and make executive decisions

There was much anticipation leading up to the arrival of

about the operations of the music department. Meetings

the Melbourne girls to MLC. A visit from another school

began early in Term 1 and were held regularly either in

is always an exciting event and in this case, the

the mornings or during lunchtimes over the course of the

excitement was compounded by the rumours which were

year. Although there never ceased to be names next to

circulating about the Melbourne girls, one of the most

“apologies” or “absentees” on the minutes, the committee

interesting ones being their suspicious likeness to St

has been successful in discussing and taking action on

Hilda's girls (we all know what that meant). Thus, when

matters such as Open Day fundraising, allocating jobs

they officially arrived on the morning of Wednesday 18th

for concerts and the proposal for a school music trophy.

June, no one knew what to expect - hence the shock at

The members of the music committee are as follows:

seeing those stockings and sandals!!!

Year 12

Mayli Foong, Pei-Yin Hsu, Lisa Irvine,
Amy Piesse, Alexia Pinakis, Saschy

There were 44 Melbourne girls from Years 7 to 12, and

Singh, Kate Thompson, Jessica Vis

they collectively made up their orchestra, choir and stage

Year 11

Pamela McCutcheon, Lara Norman

band. On Wednesday, a workshop/rehearsal was held

Year 10

Chermaine Chua, Li-Shien Tan, Rebecca

during the day in Hadley Hall with musicians from MLC,
Christ Church and MGGS rehearsing pieces that were

Tsang

to be performed that night at the combined concert. Due
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The MLC/CCGS Orchestral and Choral Concert

to the large number of musicians involved, Hadley Hall

This concert was the first major event on the music

and the MLC music department was a bustle of activity

calendar and was held in Hadley Hall on Friday 16 May.

all day. In the morning, the Melbourne girls rehearsed

The concert showcased the talents of over 150 musicians

Corelli with the Christ Church orchestra and Britten with

and was the culmination of weeks of intense rehearsals.

College Strings. The Christ Church orchestra and the

Ticket sales indicated a full House and it was endearing

College Strings also took the opportunity to play through

-38-

concert, an MLC/Christ
Church Music Committee
luncheon was held in the
MLC music department.
On Friday night, a farewell
dance was held in Bosisto
Hall for the Melbourne girls.
It didn’t take very long for
most people to work out
mathematically that the ratio
of boys to girls was
something like 1 to 3.
However, this did not deter
many from showing up
MLC/CCGS CHAMBER CHOIR
Rear:
Nicholas Rohrlach, Mr Andrew Bushell
ready to have a good time.
Middle
Pam McCutcheon, Andrea Byrne, Naomi Fudge, Hajime Ishii
Front:
Tony Ma, Anna Macoboy, Simon Baldwin, Liz Onley, Jason Tee
The music was provided by
Absent: Lisa Irvine, Georgia Werner, Simon Chan, Ryan Dawson, Matthew
the big bands/swing bands/
Kuo, David Hng, Naresh Tulsi, Anton Baba.
stage bands of the three
schools and everyone had a
great time dancing to the music. The
Bach's Brandenburg Concerto No. 3. It was
Melbourne girls surprised us with their
certainly a new experience playing with the
enthusiasm, extrovertness and show
MGGS orchestra and many interesting and
manship, climbing the stage at one point to
light-hearted comments were made during
sing (ie yell) along to Wild Thing.
the rehearsals. These notably centred
around their supposedly brilliant viola player
Concerto Night
(yes, really!) and their lead second violinist’s
Immediately following the departure of the
frequent use of spiccato/triple stopping/
Melbourne girls, the musicians of the
harmonics/glissando/any other hard violin
orchestra embarked on their most difficult
techniques you can think of.
task to date - Concerto Night. Concerto
Night was an opportunity to showcase the
After lunch, the massed choir and orchestra
immense talent of the Year 12 musicians
went into rehearsal for Vivaldi’s Gloria under
who
have been such exemplary leaders in
the direction of the MGGS director of music
their
various musical capacities. The
(was she really that short?), it took a while
preparation
of nine concerto movements for
to sort out the seating arrangements of the
a
concert
was
a huge task especially when
orchestra and I applaud those musicians
one
realises
that
there was a mere week of
who valiantly gave up their normal seats to
rehearsals.
In
retrospect,
the rehearsals
senior players and instead sang in the choir.
and
preparation
could
perhaps
have been
Pandemonium broke out in the choir on a
more thorough, but given the shortage of
couple of occasions as everyone struggled
time both the soloists and the orchestra did
to sing over the huge orchestra while at the
an admirable job.
same time trying to hear the tenor section
of the choir, which was made up of four (this
is not misprint) Christ Church boys. Well
done to Nick, Simon, Chris and Ryan. Who
knows where the choir would have been
without them?
The day served not only as a social
icebreaker but provided a golden
opportunity for the three schools to play as
an ensemble. The combined concert which
was held that night in Hadley Hall was very
successful. The programme consisted of
individual repertoire from each of the MGGS
music ensembles as well as the pieces that
were rehearsed that day with the combined
choir and orchestra.
On Thursday, the Melbourne girls gave a
lunch time concert at MLC and this was
enthusiastically received. Following the

The night opened with extracts from
Purcell’s Dido and Aeneas. The soloists
were Lisa Irvine, soprano and Kate
Thompson, mezzo-soprano. The reduced
orchestra was joined by the MLC/CCGS
Chamber Choir in accompanying the two
soloists who both sang beautifully. Next was
the first movement of the Neruda Trumpet
Concerto, stylishly played by Amy Piesse.
This was followed by the first movement of
the Quanz Flute Concerto with soloist
Saschy Singh who gave us some flute
wizardry. Following on was Alexia Pinakis
who played the third movement of the same
concerto. Again, there was plenty of
evidence of technical mastery of the work.
Next came the Vivaldi Bassoon Concerto
played by Jess Vis who wowed the audience
with her assured playing. The new MLC
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piano made its concert debut in the next
work on the programme which was Mozart’s
Piano Concerto in C minor K 491. One of
Mozart’s last piano concertos, the work calls
for considerable insight into fusing the
classical elements with the Romanticism
within the work and this was convincingly
played by Mayli Foong. So far on the
programme, all the concertos have been
scored for string orchestra only and so the
appearance of the woodwinds and brass for
the Mozart provided a welcome change.
The Mozart was followed by Scarlatti’s Gia
it sole dal Gange sung by soprano Lisa
Irvine, whose amazing voice impressed the
audience greatly. The finale of the night was
another performance of the first movement
of the Rachmaninoff
Piano Concerto No.
2with soloist Pei-Yin
Hsu. The “Rach”
was by now familiar
to many people as it
had been performed
on three previous
occasions with the
MLC/CCGS
orchestra. No doubt
many
in
the
Miss Ooi conducts
orchestra
were
the Barbershop
heartily sick of the
Group
work
but
the
familiarity with the piece showed itself as
the work was played with confidence, great
gusto and musicality. My heartfelt thanks
to Mr Rimmer who gave up his time to
preside over the orchestra.
It must be said that the audience turnout
was very disappointing given the traditional
significance of the night for the Year 12’s.
Hopefully, this amazing lack of audience
support will not be the case next year.
Thank you to the MLC orchestra for putting
in so much of their time into rehearsals and
for the way they unselfishly supported the
soloists.
As the musical year draws to a close, I’d
like to thank all of you who have given so
much of your time and dedication into being
a musician. You are the people who have
shaped the MLC music department. Year
12’s particularly, I thank each and every one
of you for your leadership and commitment.
Most importantly, I want to express my
sincere thanks to Mr Bushell, Miss Ooi, Mrs
May and the instrumental tutors for their
eternal support, wisdom and guidance.

Pei-Yin Hsu
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BRYONY ABBOTT

IVON ALIANTO

SAM ALLAN

ZAHIRA AMIR-KHAN

1992-1997

1993-1997

1993-1997
a) Sure! It's your lesbian
lover, b) Yeah. Sure. To
rescue all the people on
Gilligan’s Island.

1996-1997
Um...hello... To own a
cocopops factory

JASMINE BARRETT

GEORGIE BASSETT

1993-1997
Guys...I feel like a worm in a
bird cage. Woah!!! To become
a centurion by 18 and to beat
Tenley.

1993-1997
Jasper has the most amazing
body heat.

FIONA BOLAS

Poop poop!! (After seeing
the Scotch production). To
travel and be rich.

■

KATARAINA ANARU
1996-1997
a) Pauline Hanson isn't
handsome! b) Chem
monitors forever!! To find
an ambition.

ANUSHRE
ARUMUGASWAMY
1993-1997

NAT BENSON

TARYN BENTLEY

HANNAH BEVERIDGE

1993-1997

1993-1997

1995-1997

1993-1997

Yeah, well... But Amy, I
already do know everything.

a) Collingwood forever! b) At
least the Eagles lost! c)Chem
monitors rule! To watch
Collingwood win the premiership
and become a footy journalist.

Oh my god, did you see the
X-Files? To go to the AFL
and see Geelong win.

The best guys come from
TAFE. Go to TAFE, cos,
TAFE gets you lots of jobs.
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LINDA BOLT

LORRAINE BUNTARAN

1995-1997
a) Freo heave-ho! b) How
embarrassing! To become a
world renowned journalist
and to marry a Freo Docker.

BREE BURKE

STEPHANIE CHAI

1996-1997

1993-1997

1996-1997

As if...

a) Seite Funf und Zwanzig
b) ya da ya da ya da. To do
something wrong and not
get caught.

a) I quit...(Yeah, right!) b)
Apparently. To rule the
world.

I
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ALIVIA CHAMBERLAIN

HAR-KWON CHOW

DANAE CHRISTENSEN

TONI CIFFOLILLI

1993-1997
I'm not blunt. I'm honest. To
be the richest 18 year old in
the world and live in
California.

1993-1997

1993-1997

1996-1997

a) What? b) Cofffeeeee...
(pant, pant)

I'm hurting. To make an
Australian swim team.

CAMILLE COOPER

LISA COURT

1993-1997

1995-1997

I don't know what it is that he has,
but I wish that more guys had it. To
be massaging certain footy players
behinds in my own physiotherapy
clinic by the age of 25.

a) AS IF!! b) As if I say as if!!
To party all my life.
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JANE CLARINGBOLD

BRONWEN CLEMENTS

1993-1997

1993-1997

I need a little man... To eat
my weight in chicken fat.

mmm
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HAYLEY CRABTREE

EM DAWSON

SARAH DERRETT

JULIANE DE PIERRES

1995-1997

1993-1997

1986-1997

1993-1997

Pardon, what, sorry?! To
marry someone with the
surname Smith.

Don't call me Dawson, it's a
bloke thing! To pass my TEE
- first things first.

You are such a TWINK! To
have my name up in lights.

ra ra ra... To never live in
anything pink ever again.

LISA DONALDSON

KATE DOWNIE

EMMA DOYLE

LIESL ELLIES

1993-1997

1993-1997

1994-1997

1989-1997

Yeah... exactly! To save the
world and all its creatures.

Melrose Night... It must be
Tuesday. To get plastered and
not cry or take my clothes off
once in my life.

I'm so stressed! To travel and
enjoy life to the fullest.

It's the bed that does it for
me (Literature)
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CATH FINCH

MAYLI FOONG

CAROLINA GARCIA

1986-1997

1991-1997

1994-1997

1993-1997

Are you serious? To marry a
black guy and live in Spain.

I don't understand!

Bugger off!! To let tweetie
live for a week running.

FRANCES GEORGE
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CHELSEA GILLAM

TENLEY GILMORE

ANNABEL GRAY

JO GREENWAY

1993-1997

1995-1997

1993-1997

1995-1997

a) Hey kids! b) What's a jock strap?
It's like a bra for a doodle. c)Doo
bee doo bee doo. To go to America
and be a nanny and to be a mum.

a) But that sux!! b) Of all the things
I've lost in my life, I miss my mind
the most. To get taken home in the
back of a paddy wagon before my
18th birthday (which will be huge).

I'm trying to be quiet

Behind every great man is a great
behind. To become a lawyer and
bail all my criminal friends out of
Alcatraz.

, ™.

NICOLE GREGORY

TYRAN HAEUSLER

FLISS HAMZAH

TANYA HARDIE

1986-1997

1993-1997

1988-1997

1986-1997

Go home ball... Save a few
forests and retire on a
tropical island.

Put your heads down so the
police can’t see! Corporate
domination.

Have a duck Be rich and
happy by the time I'm thirty.

SSjgpl

JEMMA HOLT

HELEN HASSELL

JODI HERBERT

GENEVIEVE HODGE

1993-1997

1993-1997

1992-1997

1991-1997

Wicked sweetie, ciao! Manage a
hotel, have a lover, an apartment
and a red convertible in every
capital city in the world.

(chuckling) I find myself so
amusing at times! I’m not
telling! (but I’m gonna be
famous - just watch!)

WAH? HUH? To go to
Heartbreak High and Smut
Drazic

>
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MARGARETH HONORIS
1995-1997

Y7

KIM HOOGERWAARD

JO HOOPER

AMANDA HOS

1992-1997

1993-1997

1993-1997

Mrs Padman, Ria's picking on
me. To be a super hero that
rides an elephant, with a
silver cape.

a) And you think you're funny?
b) Pickme God, I'm done. To
leave maths 2nd after Claire for
all Year 12 (we did it too!)

ohmigod, ohmigod,
ohmigod. To be a corporate
lawyer.
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PEI-YIN HSU

LIV HUNT

EMILY HURLEY

TARYN HUTCHISON

1993-1997

1995-1997

1993-1997

1993-1997

a) That piano could use a
sledgehammer, b) Need some
firewood? Here's a viola.

Ferns anyone? Love and
leisure.

I’m a good driver! To be
editor of French Vogue.

You legend! To travel to the
USA.

!!
ELIZABETH IMRIE

LISA IRVINE

ASHA JAMES

RIA JAMES

1996-1997

1993-1997

1991-1997

1988-1997

No-one listens to me. To do
what I want.

Without his sunnies on, from a
distance, without my glasses on, he

I’m going to the gym. To
cruise through life like "The
Love Boat"

My name is Prince, and I am
funky. To be manager of
Manchester United!

looks just like Leonardo Di Caprio.

-

SALLY JASPER

OLIVIA JOWONO

SHARLYN KANG

ROSHAN KAUR-PARMAR

1993-1997

1996-1997

1996-1997

1992-1997

I am so in love with
To be happy forever.

Punch buggy!! To live
happily ever after with Ardi.

Pot calling the kettle black.

Yes, my nails are real, and
no, I do not perm my hair!
To marry Chris O’Donnell.

]
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OLIVIA KER

ANN KIRKBY

MICHELLE KONG

RUSA KONG

1993-1997

1996-1997

1993-1997

1991-1997

Totally awesome.

Apple burp!! To find those
long lost undies.

St

Guess what! I had a dream last
night and ... Marry Keanu Reeves
or Dean Cain and live in LA.

liRPMIRPH
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VICKI KOR

CANDICE KUOK

PENNY LANE

TINA LAU

1995-1997

1997

1993-1997

1996-1997

I want to eat this apple, but
if I do it might change my
destiny.

a) Huh? I know. I know, b)
You know, in Melbourne
they...

a) No, it's not a mercury/
silver pimple. It's a nose
stud, b) I'm going to cry!

>

JOEY LEONG

JANICE LIM

ZOE LOADER

PAULINE LOECKER

1996-1997

1996-1997

1993-1997

1995-1997

Ay, actually I got a lot to tell
you. To be a millionaire.

Are trees made of wood!

Hey Kim, do you wanna.
To become successful in
whatever I do.

MARILYN LONGWOOD

SARAH LORD

EMILEE MACDONALD

JANE MACK

1993-1997

1993-1997

1991-1997

1991-1997

Heather, this is Dave. Dave,
this is Heather. Live long
and prosper.

I can't go out this weekend,
I'm sailing.

If God didn't want me to speak
my mind, He wouldn't have
given me one. To die young.

If he was alive in Medieval
times, he's be dead. Not to
live in suburbia.
'
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SARAH MADDERN

GEORGIA MALONE

1993-1997

1991-1997

Let's get crackin' into the
champers! To become an
eccentric and live in Bali.

What movie? Oh yeah, seen
it. To survive.

TARN
MANUSPHAIBOOL

ELEANOR MATSON

1994-1997

I'm becoming a nun... but I don't
think I have the prerequisites. To
do engineering (1:6 girl guy ratio)

Cookieee! To follow the Elle Me
workout religiously until I'm 70.

1993-1997

CLAIRE MCGREGOR

JESSICA MCMULLEN

CATHERINE MENON

HEATHER MILLAR

1986-1997

1994-1997

1986-1997

1991-1997

Let's not go there, a) To be
happy, happy, joy, joy. b) To
be a muppet.

Oh my god, when Jodi and I drive to
Byron Bay... Marry Drazic, live on a
vineyard and breed black goats.

Of course I'm not a
pathological liar. To watch a
binary moon rise.

God, I'm a compulsive loser.
Live, love, laugh.

—LI
NURJEHAN
MOHAMED

SHAILA MOODLEY

TRUDY MOORE

KATE MORGAN

1986-1997

1993-1997

1991-1997

1996-1997

We're Year 12's, we're not
emotionally stable enough for a
sexual relationship. To be a cagedancer in a New York nightclub.

The biggest god damn
mission... To collect every
Lion King thing possible.

Does God really exist? Oh no...
It's just chicken. To be Mrs
Clooney and go to Zanzibar.

EekL. (looks around then stares
at you) hello! To be either an
architect, a writer or an actress.

(
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LUCIE MORLEY

STEPHANIE MUSK

CHELSEA PARKER

SASCHA PETTIGREW

1993-1997

1993-1997

1992-1997

1992-1997

Do you have any lip balm?
To have the world's biggest
collection of lip balm.

The fantasy world is more
real that the real world. To
make men's lives a living hell.

Nah, I'm a good girl. Get
rich quick.

Wicked! Sorry... To travel

^
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AMY PIESSE

ALEXIA PINAKIS

KEZIA PONTIFEX

1993-1997

1993-1997

1995-1997

1991-1997

Has it got any sex scenes in
it? I'll watch it. To find a
bloke shorter than her.

Well, I like to be different. To
live at one with nature and to
live between the rainforest and
the reef in Queensland.

You smell! To be the best
trumpet player in the world.

Do you want to hear my
latest dilemma?

JESS RACKLEFT
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REBECCA RAE

ROCHELLE RANSOM

RACHEL REYNOLDS

JENELLE RITCHIE

1991-1997

1993-1997

1996-1997

How are you getting home?
To go skiing and to travel the
world meeting beautiful people.

I'm not obsessed with Friends!
To remain straight while
playing women's cricket.

Dockers are bonza, mate!
To become the manager of
the WACA.

AMY ROBINSON

CHEZ RUELLO

1988-1997

1994-1997

Jerome this, Jerome that... To live in
Hawaii and sunbake all day and to
have one shift at work without
someone asking for my phone
number.

Oh my god, if I stay on this
phone any longer, I’m going
to get cancer!

1990-1997
Well, I like it. To live to 107
healthily.

HAYLEY ROBERTSON

KIRSTY ROBERTSON

1993-1997

1991-1997

Come on guys, what’s the
goss. Live near the beach.

Oh my God! Have you been to
Saba, Atelier, Esprit, Sana, Emporio,
etc. They have the latest stock.To be
a successful millionaire and travel
around the world.
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JOCELYN SCOTT

QUEENIE SEAH

KRISTEN SIMMONDS

ADELE SINCLAIR

1993-1997

1996-1997

1991-1997

1988-1997

Did Cam ring? To make it to
the Olympics before I’m 30.

Oh dear... how interesting.
To make a difference.

I'm fine, but the stars are
moving! To be a manager of
a hotel and be happy.

In my opinion I'm right!
To be in the 2000 Olympics.

KATHY SINCLAIR

SASCHY SINGH

ANNA SLOWIAK

EVELINE SOEPRIADI

1987-1997

1993-1997

1989-1997

1996-1997

You're so up yourself, you're
inside out. To live in desire and
passion for my life entire.

Live in France.

(insert any dramatic hand or
body gesture)... Take over
Chelsea Pizza

Wat? Blub up! Board out?... Yes!!!
Don’t know laa.... To own a 6
diamond hotel around the world.

BROOKE SOUNNESS

CLARE SOUTHEE

CATHERINE SPEED

HARRIET STANIFORD

1995-1997

1990-1997

1992-1997

Reeeeaaaly! To own a really
cool pub on the beach at
Margaret River.

To experience everything at
once.

1993-1997
So if I was born in Australia,
when did I come to Australia.
To live in Switzerland with
my own personal ski slope.

So... Do you like stuff?

ELISSA STEWART

EVA TAM

CORRINA TEAKLE

1993-1997

1992-1997

1995-1997

1993-1997

To walk around all the
continents of the world by
myself.

Does anyone want to go ice
skating? To own a
restaurant.

If you can't be good, be good as
it or as one does. To find a genie
and have 3 wishes, and to live a
bloody good life!!

Yeehah pork. Marry a doctor

MAI
VAROONTHEPRUSKA

JESSICA VIS

1994-1997

No I don't, do I? To find a
jacket.

SUSANNA TJANDRA

FAYE TSUI

1995-1997

1996-1997

KATE THOMPSON

1993-1997
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ANNA WAGNER

GEORGIE WALKER

AMY WARD

SALLY WARREN

1995-1997

1993-1997

1986-1997

1989-1997

It's so orgasmic. To go to the
Brownlow Medal.

a) It's not my fault I'm blond, b)
I don’t pout. To move to
Switzerland and ski the slopes.

The best way to sharpen a
worm is to freeze it first. To
ride a giraffe.

Thank God it's Friday! To beat
Imelda Marcos in the shoe stakes
and to marry Johnny Lee Miller.
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KALI WELLINGTON

SHANNAE WHISSON

EMILY WINTERBURN

ADELE WINTERIDGE

1995-1997

1995-1997

1993-1997

1986-1997

Hey chick. To marry Iain and
have his babies.

I’ve got my license, you haven't got
one nah, nah, nah, nah, nah!! To
spend the whole of the summer
holidays in Dunsborough.

So many sleazy guys, so little
time! Later: I don’t remember
saying that! Halpacks could be
fun, big bucks!

But I wasn’t talking!
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SAM WONG

CAROLINE WYBER

KATE YAP

1993-1997

1991-1997

1993-1997

REBECCA YIK

1992-1997
a) I can't concentrate. I'm too
gifted. To make it to the 2062
Commonwealth Games rep
resenting Australia in lawn bowls.

C...co...cof...coffeee
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1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Have the first car crash while they're
driving: Emily Hurley
Be a millionaire: Tanya Hardie
Be a movie star: Jodi Herbert
Get brought home in a paddy wagon:

9.
10.

Tenley

13.

Be in the 2000 Olympics: Toni Ciffolilli
Get 500 in their TEE: Catherine Menon
End up in AA by the time they’re 20:

14.
15.

Chelsea Gillam

16.

Not get their licence: Amy Robinson

Join the circus: Rebecca Yik
Be in the Business Book of Records:
Rashan

11.
12.

Be a gladiator: Anna Wagner
Be in rehab, by 20: Jasmine Barrett
Get cancer from being on a mobile
phone too long: Chez Ruello
Be a yuppie: Emily Hurley
Marry their ball partner: Liesl
Still get asked for ID when they're 25:
Sarah Derrett
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Barbershop
Miss Ooi, founder of the MLC Barbershop, gathered a
group of enthusiastic singers late last year.
Under her guidance, we have progressed from reserved

WArn

choir voices to our present performance level pazazz.
This talent was firstly displayed at our annual House
Singing and Drama concert and since then we have

BARBERSHOP GROUP

performed at St George’s Cathedral, Open Day, Arts’

Lara Norman, Carolyn Lindsey, Jayne Gartrell, Wallis Hearn, Rhonda
Meyerowitz, Pamela McCutcheon, Lisa Crawford, Georgia Werner, Hannah
Etherington, Liz Onley, Ms Su-Lyn Ooi, Mary Hoang

Week and are now making our debut as the first
independent girls’ school Barbershop group at the ANCA
Primary Schools’ Choral Festival, as guest choir.
As we are a contemporary group, our concert dress is
the now recognised black costume, accompanied by the
characteristic red braces. Our group, which meets every
Monday morning, much to the distaste of a few of our
members, is improving in tremendous leaps, much to our
delight.
Lara Norman and
Caroline Lindsey

College Strings
College Strings has had an extremely successful and
enjoyable year, due to the many instances of
collaboration with the Christ Church orchestra and
the visiting Melbourne Girls’ Grammar School
Orchestra.
BIG BAND

Rehearsals in first term alternated between Monday

Third row:

Belinda Stotter, Amy Piesse, Kate Thompson, Helen Wyber,
April Cox, Jodie Lewis
Second row: Kate Rainey, Sarah Ford, Heather Anderson, Jane Bochenek,
Julia Jackman, Judy Ho
Front row:
Karina Karel, Georgia Werner, Jodie Stotter, Julia Robinson,
Alexsia Barron

afternoons and Wednesday mornings, or sometimes
both, causing perpetual confusion in some sections.
Playing with the Christ Church boys was an enlightening
experience, and it brought out the best in most of our
girls.

Rehearsals were very productive musically,

although the amount of verbal creativity practised by
some people came close to eclipsing the sounds of Bach,
Haydn and Rachmaninoff.

Examples included Chloe

“motor mouth” Keller and the seemingly non-stop flow of
conversation between the first desk of the second violins
and the first desk of the violas. Other highlights of these
rehearsals included the always interesting comments
from Lara “where are we?” Norman, Sarah “l-can't-playmy-hand's-stuck” Chia and Vicki “violas rule” Leung.
Throughout the year, the 'cellos and basses produced a
variety of odd sounding, low (and I mean really low) notes
while the back desks of the second violins perfected their
habit of disappearing behind their stands (what do you
do back there!?)
The combined concert with Christ Church was a brilliant
experience and we were soon joined by the Melbourne
girls, who were an interesting contrast to the Christ
Church boys (derl). This was followed by the Concerto
COLLEGE CHORALE

Night rehearsals and here, College Strings reached for

Third row:

Hannah Etherington, Lara Norman, Sally Jasper, Elizabeth
Onley, Kirsty Nugent, Kate Thompson
Second row: Chloe Keller, Andrea Byrne, Anna Macoboy, Annabel Gray,
Pamela McCutcheon, Vicki Kor, Jodie Lewis
Margareth Honoris, Naomi Fudge, Andrew Bushell, Mayli
Front row:
Foong, Lisa Irvine
Absent:
Jessica Vis

the stars, overcoming such minor problems as horrific
feedback and shortage of rehearsal time.
The start of Term 3 saw the preparations for the music
tour to the eastern states and New Zealand pick up pace
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with the ensembles involved
busily rehearsing repertoire
for the tour. As most of the
year had so far been a series
of combined rehearsals and
concerts with Christ Church
or the Melbourne Gris, it
came as a bit of a shock to
many members of College
Strings

who

suddenly

realised that there wasn't
much

in

their

“solo”

i rj

repertoire - except for
Benjamin Britten’s Simple

Symphony - which was
anything but simple! Many
pained expressions were
observed on several faces

COLLEGE CHOIR
Fourth row:

Marilyn Longwood, Kate Thompson, Lara Norman, Elizabeth Onley, Sally Jasper, Jamie Chambers, Alex Cummings, Naomi
Stokes, Saschy Singh, Annabel Gray, Yvette Pointon
Vicki Kor, Alison Copeland, Nicole Sly, Wallis Hearn, Hannah Etherington, Kirsty Nugent, Anne Sylvester, Georgia Werner,
Pamela McCutcheon, Anna Macoboy, Chloe Keller, Rosie Plaisted
Second row: Mr Bushell, Kate Stokes, Vicki Leung, Jodie Lewis, Sylvia Ong, Lisa Crawford, Rebecca Bauert, Jessica Vis, Li-Shien Tan,
Suriya Vij, Andrea Byrne, Tina Lau, Jayne Gartrell, Ms Ooi
Front row:
Anastasia Grundy, Maggie Honoris, Jemma Holt, Naomi Fudge, Lisa Irvine, Joanne Teng, Mayli Foong, Caroline Lindsey,
Third row:

when it was discovered that
not only would they be
playing the work on tour, but
they would be playing the
entire work, that is, including
movements with worrying
titles such as “Sentimental
Sarabande” and “Frolicsome
Finale”.
I’d like to thank the whole of
College Strings on a truly
fantastic year, especially
those in the younger years
who always made an effort
to

be

present

at

all

rehearsals. Thank you also
to Mr Bushell and Miss Ooi
for guiding us through
Concerto Night, amongst
other things.

Finally, a big

thank you must go to Mr Neil
“girls, it really would sound

COLLEGE STRINGS
Third row:

Pei Yin Hsu, Pamela McCutcheon, Alex Cummings, Anna Le Souef, Lara Norman, Liz Onley, Hannah Etherington, Wallis
Hearn
Second row: Jane Bochenek, Margaret Loftus-Hills, Daphne Chan, Li-Shien Tan, Noleen Lao, Olivia de Piano, Chloe Keller, Vicki Leung,
Chermaine Chua, Jodie Lewis
Front row:
Anna Macoboy, Sarah Chia, Andrew Bushell, Sarah Ong, Janet Newnham
Absent:
Siobhan Finn, Connie Tsang, Rebecca Tsang

much better if you tune”
Barclay for his patience and
musical direction.
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Pei-Yin Hsu

Symphonic Winds

fit t

This year MLC and Christ
Church have formed a new
ensemble, known as
Symphonic Winds.
It is auditioned, and in order
to get a rehearsal time
convenient for everybody
involved (which is about 50
people), it was decided that
rehearsals would be on
Thursday night for two hours.

CONCERT BAND
Fifth row:

Jacinta Scanlon, Kathryn Shaw, Luana Main, Julie Saunders, Leanne Hassell, Amanda Ireland, Georgia Werner, Nichole
Gale, Sally-Anne McLaren, Melanie Shorter
Fourth row:
Pia Prendiville, Andrea Byrne, Emily Lunt, Paula Chinnery, Suriya Vij, Jenny Ho, Jemma Holt, Penny Lam, Claire Blight
Third row:
Claire Hutchison, Camille Gourke, April Cox, Sarah Ford, Jayne Gartrell, Bree Foley, Genevieve Algie, Pippa Robb, Maria
Wong, Naomi Fudge, Debbie Hendrie
Second row: Kathryn Evans, Tricia Kao, Audrey Lau, Kirsten Maley, Elizabeth Utting, Aleksia Barron, Callie Fleay
Front row:
Jodie Stotter, Leah Hutchison, Judy Ho, Adele Meagher, Nicole Khangure, Shipla Pullela, Elizabeth Gray
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The band members have had lots of
opportunity to play together creating brilliant
music, and to socialise (in the 15 minute
break) as well, which no doubt was a
significant attraction for joining.

«

Another highlight, and the first performance,
was in March at music camp. There in the
pleasant grounds of Point Walter in Bicton
and after what seemed like endless
rehearsals, with small interludes of
socialising, we gave our first performance
with the College Strings.

FLUTE AND CLARINET ENSEMBLES
Second row:
Front row:

Naomi Fudge, Genevieve Algie, Amelia McPhee, Nicole Gale, Amanda Ireland, Josie Littlewood, Jacinta
Scanlon, Christina Yang, Andrea Byrne
Hannah Chilli, Pia Prendiville, Amber Marshall, Sholeh Jones, Tricia Kao, Camille Goucke, Jocelyn Low
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STREPITSO STRINGS
Annabel Hay, Holly Harman, Kate Le Souef, Judith Talbot, Kate Holt, Kara Pinakis, Tegan Rourke
Third row:
Second row: Kathryn Shaw, Claire Brooks, Sabeena Selvarajah, Jennifer McCutcheon, Judy Ho, Jocelyn Ong, Saba Salman,
Lucy Bochenek
Caitlin Woods, Emily Collin, Ms Su-Lyn Ooi, Libby Jewkes, Danielle Hewitt
Front row:
Stephenie McHenry, Suzanne Rofe
Absent:

After music camp our enthusiasm
continued, as we gave many performances
at both Christ Church and MLC venues.
These included MLC open day, both
schools’ assemblies, at the MLC winter
concert, and also at the WA Schools’ band
festival. This was a great success for
symphonic winds as we received
‘outstanding’ in A division.
Many thanks must go to our conductor,
Steve Williams and to all the people from
both MLC and Christ Church who have
made symphonic winds both an enjoyable
and rewarding experience.

Naomi Fudge and
Andrea Byrne

MLC/CCGS SYMPHONIC WINDS
Michael Perret, Steven Allen, Duncan Anderson, David Kuzaric, Ben Wooffenden, Simon Baldwin, Paul Tilbrook, Tim van Bockymeer, Leo Bowers, Nick Fielding, Max Yap
Jocelyn Scott, Jessica Vis, Josie Littlewood, Kate Thompson, Karl Svates, Vijitha Ariyaratue, Oliver Wenn, Simon Chan, Michael Collin, Amy Piesse, Nichole Gale, Julia Robinson,
Meina Lee
Second row: April Cox, Andrea Byrne, Sunya Vij, Fiona Suttie, Christina Yang, Jacinta Scanlon, Jenny Pritchard, Emily Lunt, Jodie Lewis, Jane Bochenek, Alexia Pinakis, Judy Ho
Ben Cameron, Noel Jones, Aleksia Barron, Naomi Fudge, Sally Lay, Andrew Bushell, Stephen Williams, Heather Anderson, Joanne Teng, Lydia Etherington, Jason North, Gerald
Front row:
Teng

Fourth row:
Third row:
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YEAR 8 CHOIR
Sixth row:
Fifth row:
Fourth row:
Third row:

Mikhaela Smith, Kate Le Souef, Sarah Hassell, Jennifer Bishop, Kate Shaw, Annabel Hay, Kobi Jack, Arabella Phillips, Paula Chinnery, Jessica Humphrys
Hannah Chilli, Deborah Hewton, Davina Oates, Leanne Stewart, Kate Holt, Shaila Moore, Callie Batt, Liz Holt, Minoshi de Silva, Claire Blight, Sabrina Wong
Judith Talbot, Teresa Wan, Sarah Ford, Yuna Lee, Febra Hendrie, Pippa Robb, Holly Harman, Tina Newman, Alicia Aitkin, Tracy Wan, Miranda Murray, Suzanne Rofe
Asako Kawano, Sophie Crisp, Elizabeth Gray, Jane Tudor-Owen, Lucy Bochenek, Julie Palm, Farrah Raimee, Natalie Tew, Samantha Pearce, Pia Prindiville, Amelia
D’Orsogna, Aleksia Barron, Samantha Moran, Kate Leslie, Claire Brooks
Second row: Saba Salman, Tiffany Soepriadi, Adin Sukardi, Catherine Jarman, Jennifer McCutcheon, Emily Buck, Shipla Pullela, Audrey Lau, Adele Meagher, Kate Archibald, Judy
Ho, Sabeena Selvarajah, Fiona Plaisted, Annie Rosser, Kate Della Bosca, Tamsin Duckworth
Front row:
Emily Collin, Pai Naughton, Caitlin Woods, Kirsten Maley, Kate llbery, Cassie White, Mr Andrew Bushell, Jocelyn Ong, Claire Hall, Lucy Gunzberg, Jodie Stotter,
Elizabeth Jewkes, Stephenie McHenry

YEAR 9 CHOIR
Fourth row:
Lanna Winstanley, Amelia McPhee,
Allison Townsend, Tegan Rourke, Vicki
Albrook, Katherine Williams, Luana
Main, Kathryn Shaw
Third row:
Sherry Limanta, Kathryn Marsh, Julia E
Robinson, Niki Carter, Fiona Raylor,
Chelsea Page, Josie Littlewood,
Christina Yang, Judy Chang
Second row:
Sarah Ong, Wendy White, Caitlin
Slatter, Eslynn Su, Kara Pinakis,
Michelle Calkin, Amy Wong, Caroline
Marshall, Sarah Ward, Elizabeth Utting,
Tricia Kao
Front row:
Kathryn Evans, Anna Stockley, Danielle
Hewitt, Callie Fleay, Ms Su-Lynn Ooi,
Lydia Etherington, Leah Hutchison,
Polly Billing, Miranda Smith
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YEAR 8/9 CHOIR
Fourth row:
Josie Littlewood, Julia E Robinson,
Amelia McPhee, Sally Mclaren,
Annabel Hay, Lanna Winstanley,
Camille Fry, Kathryn Shaw, Fiona
Taylor
Third row:
Lydia Etherington, Caroline Marshall,
Judy Chang, Christina Yang, Callie
Batt, Chelsea Page, Jessica Hodge,
Dianne Caruso, Holly Harman, Sarah
Ward, Claire Ives
Second row:
Danielle Hewitt, Prue Reynolds, Judy
Ho, Julia Jackman, Aleksia Harron,
Erin Cox, Sarah Ong, Tricia Kao,
Jennifer McCutcheon, Leah Hutchison
Front row:
Emily Collin, Caitlin Woods, Hollie
O’Connell, Elizabeth Gray, Ms Su-Lyn
Ooi, Fiona Plaisted, Jocelyn Ong, Anna
Stockley, Libby Jewkes
Absent:
Callie Fleay, Donna Bye, Beth
Atkinson
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Music Tour

Music Camp

At midnight on September 25, thirty

This year’s music camp was held over a
weekend in late March and provided an
opportunity for College Strings to read
over Concerto Night material and a
chance for the newly formed MLC/CCGS
Symphonic Winds to play as an
ensemble and get stuck into some
serious repertoire.

intrepid string players, singers and three
teachers left Perth Airport for 2 weeks
of shopping and a touch of music.
Our first destination was Wellington where
we stayed in a boarding House.

We

rehearsed, a foreign concept for us but also

the informal concluding concert on Sunday

Three days later we took an ocean liner to
Christchurch on the South Island of New

first time and started work on some of the
concertos. The Bach would prove to be an
extremely useful work in the repertoire as it
came to be performed on several different
occasions during the year.

Visiting

instrumental tutors put everyone through

The format of this year’s music camp was

and it must have been enlightening for a

different in that it was a combined affair with

spectator to see and hear the different

the musicians (read: boys) of Christ Church,

sections of each of the two ensembles

and so no one, not even the veteran Year

rehearsing under the trees. As the morning

12’s, knew what to expect.

wore on, the rehearsals seemed to drag on

Zealand. We performed here to a select
crowd who seemed to enjoy our efforts and

College Strings rehearsed

Bach’s Brandenburg Concerto No. 3forthe

their paces during the sectional rehearsals

had a sightseeing tour of the city, visiting
the botanical gardens and the wharf.

afternoon.

forever. Plowever, the knowledge that we
The camp officially started after dinner on

would be fed after each rehearsal was

then spent some more time shopping.

Friday with, no, not British Bulldogs, but

ample motivation to press on.

Some members of the tour became intimate

rehearsals. Previously everyone had been

interesting to observe a certain section’s

friends with a travelling NZ rugby team.

It was

running around, inspecting the magnificent

knack of relocating to a different rehearsal

campsite which not only boasted river

spot every five minutes while some other

Snow capped mountains

frontage and a pool, but also individual

sections seemed to be permanently having

Next stop was Queenstown which we

dorms with ensuite bathrooms!

breaks!

reached after a complete day of bus travel.

rehearsals that night, most people got into

We finally saw the snow capped mountains

the spirit of the camp and stayed up

we had been promised and enjoyed a

ridiculously late, generally having a good

of leisure time allocated which was much

morning in the snow, ditching snow balls at

time.

appreciated by all those on the camp. While

After

some people took the opportunity to relax

the teachers, tobogganing on plastic bags
and making Mr Bushell snowmen.
We soon flew to Sydney where we stayed
at the YWCA.
Opera

The next morning, after being briefed by Mr

in the dorms, in the pool or on the grass,

Bushell, rehearsals commenced in earnest.

others made a mad dash in the general

The main goal for both music groups was

direction of the river foreshore for
unspecified activities. (Just how did

We ventured to

the Hard Rock Cafe, saw the
House,

went

to

That afternoon, there was a three hour block

Siiiiiijli

Homebush and Manly and

you all manage to get past the barbed
wire?)
That night, the main social event of

participated in a choir workshop.

the camp was held in the dining room.

We also performed in Pitt Street

This was the Quiz Night and

for Sunday church and, of

unfortunately for the boys, it meant

course, there was some more

using some brain power.

shopping.

to say, the girls were both amused and

After our few short days in

answers the guys came up with,

Sydney, we flew to Melbourne

including “Who wrote Jesus Christ

where we were billeted with our

Superstar?” Answer: Beethoven. The

Needless

utterly horrified at some of the

friends from Melbourne Girls

night was a great success, with great

Grammar and were also able to

questions, some dubious answers

perform with them in a concert

(sitar concertos?) and wild cheering

on the last night. In Melbourne

and hyperactive behaviour from some

much time was spent in the

tables.

clothing warehouses, Chapel

hamper (complete with non-alcoholic

Street and the Crown Casino

champagne) went to the table which

Complex.

managed to solve using algebraic

In the end, the first prize

methods,

how

many

more

symphonies Haydn wrote than

After only two weeks of travelling

Mozart.

we went home to Perth, much
better friends and with many fond

The next morning, with everyone sane

memories of our time away on

and sober (of course), rehearsals

Music Tour.

resumed. The camp was concluded
by a concert that afternoon in the

Hannah Etherington
and Anna Macoboy

camp amphitheatre.
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The concert

brought together all the fruits of the camp
and was a chance to show what we have
achieved in the three days of rehearsals.
College Strings opened the concert and not
only did they sound good, they looked good
as well, due to the specky sunnies worn by
its members. The Symphonic Winds gave
a commendable first public performance.
The camp was both memorable and
rewarding as it provided an excellent
opportunity to meet new people as well as
improve our musical abilities. A big thank
you to the music departments of both
schools for organising the camp.
Pei-Yin Hsu

Year 12 Drama Night

With a lot of effort put in from actors,

The prospect of being able to perform
two scripted drama pieces to the public
was an exciting one to all 1997 Year 12
drama students.

directors and production managers, by the
end of the rehearsal period, the night looked
like it was going to be a big success, despite
some technical difficulties and unlearnt
lines!

Both classes received their respective
scripts, The Real Inspector Hound and
Black Comedy) and eagerly prepared for
the huge task ahead of them.

Directors

chosen, plays fully cast - rehearsals were
underway.
We spent the next six weeks moving

The hours before performance were very
tense - what would the critics say? Like all
live performances, there were “minor”
hiccups, but overall, the audience was
enthralled by the level of theatrical skill
shown to them. Huge thanks to go Mrs
White, Miss Kirwan, Mrs Kuhaupt and Keith
for all their help and advice.

towards our goal: two comedies that would
astound our audience and show just how

Sally Jasper and
Sarah Derrett

talented the Year 12's are.

Oliver!
With over one hundred and sixty cast members, fifteen backstage crew and twelve orchestral members, the school production,
Oliver! lor 1997 was a huge success.
Auditions were held in early March with approximately three
hundred extremely enthusiastic girls and boys eagerly trying
to obtain a role in what was to be one of the biggest events
in 1997. Rehearsals were underway by the end of March
and the weeks flew by very quickly. Our fantastic team was
lead by our very talented director Mrs White, musical director
Mr Bushell, assistant musical director Miss Ooi and
production manager Miss Kirwan.
Everyone involved with the production would have to agree
it was extremely hard work. Costumes, props and sets were
being quickly sought after or in some cases, built from scratch.
Mrs Kuhaupt, our brilliant costume designer, made and
prepared our one hundred and sixty costumes. And our very
own Keith Banwell, with the help of Mr Parkinson, brought
Hadley Hall to life with their incredible set designs, even to
the smallest detail of having a mouse run across London
Bridge.
This was not only an all-female production.

With Christ

Church Grammar School being just over the fence, we
enlisted the help of five senior students and eighteen primary
school students to join our challenge. We’d like to thank
them all for their constant dedication and energy that they
put into the production.
The drama department has received many faxes and letters
congratulating all involved with the professionalism of the
production. With almost every performance sold out, Oliver!
was one of the most successful and memorable productions
ever seen at MLC. It would not have been the success it

3

was without the support of the staff and students of our school.
We would like to say good luck and best wishes for next
years’ school production and hope everyone involved will
have as much fun as we did in Oliver!
Sarah Derrett
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ARCHIVES
The Centenary Building
The design of the main building now known as the Centenary Building at Methodist Ladies’ College was chosen
from a competition in 1907. The winning design belonged to Mr James Hine of the firm Hine and Selby. He was
a prominent architect of the time who was also responsible for the design of St Andrew’s Presbyterian Church
in St George's Terrace, the Congregational Church in Subiaco, the Uniting Church in Princess Road in Nedlands,
and Wesley College.
The position chosen for the college on the brow
of the hill afforded a full view of Freshwater Bay
and the Darling Ranges.

The Cyclopedia of

Western Australia noted the position and
surroundings of the college was very healthy with
only half an hours walk to the ocean.
t.

.

It also

comments that the architect’s plans provided for
every modern convenience and comfort, with
dormitories being substituted with light and airy
bedrooms. Balconies were also built to provide
James Hine's winning design for MLC

accommodation for sleeping out of doors.
MLC circa 1913

room foyer. The middle level contained classrooms, the

Set at the end of a long driveway the college has been a
distinctive feature of the Claremont skyline.

Norma

Principal’s office (currently the Principal’s Assistant’s

Scanlon (Murdoch) who started at MLC in 1923 has

office) and a common room, now the Business Manager’s

spoken of her first impression of the school building and

office. The third floor and the attics were devoted to

its grounds as huge and rather overwhelming for a 12

accommodation for boarders and staff. The building was

year old when she first arrived to start school as a boarder.

equipped with a hot water system to all baths, and sinks

Having only been to Perth once before, this was one of

and an electric lighting service was installed throughout

the first buildings with more than one storey that she had

the building with an up to date drainage system.

ever been in.

Originally the school hall was a wooden building jinkered
down from the Goldfields. This stood between the main

The building was designed to be built in stages. This led

building and two brick classrooms. When the Middle

to some interesting and highly distinctive features along

Wing incorporating a residential wing and the Assembly

the way. Although some of the more elaborate features

Hall (now the Chapel) was added in 1918, the wooden

of the original artist's drawing of the proposed design

hall was rolled out from its position onto the lawn which

were not built, the second stage was completed in 1918

fronted the river. It was later moved up on the cliff and

and the third stage completed in 1923. A further wing

used as a gymnasium.

was added in 1926. This was an expanded version of a

described how “we watched .. breathlessly as it was

Miss Walton, the Principal

small balancing wing shown in the original artist's design.

slowly drawn to its temporary resting place. All kinds of

The West Australian Mining and Building Journal of

lost treasures were recovered from the space underneath

February 15,1908, reported that “when

- hats, hoes, books, gym tunics and other objects which

the whole of the College is erected it

had mysteriously disappeared ”. This stage of the building

will doubtless be one of the most

came to be characterised by the ‘blank wall’, a very large

convenient and handsome colleges in

and unbroken brick expanse which was formed facing

the Commonwealth" (Vol XI - No 267.)

north and which remained until the building of the

The completed first part of Methodist

verandah, front steps, and foyer in 1922.

Ladies’ College, was described as
having

a

“bold

and

Miss Gertrude Walton, Principal, wrote in her book The

effective

Building of a Tradition ‘that the additions to the

appearance..” (Ibid)

Sf B^r
firrar.

school buildings of the imposing front entrance hall
Built in the Federation or ‘Blood and

with its winding staircase, the Headmistress’ study

Bandages’ style, with the red bricks

and six additional rooms including bedrooms and a

relieved with bands of Cottesloe stone,

senior classroom ... completed the front of the

the first stage of the construction was a

building and gave it a dignity which it had hitherto

three storey building which consisted of

lacked.’ The opening of the new portion on March 3,

a spacious dining room on the ground

1923 by rev. J. W. Grove ‘was a proud day for M.L.C.’

floor, now the meeting room, with a

(JjoLLEGIAN 97

kitchen, reception room and cloak room.

The Centenary Building has recently been the subject of

The main entrance was through the

a conservation study to ensure that heritage value of the

door leading into the present dining

building is preserved.
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ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS
Fourth row:
Arabella Buttsworth, Alex
Maskiell, Pia Carter, Katie
Maskiell, Naomi Stokes,
Marilyn Longwood, Renae
Meagher, Nicole Sly, Rhonda
Meyerowitz, Nika Swan
Third row:
Sam Pearce, Kate Stokes,
Emma Green, Jessyka
Watson-Galbraith, Renee
Garner, Melanie Shorter,
Genevieve Jamieson, Nicole
Best, Caroline Wyber, Pippa
Robb, Debbie Hendrie
Second row:
Claire Hutchison, Nicola
Ranshaw, Allana Slater, Leah
Hutchison, Penny Lane
(Captain), Adele Winteridge
(Vice Captain), Adele Meagher,
Louise Rote, Jessamy
Pridmore
Front row:
Claire Hall, Kate llbery, Phillipa
Preuss, Tamsin Duckworth,
Emily Buch, Emily Collin

RHYTHMIC GYMNASTICS
Third row:
Elizabeth Holt, Catherine
Cook, Niki Carter, Tracey
Brown, Chelsea Page, Sharlyn
Kang, Melissa Utting, Kate Holt
Second row:
Louise Rote, Jacqueline
Oates, Kristen White, Lucy
Bochenek, Fiona Koski, Claire
Blight, Bree Foley, Stacey
Utting
Front row:
Alex Desebrock, Leah
Hutchison, Kathryn Cannon,

V

Alison Copeland, Jessika

s/%

Watson-Galbraith, Jocelyn
Low, Olivia Jowono

V

V
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CROSS COUNTRY
Third row:
Luana Main, Olivia Ker, Julie
Saunders, Emily Dawson,
Sophie Loader, Renae
Meagher, Tammy Ryan,
Georgie Werner, Jasmon
Crabb
Second row:
Candice Schalit, Debbie
Hendrie, Renee Arnett, Alison
Chinnery, Carly Dolton, Niki
Jackson, Lisa Crawford,
Debbie Hewton, Natalie
Benson, Caroline Lindsey
Front row:
Pia Naughton, Sarah Yates,
Bronwen Clements, Adele
Sinclair, Jenny McCutcheon,
Sara Woodcock, Adele
Meagher, Calli Fleay
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SPORT
SPORT
During 1997, sport at MLC has come with great success. Members of various teams have participated with
great effort and enthusiasm.
As the year began, we started sport with the IGSSA

very close second to St Mary’s by 4 points. Following

swimming carnival.

was Division 2, who also came second to St Mary’s by 7

We came a respectable 4th and

everyone competed extremely well. The results aren’t

points. Hopeful and eager, Division 1 followed who won

an indication of how well everyone actually performed.

their division by 4 points.

However, even with terrific

performances by all girls, especially from Alana Slater
Term 1 included further IGSSA competitions. Those were

(Year 8) this was not enough to win the IGSSA cup, and

diving, tennis and volleyball. In diving MLC came a close

MLC ended in 2nd place to St Mary’s for 1997.

second while the tennis teams kept up their high
It was also a great

The following weekend, MLC was again successful

pleasure to retain our first place in the inter-school

enough to come 2nd to St Mary’s at the State School

volleyball competition.

Girls’ gymnastics competition.

standards by winning the shield.

Rachel Reynolds
and
Emily Dawson
(Sports Prefects)

Senior Division 2 was

lucky enough to win their section as was Junior Division
It was unfortunate that the cross country team was down

1 - we have reason to believe this was due to Jess, Katie

to half strength. The team came 5th and we appreciate

and Renae’s filming expertise!

the effort of the people who filled in at the last moment.

Junior Division 2 came 2nd in their sections and Senior

Senior Division 3 and

Division 1 came 3rd.
Netball, hockey and basketball again saw high standards
of play and even better results. Both the hockey and

We would like to sincerely thank all girls for their best

basketball came first while netball came second. The

efforts during the gymnastic season. We couldn’t have

gymnastic team also trained and competed hard to come

done it without each and everyone of you. A special

a well deserved second.

thanks must go to Carly Brockis, Desiree Jones and Mrs

Fourth term sports teams are already in training and we

throughout the season, not to mention when they drove

wish the athletes all the best for the inter-school. The

us to school because the bus was full. Also thanks to

Moffat for all their hard work and encouragement

cricket team and softball teams are again up there at

Penny Lane and Adele Winteridge, our captains. Best of

the top and we also with them good luck.

luck for the 1998 team, and keep those ‘bumplucks’
rolling.
Caroline Wyber and
Marilyn Longwood

Apart from these competitions, MLC also fields teams at
state level competition. They include swimming, diving,
tennis, cross country, artistic and rhythmic gymnastics
(which has become extremely popular and successful
due to the excellent coaching of Miss Kathy Oliver) and

Basketball

cricket.

This year of basketball was really exciting; the end
Thanks must go to all the coaches who put in dedicated

result came down to the last few

time and effort to train all teams to the high levels they

games.

attained this year. A big thank you must also go to the
Physical Education staff for organising the competitions.

Overall MLC won the shield from

Because of this all teams performed at the highest levels

Penrhos, St Mary's then PLC, PC,

with very satisfying results.

Well done to everyone

Iona

involved.

and

St

Hilda’s.

Congratulations must go to the
Junior A, Year 8A and Year 8B for
Emily Dawson and
Rachel Reynolds

winning their pennants. Well done
to the other teams for also putting
in the effort and winning the
important matches for MLC to gain
the shield.

Artistic Gymnastics

Thanks must also go to Gilly

MLC has had quite an unusual but enjoyable and

Hendrie

sometimes even hilarious artistic gymnastics season
this year.

basketball

for

coaching

teams

to

the
their

respective places. Other results
included the Senior B, equal 3rd,
Junior B, equal 5th, the Junior C,

The inter-House competition, held on the 19th May, was
won by Troy, closely followed by Sparta. Three months

equal 2nd and the Senior A, equal

later and many 6.30am starts at training, on the 6th

2nd. Well done to all involved.

August, was the IGSSA gymnastics competition. Division
Rachel Reynolds and
Carolina Garcia

3 began the early morning start at St Mary’s, coming a
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BASKETBALL
Second row:
Rebecca Yik, Rachel Reynolds, Hayley
Murdoch, Kirsty Martino
Front row:
Kate Morgan, Nicole Gregory, Carolina
Garcia

Cricket

O

During Term 1, MLC continued its great

r\

success in cricket.

We lost our only game in the final of the U/
18 Quit School for Girls’ Competition. This
was played against the team from Santa
Maria. For the 1996/97 season, thanks
mustgotoAvril, Mr Cullen, Miss Wadsworth
and all the parents for their help and
support. We could not have been as
successful and had as much fun as we did
without them.
We are looking forward to the 1997/98
season with great anticipation. Again we
will be coached by Avril with the help of
Angele. So, well done to everyone involved
and good luck for this season and many
after that.
Rachel Reynolds

Cross Country
The gruelling training sessions on the
frosty winter mornings finally paid off for
many members of the inter-school cross
country team on the 1st of July this year.

DIVING
Third row:

Victoria Roberts, Bronwyn Ferguson, Naomi Stokes, Jane Mack, Anna Slowiak, Marilyn Longwood,
Rhonda Meyerowitz
Second row: Nicola Ranshaw, Jessamy Pridmore, Nikki Houston, Melanie Shorter, Jessyka Watson-Galbraith, Arabella
Buttsworth, Pippa Robb, Danae Gregory
Front row:
Phillipa Preuss, Leah Hutchison, Lucie Morley, Penny Lane (Captain), Adele Winteridge (Vice Captain),
Adele Meagher, Sam Moran

Congratulations to the Year 10’s and the
Year 8's. Special congratulations go to
Phillipa Preuss, Adele Meager and Sam
Moran who all won their divisions in Year 8.
Thank you to Mrs Moffat and Robyn Arlow
for their support and coaching - it was much
appreciated.

of state and development players, MLC’s
hockey success went even further than just
winning the hockey shield.
Congratulations to the Junior A, B and Year
8A teams on winning their year pennants,
and to the Senior Aand B who were runners
up in their year pennants.

There were several individual performances
of exceptional quality on the day, as
particularly pleasing results were achieved
by the Year 8’s and 12’s who both finished
second in their year pennants. MLC gained
fifth place overall, with Penrhos taking out
the day from PLC.

Thank you to all members of the 1997

Hockey
This year’s MLC hockey teams were

hockey team but more importantly thank
you to Mrs Boyce, Mrs Caporn, Brad and

extremely competitive and talented

Mrs Ladyman.

which resulted in MLC winning the

dedication the hockey year would not have
been such a success.

overall hockey shield for the second year

Without your help and

in a row.

Several members of the MLC team were
chosen to represent WA at an interstate
level, based on the results of the state
schoolgirls’ cross country in which MLC was
placed second overall. Congratulations to
these girls.

An exceptionally high standard of hockey
was played throughout the year, with every
player putting in 100% effort in both training
and matches. With many teams consisting

Good luck to all future hockey teams and
hopefully MLC can become champion
hockey school again!

We would like to acknowledge the
continuous efforts of our coach Genevieve
Dovey and team manager Ms Davenport
who both worked tirelessly throughout the
season - we thank you for your dedication
and commitment to the team. Good luck to
the squad of ‘98!
Adele Sinclair

Diving
The 1997 diving season was very
successful with the MLC team coming
third in both the State Schoolgirls' and
the inter-school competitions.

HOCKEY
Second row: Corrina Teakle, Kirsty Martino, Olivia Ker, Trudy Moore, Jenny Pritchard, Caroline Lindsay
Front row:
Julie Saunders, Tammy Ryan, Taya Grinsell, Jenelle Ritchie, Liesl Ellies
Absent:
Fleur Willett
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Olivia Ker

Netball
The 1997 netball season proved yet
again to be another successful season
with MLC taking out second place just
behind St Mary’s.
All teams should be congratulated on their
fine efforts as all girls played well showing
great team work and school spirit. A special
congratulations should go to the Junior A,
Year 8C and Year 8E who finished on top of
their divisions and won their pennants.
None of this would have been possible if it
wasn’t for the hard work and dedication of
all the coaches. Their help and advice at
training and games was an encouragement
to us all. Special thanks to Jane Jenkins
and Mrs Hughes who coached the senior

NETBALL
Second row: Rhonda Meyerowitz, Sarah Paulin, Emily Dawson, Shannae Whisson, Jessyka Watson-Galbraith
Front row:
Hannah Etherington, Hayley Murdoch, Carmen Heitman

teams. Anna Wynn, Kelly Jarrett and
Jemma Howard, the junior coaches and Mrs
Mansell and Miss Gould who coached the
Year 8 teams.
Once again well done to all netballers who
played in the 1997 season and best of luck

Rowing
The 1997 rowing season officially began on April 29th, a Tuesday morning where Year
10’s, Year 11’s and Year 12’s were woken suddenly by the shattering noise of their
alarm clocks at 4.30am. This occurred on some 0 degree mornings, every Tuesday,
Thursday and Sunday for the next 16 weeks.

to all girls who will be part of a team next.

This may sound like torture to some, but the MLC rowers trained long and hard during this

Listen to your coaches, train hard and make

time and it all paid off with MLC’s most successful season.

1998 another success.
The Year 9's learnt a lot during the season and although getting off to a rocky start, the Year
Shannae Whisson

9B VIII won their first and most important race - the Head of the River.
The Year 10A VIII and B VIII also managed to take victory in
the Head of the River, showing the talent and commitment of
the Year 10 rowers at MLC.

The B VIII was undefeated

throughout the season.
The Freshman VIII, despite having to face a fair share of
problems, put in some gutsy performances. The 2nd VIII
showed great spirit. Despite not always coming away with the
win, they all showed maturity and strength of character which
was admired by everyone.
Although the 1st VIII got off to a rough start after weeks of
agonising training, both on the water, in the ergo room and
running up Jacob’s ladder, the crew became one and proved
themselves to be a force to be reckoned with.
MLC’s 1st Vlll’s win in the Head of the River was one of the
fastest times recorded by school girls. The crews were equal
at 1000m, but that’s where MLC’s race began.

The crew

asserted itself in the third 500 and went on to achieve MLC’s
fourth successive victory.
Thanks must go to 1st VIII coach Paul Griffin and MLC rowing
co-ordinator Mike Higgins, who is the true master of schoolgirls’
rowing. I hope MLC’s success continues in the future and with
ROWING-FIRST VIII
Third row:
Anna Le Souef, Jamie Chambers, Anna Wagner, Anne
Sylvester
Second row: Bryony Abbott, Emma Doyle, Lisa Hughes
Front row:
Philia Kailis, Georgia Werner

the talent shown this year, it should. Rowing is a sport that
changes your life and I hope all girls continue next year.
Anna Wagner and Briony Abbott
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Swimming
The 1997 swimming season proved to be a very successful one. It began with a two week training camp being
held in the holidays prior to term one commencement.
This was so that our young charges could become well
adjusted to the new head coach of MLC’s swim team,
Dragan Popodic, who is a former youth Olympic coach
for Yugoslavia.
Most of the Houses opted to use this as an opportunity
to gain an advantage over each other before the inter-

Mt

House carnival where Troy were victorious.
performance by the 4 x 50 freestyle oldgirls' relay! Other
The inter-school swimming team was soon firmly

exciting swims came from Tiffany Goh, Jane Mack,

established and over the next three weeks they all applied

Melissa Benson, Candice Schalit, Allison Chinnery,

themselves to a regular training

Natalie Benson, Amelia D’Orsogna,

programme. This involved morning

Genevieve Jamieson and Eleanor Matson,

and afternoon sessions under

who were all placed in the top three for

Dragan’s guidance.

The inter

their respective events. Hard work from

school carnival was held at Beatty

the Year 12’s saw them placed second in

Park on the 7th of March and the

their year pennant and Year 9 and Year

night’s racing proved to be very

10 placed third in their year pennants.

exciting and very close.

Overall,

MLC was beaten into fourth place

The whole team swam well, with lots of

behind St Mary’s by a mere two

spirit and determination thanks to the

points and Penrhos were outright

enormous support from the crowd. Thanks

winners over Perth College. Jane

must to go Dragan for the long hours put

Berzins, Amanda Chellew and Toni

into training, Miss Wadsworth and the PE

Ciffolilli managed to secure first placings and the Division

staff for their help and Rachel Harris who also gave up

2 4 x 50 breaststroke relay for Year 9 also stormed to

her time to help with coaching. Thanks for all your support

victory.

and encouragement.

Another highlight for MLC was the record breaking

Toni Ciffolilli
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SWIMMING
Renae Meagher, Kate Thompson, Tammy Ryan, Claire Rothery, Melanie Angel, Anna Wagner, Katherine Creeper, Jane Mack, Alex
Cummings, Sarah Doyle, Carmen Heitman
Katherine Stokes, Emily Dawson, Asha James, Julie Saunders, Bronwyn Ferguson, Melaney Brans, Carly Dolton, Alison Chinnery, Amanda
Fourth row:
Chellew, Georgina Werner, Adele Sinclair, Hayley Murdoch
Yuna
Lee, Jana Berzine, Melissa Benson, Jocelyn Scott, Cara Salmeri, Sally Banfield, Jacqueline Kennedy, Clare Fuller, Helen Andrews,
Third row:
Meina Lee, Melissa Utting, Nikki Houston, Pippa Tilly
Second row: Sarah-Jane Harris, Amelia D'Orsogna, Nicole Sly, Mayli Foong, Toni Ciffolilli, Natalie Benson, Candice Schalit, Lisette Turkington, Sara
Woodcock, Sophie Crisp
Stephenie McHenry, Kim Woodliff, Tiffany Goh, Genevieve Jamieson, Jenny McCutcheon, Kate Leslie, Adele Meagher
Front row:
Kate Lie, Laura Broadbent, Shannon Philippides, Ingrid Paxton, Jemma Dove, Erica Schneider, Kim Hoogerwaard, Alice Cargeen, Amanda
Absent:
Ireland, Felicity Smith, Emily Kuhaupt, Jenny Barcham, Claire Somerville-Brown, Dianne Caruso, Lara Norman, Tarryn Bentley, Emily
Hurley, Anna Le Souef, Eleanor Matson
Fifth row:
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Tennis
Once again MLC had a very successful tennis season.
Out of a possible 8 we won 4 pennants and drew one,
and were therefore the overall champion school.
Thanks must go to Brad and Mrs Ladyman for all their
help in organising and coaching us. Well done to all teams
and good luck for next year. I'm sure that we’ll be able to
keep the trophy in its rightful place!
Sophie Woods

Volleyball
This year’s volleyball season took on a slightly
different look, as we had to say goodbye to the long
term coaching of Mrs Hay. Mr Sumura came in instead
and we were all exhausted by his constant expertise
and enthusiasm.

TENNIS

It certainly paid off though as MLC was rewarded the top

Second row: Queenie Seah, Tammy Ryan, Sophie Woods, Rachel Reynolds, Olivia Ker
Front row:
Jenny Pritchard, Jessyka Watson-Galbraith, Simone Campbell-Pope

place overall, followed by St Mary’s and St Hilda’s
respectively. This makes the third year in succession that
MLC has won the volleyball shield.
Congratulations to the senior D and junior B, D, E and F
teams for winning their shields - the training certainly paid
off. A grateful thank you must go to coaches Mr Sumura,
Mrs Boyce, Mrs Hughes, and the new Ms Gould, for their
excellent efforts this season.
Good luck for next year’s volleyballers. I hope its another
enjoyable season, and we can continue the winning streak
for a fourth consecutive year.
Sally Warren

VOLLEYBALL
Second row: Samantha Allen, Rachel Reynolds, Sally Warren, Shannae Whisson
Front row:
Mary Hoang, Sally Lay, Jessyka Watson-Galbraith
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SOCIAL
SERVICES
Social Services
The social services prefects for 1997 aimed to create support and awareness of many of the needs and causes
surrounding MLC.
Throughout the year, we have remained active by

day a success, but we also managed to raise $880.

attending and initiating events in recognition of this aim.

Thank you to all of those who helped organize the day,
the participants and all of their supporters.

While we were still discovering what our goals for 1997

Bronwen Clements
and
Rebecca Yik
(Social Service Prefects)

were going to be, we attended several events which

Social Services Week

helped guide our decisions. The first major event in which

The climax of the year has been social services week.

we represented MLC was the Charter For Hope which

In consultation with the Chaplain, we planned the week

was a walk from St George’s Cathedral to Parliament

around the theme ‘Womenwise Worldwide’. There were

The focus of this walk was ‘act justly, love

several fundraising events; a movie night featuring the

tenderly and walk humbly in the decade for the

House.

film Romeo & Juliet which focuses on the lives of young

eradication of poverty’.

women like ourselves, a free dress day which celebrated
the fashions of the past 90 years, and finally, College
Sunday.

n w

Following on from this was the multi-faith observance
ceremony which was held in order to celebrate the unity
of the Commonwealth.

Many students from several

schools attended this function in recognition that the
youth of today are responsible for the unity of tomorrow.
With youth on the mind, our next big event was the Walk
for the Cure in order to support the search for a cure to
juvenile diabetes. MLC sported a team of 15 students,

Fundraising was not our only aim. We also wanted to

teachers, friends and relatives. Not only was the entire

raise awareness about the groups for which our funds
were intended. These groups, including the
cancer foundation, the women’s refuge, the
women’s health centre, the women’s
electoral lobby and amnesty international,
kindly offered information to the students of
MLC in the form of an information expo one
lunchtime.
Overall, the week was a great success and
the funds raised came to a total of $2,600.
We would like to give a huge thank you to
everyone who helped us, especially the
Reverend Wilson who was the backbone of
the week.
We look forward to continuing to fulfil our
aims of awareness and support in the MLC
community.
Bronwen Clements
and Rebecca Yik

(jJoLLEGIAN 97
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SRC
SRC in 1997 got off to a different start, whereby meetings were held during allocated tutorials
rather than after school.
This was designed to alleviate the problem of some

many discussions for SRC.

students who were unable to attend after school

through their SRC representatives indicated their

Each of the year groups

meetings. However, the meetings we did have were few

thoughts and opinions on the uniform. Many suggestions

and far between, not allowing for many in-depth

were brought up; such as a strong recommendation to
include a black v-neck jumper.

discussions to occur.

We had many open

discussions on this topical subject, looking at whether
What we hoped to achieve this year was to find solutions

the gold buttons were appropriate, whether the shorts

to all the problems raised. This was not as easy as it

were too boyish and how good the black stockings really

sounds.

For example, for the fourth time in as many

look! Although we may never get to see the complete

years, the Year 9's successfully followed their
predecessors in asking for a roof over their locker area;

uniform change, it has many benefits for future students.

their thoughts were “if we keep nagging, they’ll build it

Down to business
Each of the year groups inundated us with the usual

for us.” Good luck to them!

issues to be raised, like the toilets in Sumner House not
working, bells not working, etc. But thanks to our ever

SRC decided to focus on theft and lost property.
However, we could only really remind students of ‘pound’

reliable maintenance prefect, Bronwyn, these issues were

opening times, and to ask students to lock their valuable

soon discussed with the Business Manager, and if

items in their lockers or simply leave them at home. As

possible, fixed.

usual, stealing is a very delicate issue, but it will always
Although the SRC has not had many major achievements

go on and there is very little to prevent it.

this year, we have continued to liaise with the
administration to look at issues of stealing, lost property,

Recognition for captains
Amongst all the busy events this year, we managed to

new sports hats, the idea of an inter-school SRC, and

finally get the well deserved recognition for the House

bulletin and water fountain position.

sports and arts captains. This year, they were presented
with their badges, a small reminder of all the hard work

We would like to wish next year's SRC good luck; make

and dedication they do in organising sports carnivals,

sure you get organised early, as the year flies by!

choirs, mimes, Heather Lamont, etc. Next year, we are
hoping that recognition in the form of badges are made

Thanks also to our chairperson, Eleanor, and Mrs Rigden,

available for the ever busy House secretaries as well.

for their enthusiasm and guidance. All the best,

New uniform discussions
Jane Claringbold and Corrina Teakle

The introduction of the proposed new uniform sparked

The Chaplain Advisory Team (CAT)
Through the year, a group of enthusiastic students, from all years, has been assisting the Chaplain in his
endeavour to make Chapel a more enjoyable and exciting experience.
This team, consisting of representatives from each Year

The 1997 CAT

group, has met a number of times in each term to discuss

Year 8

Caitlin Woods, Adele Meagher, Emma Dye,

improved.

Year 9

Anne Davenport, Kate McDougall, Sherry

This has resulted in a direct channel through which

Year 10 (Terms 1 & 2)

various ways in which the chapel service can be

Natalie Tew

Limanata, Emma Rohrlach, Anna Stockley
feedback can be communicated between “Rev.” and the

Renee Meagher, Caroline Preuss, Jo

student body.

Stewart, Heather Wilson, Jessie Walia
Year 10 (Terms 3 & 4)

In addition, the CAT has responsibility for preparing the

Leanne Hassell, Barbara Abbott, Melissa

chapel for the daily worship service. Such an effort has

Herbert, Jesse Pearse, Ellen Della Bosca,

enabled chapel to run more smoothly than ever before.

Mary West
Year 11

Caroline Lindsey, Rebecca Kevill, Annabell

Year 12

Juliane de Pierres, Kristen Simmonds,

Mr Wilson is deeply appreciative of the goodwill and hard

Evens, Kirsty Nugent

work of the 1997 CAT. Thanks to all for contributing to
the life of the MLC community!

Catherine Finch, Sarah Derrett
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CHAPLAIN
ADVISORY
TEAM

Academic Extension Year 10

firstly need to bring items such as cotton wool, dish cloths,

This year’s academic extension students from Year
10 faced many challenges throughout the diverse
programme and tackled them with real enthusiasm.

foam and stockings.

Some groups ran into problems

when their parachutes got stuck on roofs and their
catapults flew three times around the room instead of
travelling the required distance of one metre!

Topics ranged from yoga and philosophy, to chemistry
and mathematics.

Philosophy allowed us to ask questions such as “Is this
marble fig real?”, “Did James Cook invent or discover

The first topic we explored was anatomy at UWA with
Professor Charles Oxnard. We explored the question of
human evolution and pondered things that could not be
found in school textbooks - ideas that are often distorted
because they differ from the common belief that we
evolved from apes.

Australia?’ and “Is a mirage real?” Heated discussions
developed as people argued for different points of view.
In the end, we realised we were all correct and teamed
up against our teacher, Felicity Haynes from UWA, and
asked her “What does REAL mean?”
Mathematics at Curtin University enabled us to tackle

Our next topic was chemistry with Mrs Lewis. This was
easily the most exciting topic of the programme. Activities
included playing with dry ice, making fireworks, creating
crystal gardens and blowing up balloons filled with
hydrogen and oxygen. This combination created a bomb
like blast with a great fireball rising into the air. Many
may remember the 15 explosions - students stopped
work, teachers ran out to help the suspected “victims”
and fingers were raised towards the fire alarms!

maths problems with our graphics calculators and drama
was a challenge for all as we had to step outside
ourselves and become someone else for an extended
period of time.
Academic Extension was a great opportunity for us to
expand our knowledge while having lots of fun in the
process. The donuts, McDonalds, biscuits and cook drink
made each lesson even more memorable, while also
giving us a shot of sugar to keep our brains active.

We then headed off to the Battye Library to be shown
howto investigate West Australian history. We all chose
a topic we were interested in before arriving, but most
ended up finding it a perfect place to team up and

Thanks must go to Mrs Jack for all her hard work and
dedication in organising this programme. Thanks, also,
to all our presenters from MLC, the universities and the
community.

research war history for our social studies’ assignments

Louise Jarrett

that were due in the next day!
At CSIROSEC we conducted a range of experiments and
then were free to roam around Scitech.
We experimented with a

Biology Camp - Year 12

wide range of sciencerelated
activities,

Tammin - the place sounds harmless and the journey

including

travelling

relaxing days strolling through the natural bush

through a smoker's lung

observing the beauty of life, at a casual pace, quickly

and

surfaced in our minds.

walking

cappuccino

down

strip

in

there from Perth is not so tedious. Images of a few

Tammin shattered these

images on arrival. Our activity level at Tammin turned

Fremantle on video.

out to be as intense as the summer sun.

Creative

Writing

The two groups of Year 12 students, in temperatures

followed, and here we

reaching 40 degrees, set up quadrates in many sites of

were able to write a short

natural bush. Following that, a 100m transect, detailing

passage on our inner-

every plant in a one metre radius along the measuring

self, then read it out to

tape, had to be completed through thick Allocasuarina

the group.

and Mallaleuca which were spaced approximately 1cm

Yoga was the first topic

to walk through the dense bush! Nevertheless, being

apart, so close together that it was practically impossible

Year 10 Academic Extension
group

for our newly extended group of 23, in Term 3.

We

stretched for a period of time, massaged each other and

avid biologists, we braved it all and persevered. An easy
first morning!

then performed relaxation and chanting. I am unsure of
some of the details as I was one of several students who

After immersing ourselves in the wonders of the native

managed to fall asleep!

flora we were able to start surveying the effect of land
degradation or desertification in the area. We witnessed

Physics with Mr Thomas was next on our agenda. We

acres of land ruined by cattle farming and the rising water

experimented with eggs and, to the surprise of some,

table underground.

we discovered that eggs do not always break when you

expanse of land ‘coloured’ white due to a thick crust of

catapult them and/or parachute them. But of course, you

salt forming and were subsequently not surprised to learn

We were amazed at the wide

that salinity is the major problem facing
West Australian farmers.
The second part of the camp was dedicated
to looking at the techniques that are being
used to solve the salinity problem and how
they work.

From our wandering in the

Tammin area, we realised that there are
many solutions and research into the salinity
issue that are in use. Land rehabilitation is
occurring through planting xenophitic or salt
tolerant species, which stops erosion and
can sparingly be used as crop fodder.
Imported species of trees from the
Year 12 students during their Biology camp

Mediterranean, Tagasaste, are being
planted on hili sides combined with deep
rooted native trees, such as Red Gum, to

EXCHANGE PROGRAMMES

stop the rising water table and so, salinity.
After viewing the problems and the
solutions, we could easily understand why
research is under way into understanding
the capabilities of the Australian soil and see

Kobe Exchange
Hello!

I’m Chiiko Ando, an exchange student from Japan.

As you know, I’m staying with Natalie Wroth

the benefits of native bush over farming

of MLC, Year 9. My life here in Australia, is

land.

In conclusion, apart from the 6am

very good; school, friends and family. I love

rises, many worksheets, the heat and flies,

them very much. Actually I miss Japan just

and the small dugite that made its home in

sometimes. However it’s not a big problem
for me.

our dormitories, the Tammin experience was
worthwhile and enjoyed by all. Thanks must
go to Mrs Palmer who organised the camp

My best experience in Australia was a long

and controlled us.

trip to Rottnest Island with my host family
and their big boat.
When I lived in Japan, I had never seen

Early Childhood
Studies

such a beautiful sea. I couldn’t say anything
when I saw the Rottnest sea for the first

The Year of ‘97 brought many exciting
excursions for the ECS class.
We were able to visit many different support
facilities for children and their parents,
including the Family Law Court, Marita Road
and Nedlands Day Care Centres and the
Cerebral Palsy Association.

We also

undertook work experience at the college’s
pre-primary centre. Our main assessment
included organising a play group for the preprimary students on three separate
occasions. Activities centred around animal
themes, including spiders, rabbits and
unusual pets.

Each session had to have

an organised craft/fine motor skill and gross
motor skill activity as well as a story on the
theme.
This year has brought a lot of enjoyment
and interaction with young children.

Our

thanks go to Ms Scott and Barclay House
staff for organising everything.
Emma, Hayley
and Kristen

time. Because, it was too beautiful for me.
Then, we went swimming, fishing and
catching lobsters ... I could do whatever I
wanted to do. Never did I dream that I could
see such a beautiful sea.

Rottnest Island

was like heaven for me. I have done scuba
lessons here with Marine Studies class
mates,

i dream that someday I may do

scuba diving at Rottnest.

Chiiko enjoying the fishing at Rottnest
again. Also, I really hope that all my friends’
dreams come true!!
See you soon. Thank you very much for
having me.

Relationship with Australia

Chiiko Ando

During my exchange student life here, I’m
beginning to make up my mind about what
I would like to do in the future. When I go
back to Japan, I have to finish high school.
Then I'd like to go to university to study
history or law with a third language.
Because, I’d like to know more and more
about the relationship between Japan and

Japanese Exchange
I really like this country and my friends
in Australia. I think I have many friends
here. All of them are really nice and I
like them.

Australia. These studies are very interesting
and educational. Anyway, I’m sure that I’ll
have to study very hard.

I’ll try to do my

best. Also, after finishing high school, I want
to come back here to see family and friends.
Finally, I hope that we can see each other

At first I was scared to talk to them because
I knew that my English was not good. I think
I was very foolish. I shouldn’t have thought
like that. I came here to learn English, make
many friends and experience lots of things.
Even if I couldn’t speak English well, that
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was not as embarrassing as I thought. After
awhile I realized that I have been trying to
speak and not to worry about everything.
All my friends are important to me. Thanks
to them. I am having a very good time here.
After I go back to Japan, I will miss my
friends here and Australia very much. I want
to come back here to see them. I would
like to say thank you very much to
everybody. I am very happy!!
Keiko Mori

German Exchange
When will I stop thinking about my
experiences in Deutschland? Well,
probably never. The memories of all the
places I visited and the people I met will
always be planted firmly in my mind.
Over nearly three months, from November
‘96 to January ‘97, I visited a total of thirty
cities in and around the country I now call
my second home, Germany. However,
much of this period I spent living with a
family, much like my own, in a city on the
north coast of Germany, called Lubeck. The
city, with a slightly smaller population than
Perth, and built (in some parts) in the
tradition German Fachwerk style, was
intriguing in its eclectic fusion of the
conventional and modern, an aspect of
Germany that can be clearly seen after
observing the people and their lifestyle for
a period of time.
A country that has been under close scrutiny
in the past century through its involvement
in world affairs, Germany’s blend of different
nationalities that comprise its culture
becomes apparent through living with its
people. I found many differences in lifestyle
while living with my host family in Lubeck,
but, overwhelmingly, the similarities. For a
people whose language and culture
appears to be so very different, underneath
was incredibly like my own.
During my stay, which was kindly provided
for by my host family in Lubeck, and the
airfares and some travel, by my generous
sponsors Western Mining and the Society
for German-Australian Scholarship
Students, my group (which was mainly
students from Melbourne and Sydney) were
taken on an ‘educational’ tour of the cities
of Bonn and Berlin. This was an expressed
desire of the Societies, as they wished to
give us the opportunity to view the
government and parliamentary aspect of
Germany up close. Most interestingly, we

viewed
the
aftermath of the
change in capital
cities, from Bonn,
named capital
after the WWII, to
its former capital
Berlin. Imagine if
our capital cities
were to change
from Canberra to
Sydney. Now its
only real claim to
fame is it was
Beethoven’s
birthplace.

and palace gardens. I found the dialect in
this part of Germany very difficult to
understand, as it is quite different to the
“Hochdeutsch” we learn at school.

Berlin, however,
is a veritable
bee’s hive of
activity. Being
able to see such
landmarks as the
Year 12 student,
Brandenburg
Amanda Hos, on her
Gate and the
German Exchange
Castle
Sanssouci, just outside Berlin, was an incredible
opportunity. I will never forget the amazing
places I visited, nor the friendliness and
hospitality of the German people, and their
willingness to accept me into their lives and
help me overcome any difficulties I may
have had with their language. Needless to
say, my grasp of the German language was
much increased, both in written and oral
skills. Having been able to spend so much
time absorbing another country’s culture, I
feel truly enriched. And to any prospective
travellers: including Germany in your travels
is most definitely worth your while.

Dresden is in the eastern part of Germany
and was quite different. Because I was
staying in a big city, I saw less beautiful
countryside, but more amazing historic
buildings, including the Zwinger and the
Semper Opera House. Dresden is famous
for its porcelain which is actually
manufactured in the nearby down of
Neissen. The castles of Pillnitz and
Montzburg were also fascinating and very
large, both belonging to King Augustus II.
Many of the buildings in Dresden had
suffered severe bombings in WWII and are
presently under restoration. It is very
common to find a new apartment block built
right next to an ancient church or town hall.
The Dresden dialect is much easier to
understand than that of the western
Germans.
I learnt a lot about Germany’s history, its
culture and people on this trip. It also
improved my understanding of the language
and created many new friendships. I intend
to keep up a correspondence with both my
friend in Bonfeld and my pen-friend in
Dresden.
Anna Macoboy

Amanda Hos

German Exchange
In the July holidays, I travelled alone to
Germany for 17 days.
I stayed with two families, one in Dresden
and one in Bonfeld, a village near
Heidelberg. Both families were lovely and
my pen-friend, whom I met for the first time
and stayed with in Dresden, has now
become a close friend. The area around
Bonfeld (which is in western Germany) is
very beautiful, with many hills, valleys,
forests, lakes and fields of sunflowers. In
the nearby towns of Heidelberg, Heilbronn,
Ludwigsberg, Guttenberg and Bad
Wimpfen, there are many famous castles
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Anna Macoboy in Berlin

L'exchange a La Reunion:
Reunion Island Exchange

knowing what to expect from the next ten
days.

2)

(in case a lone mouse decided to

On the 29th June, 66 students from
Western Australia left Perth International
airport to spend a month in Reunion
Island.
Although Reunion is a department of

not putting mattresses on the floors
and sleeping with our mouths open

Our first three days were spent at the beach,
fishing, swimming, exploring the reefs,
taking walks to the mangroves or up Yardie
Creek, or snorkelling in Ningaloo Reef. The
weather was beautiful and the sights
magnificent.

run across our face!)
The hundreds of kangaroos at Wellington
Mills proved to be a challenging obstacle.
These “assassins” would chase you if you

France, it is found in between Mauritius and

had food and attack. At night we would walk

Madagascar.

into them when they blocked our path (then

It is full of many different

We knew that in all this fun and relaxation

cultures as the people come from many

we were really just preparing ourselves for

different backgrounds.

the days that lay ahead. This was when
the real challenge started. The next three
days were spent navigating ourselves right

they growled). Others found, while walking
along the path at night, that the ‘friend’ they
had been talking to for the last 10 minutes
was actually a kangaroo!

across the North-West range, from one side
We visited dairy farms near Donnybrook and

of the cape to the other.

the coal mine at Collie. These excursions
There were some hard times, with pain and
tears, but for the feeling of achievement
when we reached the end, it was worth it.
Everyone had different experiences during

created copious amounts of work, keeping
us up till 2am trying to finish our booklets
(which were about as thick as the Yellow
Pages).

those few days, camping out on the range
alongside the beautiful gorges, but we all
We left Perth at 1.45am, finally arriving in

knew those experiences will never be

Mauritius seven hours later.

forgotten.

We soon

We also went to Bunbury (semi-civilisation)
and numerous small towns (pop. 5). No ball
partner potential.

boarded the little plane to Reunion, all of
us mixed with anxiety and excitement. In

When the walk was finished, the rest of our

less than half an hour, we saw out of our

camp was spent going caving, rock climbing

windows a stunning view of a mountainous

and abseiling. One afternoon we did the

island. As we walked out nervously to be

Charles Knife walk. In places the path was

collected by our host families, our French

so thin, with steep drops either side, that

was suddenly erased from our minds.
Flowever, it took no time at all until we were

we felt like crawling along on our hands and

We arrived home on Saturday, the 3rd of
May, much relieved to leave Kangaroos,
mice and cockroaches (?????? violent
bashing) behind.
Thanks to Mr Row and Mr Oxnam for their
time and effort.

knees.

comfortable with our host families and the
French language.

Frances George
and Clare Southee

Our final night was spent out on solo,
reflecting on the camp. From our own spots

It was only a week until we all saw each
other at the Les Makes camp where we
spent four days of fun camping in the
mountains and climbing a volcano.

up on the hill most of us watched the sunrise
over the ocean, an appropriate finish to this
amazing camp.

INSTEP

We

made many new friends over the four days
so it was hard to part with the group again.
Flowever, the next few weeks were full of

Thanks must go to Fiona, Julie and Greg

1997 is the second year that MLC has

and, especially, to Sarah for this wonderful

participated in the INSTEP programme.

opportunity.

adventure and fun. We spent plenty of time

Rebecca Ovens

This year, twenty one Year 11 and 12

at the beach, shopping at the markets,

students have experienced a wide variety

going to the beautiful mountains and having

of work places, including the Perth Wildcat’s

fun at the Reunion nightclubs.

office, Jarrah Collectables and The Flyogo

The month ended too quickly and on the
25th of July it was time to head back home.
There were many tears at the airport, as
many close friendships had been made and
we didn't want to leave the beautiful island
of Reunion.

Geography Camp
- Year 12
The 1 st of May brought with it departure for
Year 12 geographers.

Cultural Centre. INSTEP is a school subject
and students are assessed by an industry
trainer supervisor on a variety of skills that
suit their placement.

Our destination?

We stopped at various

The new students that join INSTEP

points along the way to make observations

participate in an induction over two days

Wellington Mills.

in relation to the South-West study region.

(this year it was held at The Esplanade FHotel
in Fremantle). The induction allows the

Exmouth Expedition
On July 10 this year, 14 Year 10’s
boarded a bus headed for Exmouth, the
second of two camps, none of us really

Upon arrival at Wellington Mills (many, many

students to gain a better understanding of

hours later) we were warned about the mouse

the programme and also receive useful and

plague with emphasis on:
1)
keeping food on a table AWAY from

interesting information from people such as

walls.

Claire Leech (Personnel Manager at The
Esplanade Hotel) and Cal Bruton.
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Cultural Festival. It is similar to Heather
Lamont at MLC, with performances by the
students. Kobe College is a girls’ school
situated on top of a mountain surrounded
by a forest. It was very large and beautiful.
There was a bakery and cafeteria that sold
delicious muffins, rolls, ice-creams and
pastries. These two places became very
popular with the MLC girls during our stay.
We caught the trains to school, which was
an interesting experience, especially during
rush hour when people are squashed
together and unable to move or even
breathe.
INSTEP student, Carolina Garcia with
Cal Bruton

A new addition to the INSTEP programme
is the Myer Training Programme. To be
accepted, the students are required to
attend an interview and submit a portfolio
and once they are accepted they are then
placed in one of the three Myer outlets
around the metropolitan area. Every
second Wednesday, the students go to
TAFE to gain extra theory and accreditation
of retail subjects. The students have learnt
a huge variety of important skills that will
be useful if they work in the retail industry,
including, using a cash register, stock
recording, customer service and designing
the displays in the store. At the end of the
programme, the students are guaranteed a
part-time or full-time position at Myer.
The INSTEP programme allows students,
who are unsure of what area of employment
they would like to go into in the future, to
gain hands-on experience and to see what
opportunities exist in the workforce.
Kate Downie
and Carolina Garcia

Japanese Tour

We went to a paper making factory, where
we made paper using the traditional
Japanese method. One day was spent in
Kyoto, an ancient town with many beautiful
temples and shrines. We also saw the
famous Golden Pavilion, which was a
spectacular sight.
We visited a private boys’ school called
Hotoku Gakuen, which is a very famous
sporting school, renowned for its sumo
wrestling and baseball. Several girls
attempted a traditional form of archery, but
soon realised it was much harder than it
looked. The entire group was stared at by
all the boys, something which we would
have to get used to throughout our trip. It
seems Gaijins (foreigners) are a source of
amusement in Japan. Some Japanese
people even asked us to have shashin
(photos) with them.
Most of our group stayed in very small
houses and apartments, which took a bit of
getting used to. There are millions of people
crammed into a small country, so all the
houses and roads are very skinny to
accommodate so many people. The toilets
with heated seats, bidets, and a sink and
tap on top of the toilets that turned on when
flushed were an interesting novelty. Most

of our families fed us Japanese food such
as sashimi (raw fish), sushi, miso soup, rice
and noodles. Several people did not find
Japanese food appealing and stuck to
McDonalds and other fast food restaurants.
McDonalds can be found on almost every
street in the cities, especially in Tokyo.
During the second week, we drank green
tea in a traditional Tea Ceremony and
attended a Japanese calligraphy class. On
the 30th, Kobe College had their annual
Sports Day, which we watched and played
a few games. Each year group performs a
dance using pompons or similar. The effect
is amazing, with fantastic costumes and
choreography.
Before we left Kobe for the last week of our
trip, a woman named Ms Koko Kondo, a
survivor of the atomic bomb in Hiroshima in
1945, spoke to us about her life and her
efforts to never let war cause terrible
destruction and suffering again.
After saying sad farewells to our wonderful
host families and sisters, we boarded a
Skinkansen (extremely fast bullet train) to
Miyajima, where we stayed on a picturesque
island and experienced our first public bath.
We were expected to bathe naked, but we
were a bit shy and awkward at first.
The last part of our Japanese trip was spent
in Tokyo, a gigantic bustling city with the
population of Australia.
We arrived back in Perth on the 11th
October. Our entire group enjoyed the three
week trip and we will never forget the many
memorable experiences, the friends we met
and places we visited. It was an invaluable
journey to gain exposure into the intriguing
culture and people of Japan.

"
Mbs.

On the 21st of September, the 1997
Japanese Tour Group met at Perth
Domestic terminal to fly to Osaka via
Sydney.
The group consisted of twelve Year 10’s,
three Year 11's, Ms Jan Hutchison and Ms
Sarah Fletcher. Once we arrived in Osaka,
we were met by our host families and taken
to our separate houses where we would be
staying for two weeks.

mm?

The next day we went to Kobe College (our
sister school) where they had their Viva!

MLC students and staff on tour in Japan
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Catherine Cook

Orange Ribbon Campaign
This year, there has been much controversy over multi-culturalism in Australia. With all the media attention, a surprising number of
people have come forward opposed to multi-culturalism.
As a result, many Australian residents from

ii)

It is unclear whether

iii)

Recognise

there has actually been an increase in

Aboriginal people

racism or whether people have felt more

as

encouraged to express their prejudice.

inhabitants of this

the

original

Seeing the effect this new wave of racism

land and support

has had on people we, Mrs Jack's Year 9

them

English class, decided to voice our opinion

rebuild

and show that we support the diversity of

community

people in Australia.

culture.
iv)

as

they
their
and

Support community

When first discussing the situation we were

leadership that is

sceptical that we could make any difference.

based on commun

We are unable to vote and therefore felt we
were powerless. Mrs Jack was determined
to show us this was not the case and so

.fe |, f m

cultures with respect.

had to face more antagonism from racially
prejudiced people.

Treat people from
all nationalities and

different racial backgrounds have suddenly

v)

Left to right: Miranda Smith, Kate McDougall, Jessica
Alcock, Chloe Bradley-Meyers, Amanda Meldrum (Year 9)

ication, negotiation and compromise.

encouraged to take one.

Have a pride in Australia as a unique

success and so we decided to take it a step

country with a unique culture.

further. Letters were sent to all the other
independent schools in Perth.

she told us about a comment she had read
in a magazine. A man had suggested that

It was a great

The idea may seem simple but there was

there should be a day when people wore a

much work involved. A meeting was called

What we have done may not have caused

ribbon to support multi-culturism.

for students from all of Mrs Jack's classes

world wide publicity or even national

and volunteers were allocated different

publicity but we have taken a stand and

tasks to do over the holidays.

These

stood up for what we believe in. If everyone

We decided that if we were going to present

included cutting up and making the ribbons,

stayed quiet, believing they would not make

the orange ribbons at assembly, we first

and making posters which would be hung

a big enough impact, they would never

needed a clear definition of what they stood

around the school to encourage people to

achieve anything.

for. After much discussion and numerous

wear the ribbons. A speech needed to be

We

grasped the idea with much enthusiasm.

ideas, we were able to formulate the

written for assembly and so Year 12, Fiona

By taking the first step we will hopefully

following manifesto.

Bolas, was given this task.

encourage others to follow, but no matter

Wearing an orange ribbon means you:

Eventually it was time to bring forward the

i)

Strive for equality while celebrating

idea at assembly. Containers of the ribbons

diversity.

were passed around and people were

what the outcome is, we have contributed
towards support for racial harmony.
Siobhan Finn

Prometheans
Each and every Year group has a selection of people prepared to fight to the death for what they believe.
People prepared to argue their point-of-view

Promethean Society of 1997.

regardless of their obvious minority, to

definition of beauty? All our discussions
were enthusiastic and spirited and

debate a point no matter how trivial or all-

Our topics ranged from “gunk” to beauty and

everybody had the opportunity to share their

encompassing for hours on end.

This

our guest speakers from the esteemed

views. Thanks must go to the Rev’d Wilson

outspoken minority from Year 12 MLC was

Veronica Brady to Mr Roberts, the head of

and Mr Brown for their help in organising

gathered together with their equal opposites

music at Scotch College. The questions

Prom. 1997 and to the guest speakers who

(from the Scotch College Year 12’s), and

raised and debated included: How do we

brought intelligence and insight to our

this raucous, volatile group of 30 articulate

decrease the population? Do females or

debates.

and eager 16 and 17 year olds formed the

males have more gunk? And what is the

Heather Millar

PROMETHEANS’ SOCIETY
Second row: Claire McGregor, Annable
Gray, Heather Millar, Sally
Jasper, the Rev’d Hollis
Wilson, Joanne Hooper,
Marilyn Longwood, Juliane
de Pierres, Clare Southee
Front row:

Jemma Holt, Vicki Kor, Anna
Slowiak, Elizabeth Imrie,
Mayli Foong, Nurjehan
Mohamed, Asha James

Small Business Day

Young Achievers

The culmination of many hours of hard work was
evident on Thursday 18 September which was Small
Business Day.

FakeYaFur - “Fabulously Fantastic Fake Feral Fur
Fantasies” is how the 1997 MLC Young Achievement
Company came to be known.

As part of Year 10 Commerce, students establish
small business partnerships and participate in many
of the experiences which are all part of running a
business in the commercial world. The groups
conducted market research to ensure that the
products they decided to manufacture and sell
would be acceptable both in quality and price.

A group of twenty girls from Year 11, formed a company
in March which they would run by themselves for a period
of twenty-four weeks. Firstly, we had to decide on a
product - furry stationery, and from that we decided on
the name FakeYaFur.
The Young Achievement programme is a competition to
try and give the young business people of the future some
experience in running a real company. Along with a group
of advisors, all of whom are family and friends of the MLC
community, we created our business. We produced a
range of products that was completely environmentally
friendly, using synthetic fur and 100% recycled paper. We
sold large, index and small books and pencil sharpeners,
covered in fur, and pencil cases made from the same
material. Due to successful marketing strategies, our two
big selling opportunities at the Open Day and the YATrade
Fair were very successful. Our books were also being
sold at Bookcaffe in Swanbourne, and etcetera in
Claremont. We had several articles written about us in
the local newspapers. When we first began the company,
we decided on a structure that was less of a hierarchy, to
allow the responsibility to be shared more evenly and this
enabled us to work more effectively as a team. FakeYaFur
achieved points in many areas of the competition. Three
of the girls also entered into the Young Businessperson
of the Year competition, with Becky Kevill reaching the
finals.

The Resource Centre displays attracted enormous
interest and many products were sold through
orders. These included decorated pots, a range of
different pencil cases or bags, tie dyed sarongs, jewellery,
recycled stationery and fish in tanks. The foyer of Hadley
Hall was the venue for the Small Business Day Market
and the crowds thronged around the various stalls.
Year 10 Commerce

Year 12 Ball
From about half way through first term, the Ball
became the favoured topic of conversation for the
Year 12’s, with limousine bookings, shoe shopping
and dress drawing taking up vast amounts of private
study time.
As the day drew closer “Who are you
taking?” became the mantra of the common

Overall, it has been a very successful year and all of us
will walk away better people for the experience. We learnt
a great deal about working as a team, and functioning as
a company. It has provided a valuable insight into the
world of business and it was also great fun! A big thank
you to our wonderful advisors.

room inhabitants. We received various
lectures on what we could and couldn't do,
but despite all this ignored the core concept
of these lectures - the AFTERS!! However
our plans were foiled and after much
bargaining between the prefects and Ms

Rebecca Kevill

Nadebaum, we were allowed to have only
small private gatherings, in which we could ‘wind down’
from the Ball for an hour or two.
But after all the trials and tribulations of the lead up to
the Ball, the night finally arrived.

Even after being

constantly advised (“Would you stop talking about the
Ball!!”) not to build the Ball up to huge heights, we
were surprised as the Ball was better than we had
previously anticipated.
The first trial of the night was introducing ourselves
and our partners to Ms Nadebaum.

When the food

arrived there was much discussion as to what was in
each dish, but most jumped in feet first and tried it
YOUNG ACHIEVERS

anyway (a result of a 48 hour fast). Thanks must go to
Eleanor and the Ball committee, Mrs Shepherd and Mrs

Third row:

Sally Lay, Susanna Hanger, Louise Troy, Becky Kevill,
Jane Macdonald, Claire Evans
Second row: Julie Saunders, Emma Davies, Tracey Brown, Jessica
Salter, Libby Hodge, Nicole Sly
Front row:
Emily Williams, Katherine Dean, Johanna Thompson,
Anthea Connor, Amber Marshall, Nelly Yeo
Absent:
Hazlyn Wahab, Annabel Evans

Rigden for the effort that they all contributed to making
our Year 12 Ball a huge success.
Claire McGregor and Amy Piesse
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ORIGINALS
These I Have Loved

Esme
II

Skate boarding and ice hockey,
Knocking players against walls, and getting penalised for it;

She lies alone, without a care in the world, in a field of flowers,
the gentle poppies bowing their heads in the afternoon
breeze.......

Learning surfing, especially during storms; horror movies with
Their unconvincing scenes; and my pet boa;
Drowning; and yelling, "Point of information!" during debates;

"Wake up Jo, you've got 20 minutes to get dressed, eat breakfast
and have a shower. We're going to Grandma's."
"Do we have to go? I've got so much homework to do."
Mrs Richardson sighs, sitting on the edge of her daughter's bed.
"She had been looking forward to having us visit her for over a
week and it has been more than a month since we last saw her.
Jo, you know she won't be around for much longer and I think it
would be nice to go and see her."
"It seems such a waste, though, driving for four hours just to sit
at her house eating cake until you feel sick, while she rattles on
about a potplant or something. Besides, Dad doesn't have to go
so why do I?"
"You know they don't get on. If he comes it will be a complete
waste of time. She'll spend the whole time criticizing him and...."
"But if he doesn't come she'll spend the whole time criticizing
me! 'Please sit properly dear, the way you are sitting is most
uncouth. When I was your age, Josephine, I never sat with my
legs apart,' or 'when I was a young girl it was terribly rude to
eat with one's fingers.' Besides, Mum she complains about you
as well. I don't think the old bag even likes ...."
"Jo that is enough,' snaps her mother exasperatedly. "She is old
and she can be critical but she is my mother. You will be old as
well one day and I doubt you would like your grandchildren
speaking of you the way you talk about Grandma, would you?"
"No," sighs Jo, "but I would be nice. I wouldn't criticize
everything they did. Come on mum, what about last time when
she wouldn't stop complaining that you weren't strict enough
with me. You didn't enjoy that did you?"
"She loves you Jo. She just wants what is best for you."
"I know, it's just, well, do we have to go today?"
"Well I think ..."
"It would be such a nice day for going to the beach."
"Oh Jo ..."
"The sales are on at the moment in town. Maybe we could go
for a swim and then, in the afternoon go shopping. I'd love to
go shopping today, and you said you wanted to get some new
towels."
"I did but..."
"And we should take something when we go to Grandma's.
Maybe if we went to the sales today we could get her
something?"
"Yes, that would be nice .... but..."
"Well if we are going to Grandma's you'll need to wear something
else. Remember when she told you that dress reminded her of a
corset she used to have?"
"It is a beautiful day outside," says Jo's mum, looking out the
window to hide her embarrassment. "It would be such a shame
not to go to the beach on a day like this, and if we go on to Mum's
there won't be time for a swim."
"She's understand, nobody wants to waste a day like this driving
along a dirt track."
Sighing, Mrs Richardson stands up and turns to face her
daughter.
"She won't be that upset will she?" she asks, although she really
knows the answer.
"Course not mum, she's probably already forgotten,' Jo quickly
replies smiling.

And dissecting pigs' hearts during biology lessons;

•

And potential muggers, the stunned expression they have
When the tables turn on them in dark alleyways;
Dogs, especially of the stray variety, unspoiled by
Diets of meat; and the salty taste of
My blood; benzoyl peroxide; socials with their 'blaring'
Music and lights; black clothes; knights who
Don't rescue princesses from faraway castles;
The laughter of a hyena; heavy metal music;
Blackouts during hazardous night-time thunderstorms, and my love His eyes with snaky-pupilled contacts,
His height, and his voice like chilly draughts
Through a cemetery and his rough kiss..

Ashwini Arumugaswamy (Year 9)

Rainforest Chimerical
Green trees spread overhead like crushed velvet.
Birds create a cacophony of sounds, like a symphony
playing in different keys - all different but somehow
fitting perfectly into the scene of restful imagination
that is my mind.
Flowers - pinks, purples, reds, yellows - decorate the
picture I am creating, but a dark shadow, coming from
the depth of my mind; coming without a sound to cover
like liquid my idyllic fantasy, makes me stop - pause to
think what will happen to this rainforest if it were true.
What had been happening to forests all around this
great Southern land.

TiCkEt To DeAtH
all it tc
was

one p/|
it was
■

Destruction -1 hiss and spit this word out like a sour

end you

lime that has passed my lips. Destruction - the foul

$60

word - brings a message of death and mutilation to the
earth.
Men are employed to cut down trees and rid the world
of their beauty - why?
Paper (it is screamed to me daily). Books, tissues,
toilet paper, more books, school books, newspapers,
boxes, cartons, presents, life...nothing can replace life,

and trees give it. Waste is a waste of time!
I rush around my dream in a blaze of oblivion, only
seeing the task put before me - RID THE WORLD OF
DESTRUCTION, even if it means the destruction of
self.
I emerge, refreshed, reinspired. I have a purpose in
life and I intend to succeed. I carry my rainforest in my
mind, and the world of encouragement and anger
burnt in my brain. As I walk towards my goal I hear

She sits on the front porch, waiting. Where are they? She is sure
that are coming today and the cakes will be getting cold.
"They'll be here soon Oscar,' she says, patting the old ginger
cat, "they'll come.."
Siobhan Finn (Year 9)
(3rd place in "The West Australian" writing competition)

that word that spurs me on echoing - destruction...
Annabel Hay
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(Tear 10)
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A 90th birthday celebration! How exciting! Girls at Barclay House just love birthday parties! And so with the
new school year we knew that not only would we all enjoy the wonder and awe of new learning experiences but
we would also be part of a very special year' MLC's 90th birthday.
1997 is a year to remember!

BARCLAY
HOUSE

A special focus on our Year
2 students began with the

We welcomed over 60 new families to Barclay House

realisation that these girls

and our enrolment from Kindergarten to Year 7 was 248.

will be our Year 12’s in the
Centenary Year.

We also welcomed Miss Anne Lewis to our early
childhood team and Mr Chris Warne who took the Year 5
class for the year.

Subsequently the Year 2's

Mrs Caralyn La Grange joined the staff as .4 Education

the reunion of students

Support teacher, Joanne O’Connor After School Care

who attended MLC 50

Supervisor and Karina Duff her assistant.

years or more ago and in

performed a ballet piece at

Leonie Drew
(Head of the Junior School)

Term 3 all Year 2's were
interviewed in depth and

Both Mrs Daventry and Mr Taylor enjoyed a term of long
service leave and Mrs Veronica Guidera took these

photos, memorabilia and

classes during the year.

their responses have been
Year 2 students performing
at the 90th Anniversary
Reunion

Facilities and Resources
During the summer vacation Barclay House had roofing

stored to be opened in our
100th year!

sections and troublesome gutters replaced. The old
building was given a coat of paint and is now a fresh

Special Events

white.

In March we held two very
successful

The internal courtyard between the old and new wings

and

enjoyable

swimming carnivals, in which all

of Barclay was redesigned and paved to provide a

students from Kindergarten to

functional and aesthetically pleasant area for the girls.

Year 7 participated. This was the

Sails were installed to provide much needed protection

first year that the carnival was

from the sun. This material was also used to provide

split K - 3 one morning and the

shade over the sandpit and play equipment areas.

Year 4 - 7 the next day and it is a
model we will use again next

The Ladies' Auxiliary purchased potted plants and

year.

outdoor furniture for the courtyard and azaleas and ferns
have been planted in the garden beds.

Open Day and the International
Food Festival brought hundreds
and hundreds of visitors to our
school. We proudly opened our classroom doors and
invited guests to join us in “hands on” classroom
experiences.

It was good to see Mums and Dads

The pottery demonstration
was a favourite with
Open Day visitors.

contributing to the birthday banner, puppet plays, face
painting, woodwork, science activities, maths puzzles,

7

surfing the net, joining in the music performance and
generally “learning by doing”.

Oliver, the 1997 college production, was a fantastic
opportunity for Year 7’s to participate with senior school
students and boys from Christ Church Grammar School.
The junior school students delighted in their roles as

Year 1 students plant the shrubs
donated by the Ladies' Auxiliary

orphans and learnt a tremendous amount during the
process. It was certainly an event to remember!

Concert preparation commences at the beginning of the
year. The ideas and concepts are explored and a theme

With money presented by Per Ardua we have been able

evolves. This year we reflected on MLC’s past looking

to have a history of Barclay House in photos assembled

at the first thirty years of college life.

by Archives. This prized possession is available to peruse
in the foyer area. It provides us with an opportunity to

Music and activities of the day were presented and

remember and to learn about Barclay House and the

classes worked with Jenny Timms the College Archivist

people who helped make her what she is today.

to find authentic quotes and documentation to
The annual church sen/ice was another day to remember.

substantiate the college life of the past.
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Junior school students
held their own
90th birthday party
for MLC with
cards, hats and cake.

The Revd Dr Geoff Hadley, a former

of the 90th birthday as a focus for learning.

up days and “being there” older day

Principal of MLC, joined with The Revd

Year 3 looked in depth at communities and

experiences have been highlights.

Wilson to lead us in worship. The theme of

change in the learning area, society and the

his sermon focusing very clearly on MLC's

environment.

A birthday party for a child isn't a party

age was a pondering on the age old
question, “Older and Wiser?”.

without a cake and balloons! At a special
The building foundation stones around the

assembly in Term 4 Barclay House students

school have been explored and even orders

sang the school song, sang Happy Birthday

Barclay classes collected money for various

of service “of the day” have been read and

MLC and celebrated with a huge birthday

Uniting Church Caring Agencies and this

used in class.

cake and of course green and gold balloons!

was once again presented during the

grandparents and the Claremont Museum,

offertory.

the Year 3’s have looked at life 90 years

With the assistance of

ago, when their great, great grandparents
During the year all classes have made use

It was a memorable day.
1997 was indeed a year to remember!
Leonie Drew

lived and each decade since then. Dress

»f

Year 6 camp at Rottnest

Science comes alive in the classroom

MLC’s 90th Birthday cake was enjoyed by all
Barclay students

Performing at Open Day and on stage during the Heather Lamont Festival

Left: Grandparents' Day and above checking the score during the inter-House athletics

•
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ATHENS - BARCLAY HOUSE
Amaya Courtis, Tonja Bullock, Nicola Daynes, Jacqueline Ball, Suzanne Fisher, Lucy Marks, Gemma Gartrell, Tara Jones
Mrs Jan Guilfoyle, Breigh Gairns, Alexandra Smith, Madeleine Pope, Stephanie Crockett, Philippa Onley, Emily Glass, Anna Fogarty, Chrystal Chee, Emma
Williams, Mrs Diane Spina
Second row: Rebecca Loo, Sarah Murchison, Alyssa Foley, Patricia Susilo, Sally Whitmore, Ashleigh Hutchinson, Michelle Goodwin, Lara Bertilino-Green, Louise Murray,
Olivia Cornelius, Elise Duncan, Laura Hutchinson
Allyson Butler, Alexandra Smith, Claire Beckett, Brittany Burton, Astrid Nielsen, Kristine Chan, Kate McCormack, Anjana Balakumar, Brittany Pope
Front row:
Absent:
Kristy Petroff, Vanessa Pope

Fourth row:
Third row:

a a §

CORINTH - BARCLAY HOUSE
Fourth row:
Third row:

Anna Sweetingham, Georgia Averbuj, Tina Williams, Josie McKeown, Krystal Fowler, Alexandra Bagios, Phillipa Tompson, Alisa Lagrange, Katie Williams
Marina Bradley-Meyers, Louisa Dawkins, Alisia Lampropoulos, Kirsten Littlewood, Jessica Cribbon, Holly Cruse, Holly Jewkes, Greta Etherington, Elana Lloyd
Grunberg, Emma Fergusson
Second row: Mrs Caralyn Lagrange, Lisa Chamberlain, Sasha Brasnett, Rebecca Jewkes, Jenise Camarda, Melissa Cheah, Su-Lin Chan, Sophie Gammell, Sarah-Ann
Loh, Zoe Smith, Sarah Porter, Miss Nicola Davis
Front row:
Kate Prendergast, Melissa Trinsall, JoAnna Watkins, Elizabeth Chiam, Zoe Huitenga, Mr Chris Warne, Hillary Low, Amy Prendergast, Rebecca Porter, Natalie
Law, Sumay Chan
Absent:
Elizabeth Thomas, Emma Jewkes
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OLYMPIA - BARCLAY HOUSE
Kaitrin McNamara, Miranda Williams, Porcia Maley, Anne Salter, Alexandra Pine, Jennifer Stevens, Sophie Johnston, Kathryn Pullinger
Mrs Ruth Jones, Ayako Nomura, Clare Jackson, Mimi Leith, Elizabeth Mussared, Andrew Meyerowitz, Li-xia Tan, Elise Rechichi, Lydia van Heurck, Kathryn
Sutherland, Mrs Wendie McKenzie
Second row: Mandy Low, Jacqueline Davidson, Jasmine Low, Susannah Shields, Rebecca Mitchell, Amanda Thomas, Frances Quick, Alexandra Milne, Anna Williams, Jessica
McCallum, Holly Morrow, Ingrid Purich
Sophie Morrow, Scarlet Ng, Sarah Mitchell, Rebecca Colvin, Elizabeth Sutherland, Brooke Gosling, Sarah Ng, Katherine Colvin, Iona Phillips
Front row:
Seated:
Jessica Mitchell, Stephanie Sim, Laura Davidson
Absent:
Sarah Cochran
Fourth row:
Third row:
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ROME - BARCLAY HOUSE

Dhari Vij, Sita Vij, Sally Watkins, Pia Drummond, Sophie Lee, Megan O’Shannassy, Alexandra Turner, Emily House, Annaliese Mason
Miss Anne Lewis, Emma Lewis, Elle Drummond, Emma Hall, Natalia McManus, Bianca Hardie, Amy Kwan, Lauren White, Janna Di-Lallo, Pirrie Moffat,
Emma Gillingham, Mr Brian Taylor
Jordyn
Colquhoun, Sarah Collin, Annabelle Revie, Jessica Barron, Alison McCutcheon, Nicole Gibbs, Megan Storer, Brooke Thomas, Louise Williams,
Second row:
Harriet Hay, Emily Robb, Sally Grauaug
Lauren Gibbons, Erin McLean, Sarah McNutt, Jenna Ong, Holly McLean, Ashleigh Gibbs, Marguerita Kwek, Sam Stoner, Sheena Ong
Front row:
Fourth row:
Third row:
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SPARTA - BARCLAY HOUSE
Anna Longwood, Lise Fievez, Emma Johnsen, Katie Jones, Paola Harvey, Jacqueline Ives, Lauren Todhunter, Alexandra Edwards, Sarah Holt
Frances Rote, Kay Lim, Felicity Lemon, Julia Rhodes, Sarah Jeffery, Kathryn Clements, Zoe Fidzewicz, Jane Wong, Julia Mansfield, Mrs Nancy Rhodes, Mrs
Peggy Hutchinson
Second row: Miss Robyn Wager, Chrystal Avis, Apiramy Namasivayam, Claire Williams, Tibbie Galbraith, Simone Stewart, Roberta Nagle, Che Pilling, Gemma Cowan,
Eloise Nagle, Emily Murray, Stephanie Thamrin
Front row:
Caitlin Ford, Michelle Chu, Saan Pilling, Rachel Caldwell, Georgina Pearce, Christie Cameron, Eleanor Stockley, Maureen Krasnoff, Jade Avis
Absent:
Ellen Hooke, Zandra Gray, Ashleigh Brett
Fourth row:
Third row:

n ti
TROY - BARCLAY HOUSE
Fourth row: Michelle Parkin, Paris Clough-Townsend, Tara Balfe, Gillian Goodwin, Leanna Perret, Tami Caro, Laura Hurst, Joanne Nixon
Third row:
Mrs Sue Hales, Gillian Enfield-Kirk, Julia Marron, Kelly Arnett, Amber Shergis, Laura Geddes, Nadia Bartrop, Julia Caro, Claire Fenner, Mia Swift, Mrs Jenny Borrill
Second row: Phoebe Cameron, Natasha Rauh, Laura Goodwin, Rachel Benefiel, Elizabeth Wong, Pene Boden, Shasta Hutchinson, Jessica Robinson, Veronica Ong, Chloe Hurst,
Kathryn Jafferies, Jessica Borella
Front row:
Fiona Downes, Grace Skinner, Courtney Arnett, Lucy Daly, Mrs Veronica Guidera and Victoria Mak, Isabella Ashby, Ellie Mackay, Andrew Benefiel, Emma Woods
Absent:
Carly Donohue, Jennifer Holliday, Bronte Hands, Emmie Delborello
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'These are ourfavourite things a6outscfiooC
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JESSICA: I like our space rocket because it has aliens inside it.
ESMERALDA: I like painting lots of pictures.

(jv^ C 5-t L e

LAURA: I like playing in the home corner with Elizabeth.
KRISTINE: I like the puzzles because I can do the hard ones.
BRITTANY: I like doing jigsaws because I am clever at them.
ASHLEIGH G: I liked learning about Underwater World.
GEORGINA: I like having friends.
STEPHANIE: I like painting and drawing.
LUCY: I like colouring pictures and doing the alphabet.

E/nPO a

CHRISTIE: I like gluing at the collage table.
EMMA: I like painting pictures for Mum and Dad.
VICTORIA: I like spaghetti pictures.
ASTRID:

grtnOKY
la

A

I liked playing in our class hospital and being the

nurse.
ELIZABETH: I like reading books and writing my name.
JENNA: I like drawing and writing.
HOLLY: I like writing and playing outside.
RACHEL: I like doing my numbers.
ASHLEIGH B: I like puzzles and dressing up.
KATE: I like writing because I know all my sounds.
TINA: I liked playing in our class shop.
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YEAR ONE ENJOYED WORKING WITH THE YEAR TWELVE EARLY
CHILDHOOD STUDENTS

^ i/ f larvi
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JOANNA WATKINS - I had fun sewing because it is so fun sewing.
PHOEBE CAMERON -1 loved making gingerbread men because it was fun.
LAUREN GIBBONS - It was fun making the bag. I gave it to Mum.
CAITLIN FORD -1 enjoyed making the gingerbread man because I liked kneading the dough.
KATE McCORMACK -1 liked making the gingerbread men with Emma.
MICHELLE CHU -1 like to make the gingerbread men with Kristin.
ERIN McLEAN - Yesterday we made gingerbread. It was my first time I made a gingerbread.
It was fun.
ALLYSON BUTLER -1 liked sewing with Emma because it was fun. I like sewing.
ANDREA BENEFIEL -1 liked making the gingerbread man. Because we got to feel dough.
BRITTANY POPE - When I went to the Year 12,1 enjoyed making gingerbread men.
JADE AVIS -1 liked making bags because it was fun.
IONA PHILLIPS -1 enjoyed making the gingerbread man because it was fun putting the raisins on
the gingerbread man.
SUMAY CHAN - We made gingerbread men. We had fun. I made it with Halley.
SARAH NG -1 enjoyed sewing with Kristin because it was my first time sewing.
REBECCA PORTER - It was fun because we made a book. And it was also fun
kneading the dough.
SARAH BETH McNUTT -1 had fun sewing with my hands. Emma was my helper.
SOPHIE MORROW - One time when we made bags I did a knot. When I was finished I was tired.
HILLARY LOH - When I went up to Senior School, I made a gingerbread man
and it was delicious.
GRACE SKINNER - When we went to the Year 12s school, I made gingerbread man. I gave it to
Mummy.
FIONA DOWNES - I liked making the gingerbread man because it was fun.
BROOKE GOSLING - When I went to the High School I enjoyed making the gingerbread man
and putting stuff on to decorate him.
MAUREEN KRASNOFF - made a delightful bag and a cute gingerbread man.
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THINGS THAT MAKE YOU FEEL GOOD AT SCHOOL by
YEAR TWO 1997
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All the Year Two feel good when they work well together.
Here are their own special feelings:
Kuihbrine
CLAIRE: I like doing dictation and also playing with other people.
LAURA: I like doing spelling too and when people play with me.
JESSICA: People being nice to me
KATHERINE: People smiling at school.
SASHA: When I can do writing and can do some free choice.
SAM: I like playing with my friends.
MARGUERITA: When I get all my mathematics right.
MELISSA: I’m happy when I finish lots of chapter books.
JORDYN: When someone is new and we look after them.
LISA: When I get good reports from the teachers and got lots of
friends to play with.
EMILY: When I do really well in my school report and play minkey.
NATASHA: When I do really well in most things. When Troy wins
in the sports’ carnival.
A^x qn J rc.
FION: Reading so well.
EMMA: When we win the game of minkey and I be nice to other
people after the games.
ALEXANDRA: When I play with my friends.
SHEENA: Feels happy because her drawing was framed and put in
the corridor.
INGRID: When I do sport and when I get a certificate.
AMY:When the ballet teacher says I’ve done really good and I get a
merit certificate.
SARAH: When we win the game of minkey and Olympia has the
most House points.
ELIZABETH: When people play with me and they’re really nice.
TIBBIE: When Mrs Spina takes us on excursions then I feel happy.
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The Claremont Museum
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Making scones in the 1907 style at
Claremont Museum

KNICKERS IN THE SKY
One day a girl called Rebecca Ovin was
walking home from school. Rebecca was
eight and didn't know a thing about
multiplication. Rebecca was half way down
the street when she saw something in the
sky. Was it a plane? Was it a bird? No it’s
knickers? She started to wobble and
fainted on the pavement. Then a man in a
car drove up and said, “Are you all right
kid?” He fainted in his car with legs out the
window. There were undies everywhere,
spotty ones, dotty ones and even rocket
ship ones! And they were singing pretty
undies walking down the street, pretty
undies looking cool and pretty neat cos
knickers are falling out of the sky.

On the 18th of June 1997 we went to
the Claremont Museum. Mrs
Rhodes and the Year 3's dressed up
in olden days clothes. We played
games, cooked scones and had a try
at what olden days school was like.
We all had a turn at skipping with
Mrs Rhodes, Mrs Hicks and Sally.
We also played olden days games
with tennis balls and we coloured in
and played quoits. When we cooked
we used olden days measurements.
We ground flour and used it for our
scones. In our classroom experience
we used slates and charcoal to write
with.
Simone Stewart (Year 3)

toca^«uce,

l°Ve

Claremont Museum

Last week we went to the Claremont
Museum. We made scones from olden
days things. We used wheat, salt, water,
and flour. We also went to play games.
There were skipping ropes. There was a
long one. The people who held the rope
counted a, b, c and waited until you
tripped. There was a fishing game, and a
colouring page for you to colour in. After
the games we ate our scones. Then we
went into an olden day classroom. We
wrote on boards and we had to share. It
was really fun to use olden day things.

All I want is a virtual pet.
Once upon a time a long time

Washing clothes is certainly easier now!

august *e

They both really

wanted a kitten but all their

°°cs
Aty0

are

c
ATs

mother could say was "another
day”. “OK” they sighed. On a
beautiful day when the sun was
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ago lived two girls called Natalie
and Ellen.

Now Rebecca is nine and knows a heap
about multiplication.

R

E/ii’Se Dunca’i (Year 3)

Scarlet Ng (Year 3)
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Harriet Hay (Year 3)
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hot, their mum said, “Girls come
with me when I go to the city.”
So when they went to the city
they went straight to the toy
store and asked the lady at the
counter to show them the aisle
that had virtual pets. The lady
showed them. “I want a cat,”
said Natalie. I want a dinosaur,”
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said Ellen. So in the end all they
did was play Virtual Pets.
The End.
Ellen Hooke (Year 3)

My Little Dog Molly
My dog Molly was born on the 4th of January. She is a Maltese cross Shitsu and she is a little terrier. She is very naughty and she likes
to chew on shoes, socks and the television cord. Under our television there are some electric wires and she thinks that is her bone. “One
day she will get electrocuted,” says my sister Kate. She went to doggie training but she was so bad that she didn’t pass the test. She still
is naughty, but when she is tired she is so cute. In the morning she is all active again and she goes off into the garden and digs until she
has to take a bath. Molly loves water but she is scared of our pool. I don’t know why, because she likes baths. When I come home from
school, she jumps all over me. She loves to chew my chair while I’m doing my home work.
Brooke Thomas (Year 31
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fantasy
Dragons, fairies, pixies, elves

gnomes

Witches, pegasus and ghastly spells.

100 Wes nTl^'OoftOi
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or more

peoPte locked •

This is all fantasy in stories and tales.

Dragons are dangerous
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Fairies are calm

side.
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Pixies are beautiful
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Elves do no harm.
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My Garden

out

fydia

Witches are bad

There is a garden where I go,

Pegasus make you glad

where it doesn’t rain or snow,
There are beautiful flowers,

Ghastly spells can made you sad.

And I sit there for hours,
dreaming my hours away.

Dragons, fairies, pixies, elves

A slight breeze makes the leaves
Witches, pegasus and ghastly spells.
trees
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This is all fantasy in stories and tales.
Sarah Collin

day after day,
I sit there and play,
dreaming my hours away.

When the wind is blowing,
and the stream is flowing,

;\eep
iattaS’

I really love to go rowing,

^6

in the clean, clear water,

pte

and I lie on the grass dreaming
my hours away.
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Sophie L Gammell
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THE THREE BILLY GOATS GRUFF
Cast
Troll
1st billy goat
2nd billy goat, and

Props
Long, nose for troll
Big, eyes for troll
Horns for all billy goats

3rd billy goat.

Bridge

Scene 1
(Once there were three Billy Goats Gruff. They wanted to go across the bridge to get to the
hillside to eat some nice green grass. The first Billy Goat Gruff crossed the bridge.)
SoundsTrip-trap, trip-trap!
Troll
(Very loud voice) WHO’S THAT tripping over MY bridge?
1st Billy-Goat Gruff
(small voice) Oh! It is only I, the smallest Billy Goat Gruff and I’m

Billy Goats Gruff
Cast
1. BG (1. Billy Goat)

going up the hillside to make myself fat by eating the nice green grass across the bridge.
Troll
(Rough voice) Now, I’m going to gobble you up!
1st Billy Goat Gruff
(timid scared voice) Ooh! Ooh! Ooh! Please don’t gobble me up,
I’m too little. Wait a bit till the second Billy Goat Gruff comes. He’s much bigger.
Troll (Loud coarse voice) Well! Be off
with you.

2. BG (2. Billy Goat)
3. BG (3. Billy Goat)

Scene 2

Troll
Scene One

(A little while later, the 2nd Billy Goat Gruff
comes over the bridge)
Sound
Trip-trap, trip-trap.

(Billy Goats come to bridge and start

Troll (Roaring) WHO’S that TRIPPING
OVER MY bridge?
2nd Billy Goat Gruff (Scared voice) Oh!
It is only I, the 2nd Billy Goat Gruff and I’m
going to make myself fat by eating the nice
green grass across the bridge.
Troll (Rough voice) Now, I'm going to

eating the grass).
1.BG

It's greener on the other side

let’s go there.
(He says playfully) (He starts walking
over happily when Troll jumps up on

gobble you up.
2nd Billy Goat Gruff (Scared voice) Ooh!
Ooh! Ooh! Please don’t gobble me up.
Wait a bit till the big Billy Goat Gruff comes.

bridge.)
Troll

Who dares cross my bridge?

1 .BG

It’s me Baby Billy Goat.

Troll

Go back or I’ll eat you!

1.BG

Don’t eat me.

fatter!
Troll

You may cross!

(1.BG crosses, 2.BG walks up onto
bridge)
Troll

Who’s that?

2.BG

It’s Mummy Billy Goat.

Troll

Go back or I’ll eat you!

2.BG

Don’t eat me! Big Billy Goats

nicer!
Troll

He's much bigger.
Troll (Loud coarse voice) Very well! Be

Mummy's

You may cross!

Year 5
has explored shadow
puppetry to tell
traditional
folk
stories. Script writing,
practical problem
solving, group co
operation skills and
performance skills
have all been used.

(2 BG crosses bridge, 3 BG comes
So you’re Big Billy Goat!

(Just then, up came the biggest Billy Goat
Gruff)
3rd Billy Goat Gruff (Loud, big voice)
Now, I’M going to join the other Billy Goats
Gruff.
Troll (Shouting as loud as 100 gunshots)
WHO’S THAT TRAMPING OVER MY
BRIDGE?

GOBBLE YOU UP!
3rd Billy Goat Gruff

Come closer or I’ll eat you.
3 BG

Scene 3

3rd Billy Goat Gruff (Roaring voice) It's
I THE BIGGEST BILLY GOAT GRUFF!
Troll (Screaming) NOW I’M COMING TO

onto bridge)
Troll

off with you.

No you won’t!

(Roaring voice) Well

come along! I’ve got two spears that will

(They charge at each other and 3BG

poke out your eyeballs and two stones that
will crush you to bits.
(The 3rd Billy Goat Gruff ran at the troll and

throws the Troll off the bridge. Billy
Goats rejoice and live happily ever

poked his eyes out with his horns and
crushed his body with his feet. He want to
join the other billy goats up the hillside to

after.)

eat some nice green grass.

]. Mansfield (Year 5)

Li-Xia Tan
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A Hot Summer's Day

At the Beach

My family and I were driving to the beach.
Two hours! Two hours in a car that felt like
a hot-crossed bun in a bush fire. My little
sister Kate said, "Wanna play eye spy?"
"That is about as boring as reading the
dictionary." I thought I was dying for cool
refreshing choc-chip icecream.

As I walk down from our beach house I look
along the long beach of white sand. At the
very end of the beach a slim lighthouse
stands like a tower, high on the cliffs. Above
me seagulls play, screeching like small
children. All along the shore, houses line
the beach like a tall fence.

We walked down to the sand. It was
burning hot, like standing on hot coals.
Shimmering in the blazing sun the sand
looked soft and cool, but was really stony
and hot.
As we slipped into our bathers we put on
suncream. Smooth and cool like a pebble
washed up from the sea.
Squealing at the coolness of the water we
dived under. A feeling of relief swept over
our bodies as we forgot about the heat
strickened sand. I forced my way through
a series of wild, crashing waves until I got
so deep that the huge waves were nothing
but harmless ripples."
Next to me this big fat man was battling to
keep himself afloat. Then I became aware
that I was now the only person in this vast
ocean! I heard the shark alarm, BEEP, BEEP.
I started swimming hard. I felt scared. In
fact terrified. As I got out of the water I
saw a fin slicing through the water. It
looked like a knife slicing through butter.
As we were driving home eating icecream
I thought about the day as I slowly drifted
into a deep peaceful sleep.
Roberta Nagle (Year 6T)

Incy Wincy Spider
Incy wincy spider, spider
Everybody knows
Climbed up the slippery water spout
Got flooded by a hose.
He tried to climb back up again
But of course it was too wet
So he climbed back down poor guy
And I caught him with a net.
Mum still things he's terrible
She things he is a beast
I feed him and I groom him
That's all I do at least.
I took my friend to school one day
My buddies thought him cool
My teacher didn't understand
They are against the rule.
Incy wincy spider, spider
Of him I dream about.
He was buried in the garden
Next to the water spout.
Louise Dawkins (Year 6M)

The water glitters as if it were made of
millions of small opals. A large cruising
motor-boat is moored about 70 metres out
from the shore. Around it small rafts and
pontoons are tied to small buoys. On the
horizon an ocean yacht race is taking place.
I have the beach to myself apart from a
small beach tent where a couple are sitting
engrossed in their conversation. While I
stand here a large woman walks down and
lies on the beach to read. A girl runs down
from another house and starts to cartwheel
down the beach.
Now I can hear a noise from further up the
beach. A small dinghy putts out and throws
some crabpots into the water. They will
probably return later to pull the crabpots
up. I can see some people bodyboarding.
Then I see something else, a fin. The couple
are being followed by dolphins! The
woman will have a heart attack when she
sees them!
I walk back to our beach house and get out
my pencils then sit down to draw what I
saw outside.
Alexandra Turner (Year 6T)

YEAR
66666
Introduction and excerpt from "The
Battle of Balmoral and Leeds"
Long ago in a far off land where were many
beautiful castles. Most castles were
surrounded by a small village with a moat
separating the people of the village from the
more privileged society. There was one
such castle; some believed it was magical
but maybe it was just the beauty in its
structure which was amazing. The stones
were cut exactly to the inch and they
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seemed to glimmer brightly. The castle's
huge parapets towered proudly and
strongly over the people and you would
expect that life inside the castle would be
idyllic. But no one knew that inside it was
quite different. Everyone worked routinely
each day and the only celebrations were
made, over a feast held by people who were
well off, when they had conquered an
enemy.
One knight Sir Rupit of Leeds, a youth of
twenty was lonely and very miserable. So
to make himself happier he either sanded
or designed an amazing suit of armour. The
strong lad was broad in appearance but
emotionally he was very weak. His dark
brown hair was distinctive and his blue eyes
were gazing sadly at his bedroom wall
when he found out that he was expected to
fight in a battle in three days time! Once he
had been eager and very cunning but those
characteristics evolved around one thing
and when he lost that thing the last time he
fought, he was completely shattered. He
knew as a tear fell down his cheek that his
strength was gone and he was in no shape
to fight.
Amanda Thomas (Year 6M)

Excerpt from "Princess Alanna and
the Black Knights"
Princess Alanna woke up. It was a lovely
day. She leaped out of bed and called her
servants who dressed her. On entering her
parents' room she said, "Mum, dad, will
you go for a ride with me?"
"Oh, no sorry darling. We've got
meetings/' replied King Jonathan.
"Sure, okay," she agreed and walked out of
the room. She ran to the stables and saddled
Down, her horse. In the stables she saw Sir
Alex, the champion knight. "Where are you
going?" he asked her.
"For a ride - by myself!" she replied. He
protested vigorously but she refused to
change her mind. Alanna was a very
stubborn girl.
She rode over the
drawbridge and cantered down the hillside.
Alanna rode into the forest. She found a
nice shady spot, dismounted, and tethered
her mare to a tree. She sat down under the
tree and later dropped off to sleep. While
she was sleeping, five knights dressed all
in black rode up to her. They snatched her,
and raced off to the black castle.
Meanwhile, Sir Alex was getting anxious ...
Alison McCutcheon (Year 6M)

The High Jumper

Concentration

FEAR

She glared determinedly at the bar of
the high jump, three strides ahead of
her, light green eyes narrowing in
anticipation. Her dark brown hair
flicked out behind her in the wind. She
was wearing shorts and a t-shirt. The
[pr
top was white and short dark blue. Her
sneakers squeaked on the grass
covered with dew. The sun was
already drying it out.

Her pen moves slowly across the page. The
scratching noise made by the biro writing
on the paper stops. The small, wide-eyed
girl sits back and stares at the ceiling. Her
bony little hand covers the gaping mouth
as she lets out a mighty yawn. She closes
V»pr
ip crirl
herpwpc
eyes, ftapn
thennnpnc
opens fVtPm
them. TV
The
girl QnrWc
sucks
her pen. She takes a long strand of dark
hair and winds it slowly round the
fluorescent pen with the chewed lid.

Someone is chasing you down the path,
gaining on you! Then they grab you and
your world closes in on you. This is fear.
Ever read a really spooky book? You
keep turning around just to check there
is no one at your door awaiting your
gaze. If you ever, ever experienced true
fear you will know the feeling of danger,
threat and terror.

She focused on the bar with the soft
blue mat behind it. She inhaled deeply,
and the early morning sun illuminated
half of her face, the snub nose, the
rather large mouth. She launched
herself off the ground, one leg stretched
out before her. She thudded onto the
ground, the other leg already moving.
Three more strides and she was at the
bar, cursing the fact that her legs were so
short and she had to take an extra step.
She lifted her right leg, knee bent, and
leaped off the ground, twisting lithely
and sinuously around in the air. She
arched her back over the red and white
bar and flicked her legs back, making
sure she didn't touch the bar. She
landed on the upper part of her back
on the soft mat. She rolled off hurriedh
and checked that she hadn't knocked
the wooden bar off after all. Reassured,
she stood up and revelled in the
achievement of clearing the high bar.
Annaliese Mason (Year
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She reaches across the old wooden desl
covered with ink stains and carved initials,
and grabs a pink, rubber covered paper clip.
She bends it into strange, unknown shapes.
She uses it to pick her braces and attaches
it to the wires. The little girl slides her heel
out of a clunky black shoe. The lace falls
undone. She crawls under the desk and
does it up. The girl stands up and walks to
the front of the room. She blows her nose
then throws the tissue towards the bin. It
hits the edge and falls to the carpet. She
doesn't care. The girl stretches her legs and
sits back down in the hard-backed chair.
She bites her stubby fingernails then cleans
them with her pen. She pokes at the dark
blue button on the uncomfortable jacket
with the hole. She pulls her dark striped
tie with elastic round the neck away from
e crisp white stiff collar with a menacing
look on her face. She lets go and flinches as
igeot
it snaps back. A smile teases at the edge
ns
of
her mouth.
her
Suddenly she sits up in alarm as she hears
footsteps outside. She grabs her pen and
assumes her original position. She begins
to write furiously. The door creaks open.
There are two lines on her page. The teacher
comes and stands by her desk. Slowly the
girl turns her head and looks into the eyes
of the teacher. The large woman glares
down at her and she stares back. There is
guilt written all over her face, but in her eyes
sense of mischief too.
Jennifer Stevens (Year 7G)

(Year

Friends
I like friends;
The laughing, the talking and the late night phone calls,
Weekend shopping at your favourite malls,
The gossip, the bitching and the new boy at school,
Whether your new dress is really that cool.
Being able to tell when something’s gone wrong,
Your problems to them are never too long.
I like friends.
Sophie Lee (Year 7G)
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Overcoming fear is difficult and some
fears are impossible to overcome. The
threat of death, disease or losing your
parents will always haunt your life
whatever the case may be. But some
fears are only temporary. It is up to you
to have the courage to overcome that
threat. For example the fear of the dark;
now the easy way to rid your mind of
that thought is to leave one or two lights
on when you go to sleep. Gradually as
time wears on you start to dim the lights
by closing your door halfway and
eventually you will be able to go to sleep
without worrying about the dark. My
one and only fear is an impossible one
to overcome. It is the fear of my family
dying and me being left on my own
without any relatives.
There are many different fears that
people fall victim to unless they banish
it from their mind. But altogether if
everyone encourages others, we all will
be able to stand up and face the light.
Emma Williams (Year 7D)

Powerful person
Active, athletic
Optimistic outspoken
Level of mathematics is high
Always has a great smile on her face.
Special
Terrifically cheerful
Efficient and quick
Perceptive
Happy all the time
Always cheerful
Never disagreeable
Inventive and creative
Energetic and sporty
Super swimmer
Interesting personality
Terrific flautist
A great friend to everyone
7D
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